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Despite being classified as an advanced economy by virtue of its euro area
membership, by all accounts Greece’s institutional capacity in the judicial
process, tax administration, expenditure control, and statistical services
was below that in practically any other European economy
(Kopits 2016, 24)
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Preface
When we started working on this project we had no idea we would end up
making a book out of it. Our much more timid objective was to write an article
for an academic journal and even that felt like a bit of stretch for two political
scientists who do not normally write about public revenue administrations.
What sparked our interest in the reform of Greece’s public revenue
administration was the fact that, as President Obama’s chief of staff rightly
noted, ‘you never want a serious crisis to go to waste’, i.e. a crisis ‘is an
opportunity to do the things that you think you could not do before’ (Emanuel
2008). As anyone who has encountered the modern Greek state’s apparatus
would testify, at the onset of the crisis it was in desperate need for reform but
the country’s public revenue administration in particular stood out in that
respect. Having grown accustomed to reading, hearing or even experiencing
stories about its legendary ineffectiveness, heavyhandedness, opacity and
corruption (all of which are socio-political constructs), coupled with our deeply
held belief that paying and collecting tax fairly is first and foremost a basic
civic duty, a matter of social justice – since none of the public goods that need
protecting and none of the resources and opportunities that need to be
redistributed in unequal societies can be protected, funded or redistributed
without tax justice – we decided to try to look into it by participating in the
annual competition for small research grants conducted by the Hellenic
Observatory at the European Institute of the London School of Economics and
Political Science.
We did so after reading the surprising (to us at least) news in the press that the
Greek government was going to establish an independent public revenue
authority that was meant to operate at arm’s length from the government of the
day. To us, this sounded like nothing short of a revolution since we were
aware of the Greek political establishment’s aversion to genuinely independent
authorities, the problems that extant authorities were facing, the academic
literature on Greece’s limited reform capacity, as well as the pervasive view
amongst Greeks that acknowledges the need for deep reforms ‘because the
country could not go on as it was’ as long as these reforms start from other
social groups first.
When we decided to participate in the Hellenic Observatory’s competition we
did so with a degree of trepidation that was due not only to the highly
competitive nature of the process. The reasons for our trepidation were
threefold. First, we believe that independent authorities pose particular
challenges to democracy. Detachment from the exigencies of the electoral
cycle implies that voters are necessarily as unwilling to hear unpopular truths
being said as unwilling politicians vying for office are to tell them. Although it

is true that far too many citizens in advanced liberal democracies either take
democracy for granted – as the rampant rise of populism shows – or construe
democracy only in terms of rights, we do not believe that the use of
independent authorities across the board is as always as necessary as their
proponents purport it to be, whilst they remain rather silent (often deafeningly
so) with regards to the material lures of the market as well as the problem of
‘revolving doors’. As for the meaning of independence, if one takes a
sociological perspective, one will notice that in many cases the senior officials
of these authorities have rather similar backgrounds in terms of class,
education, gender etc. to those of many leading politicians. The strength of
isomorphism is significant, as are it pitfalls. One of the most significant pitfalls
is the potential for blame avoidance. Independent authorities offer this
potential especially in a country such as Greece where politicians (and senior
officials) often show excessive aversion to the very idea of resigning from
office.
Second, shifting the focus of political accountability from intra-departmental
hierarchies to accountability to parliament poses particular challenges in the
case of Greece since the Greek parliament is characteristically docile. Its key
weakness, which is also one that permeates the country’s entire political
system, is aversion to evidence-based debates. This is unsurprising since
gathering and interpreting evidence is a cumbersome and challenging activity
and Greek parliamentarians are not accustomed to it. This is not due to the
lack of means (itself a political construct). Their offices remain handsomely
funded by the state budget. Rather, they are culturally keener on the use of
slogans, as is much of the Greek press and body politic. The final reason for
out trepidation was our fear – based on past experience – that the interviewintensive nature of this research project would be undermined by the relative
absence of the culture of research interview from large segments of both the
political and administrative élite. On that front, and with only a handful of
(anyway telling) exceptions, we ended up being pleasantly surprised.
Carrying out this research project would have been impossible without the
financial support provided by the Hellenic Observatory. We are grateful for it.
We are also grateful to Ms Eva Katakalou, doctoral candidate at Panteion
University of Social and Political Sciences, for the excellent research assistance
that she has provided, the 34 individuals who have agreed to be interviewed for
the purposes of this project and for help with tracking down obscure
documents, as well as to Georgette Lalis, Nikos Erinakis and Michalis
Psalidopoulos for the help they have provided in tracking down key officials.
Our work has benefitted from the comments offered by Tryfon Alexiadis,
Nikos Karavitis, Fragiskos Koutentakis, Georgette Lalis, Antonis
Papayannidis, Philippos Sachinidis, Calliope Spanou, Harry Theoharis and
Theodore Tsekos during the presentation of an earlier paper at the Jean Monnet
Chair’s workshop on administrative reform in Greece at Panteion University,
Athens on 5 April 2017. We have also benefitted from the comments made by

Dr Ali Burak Güven, Professor Deborah Mabbett, Professor E. C. Page FBA,
Dr David Styan and Professor Theodore Tsekos in the context of the ‘book
club’ of Birkbeck’s Politics Department. The usual disclaimer applies.
Dionyssis G. Dimitrakopoulos gratefully acknowledges the research funding
and time off routine duties granted by Birkbeck’s Politics Department whilst
working on this project. We would also like to thank the team at Springer,
especially Johannes Glaeser, for the professional handling of the production
process.
We dedicate this book to Katerina Papakonstantinou, Maria Zampara and, in
particular, Alkis A. and Yiorgos A. Passas hoping that at least the latter two
will experience Greece as a country where paying and collecting tax fairly will
be the norm. If that happens, it will be in no small part due to the reform that
we examine in this book.

Bloomsbury and Pefki, April 2019
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Introduction
The purpose of this book is to analyse how Greece has come to ‘depoliticise’ its
public revenue administration, i.e. how the body that is responsible for collecting
taxes has ceased to be a part of the Ministry of Finance operating under the direct
control of the minister of finance and has become an independent authority that a)
operates at arm’s length from the government of the day and b) is accountable directly
to parliament. This is arguably the single most significant institutional reform that
came about as a result of the three ‘bailout’ agreements of 2010, 2012 and 2015
involving the IMF as well as the Eurozone countries. In exchange for the provision of
vitally needed funding without which the country would have gone bankrupt,
successive Greek governments agreed to an evolving series of policy and institutional
reforms, including the depoliticisation and broader modernisation of the country’s
public revenue administration. This ‘exchange’ is the essence of conditionality, i.e.
the cornerstone of the adjustment programme, of which the reform examined in this
book is an emblematic example.
The depoliticisation of the public revenue administration was not even mentioned in
the first memorandum of understanding (MoU) that was signed in 2010. However,
during the decade that followed (2010-2019) this issue has come to occupy a central
role in the Greek adjustment programme. This book focuses on how this happened
and, in particular, how a key reform that had extremely limited support within the
Greek political establishment has come to be not only enacted but also successfully
implemented in a country that is reported to have a rather limited reform capacity.
Researching this reform is made even more worthwhile (and remarkable) by the fact
that it relates directly to one of the purely domestic causes of Greece’s crisis: lax tax
collection. It is a ‘success story’ in an adjustment programme that has been marked
by many crises, starts and stops. The aim of this introductory chapter is to set the
scene for this study by providing a discussion of its basic parametres.
The depoliticisation of Greece’s public revenue administration is very significant
because of i) the central role of deficient tax collection in the pre-crisis management
of Greek public finances (alongside the country’s highly problematic budgeting
processes and problems with official statistics) and ii) Greece’s problems with tax
collection since the establishment of the modern Greek state in 1830. The first two
sections of this chapter present a) the scale of these problems and b) the nature and
basic characteristics of Greece’s public revenue administration at the onset of the
crisis. The reform that we set out to examine in this book is, as we will show in the
following chapters, radical in nature in comparison to i) the status quo ante as well as
ii) much of Greece’s public administration. Yet it came about in a country that,
according to the prevailing wisdom, has limited reform capacity (Featherstone 2011,
195, Featherstone and Papadimitriou 2008, Kalyvas, Pagoulatos, and Tsoukas 2012,
Spanou and Sotiropoulos 2011) or at least it has a highly problematic ‘reform
technology’ (Monastiriotis and Antoniades 2009). The nature of this limited reform
capacity and the barriers to reform are examined in the third section of this chapter.
Moreover, this change took one of the several forms that it could have taken. The

fourth section presents the landscape of the main models of public revenue
administrations as they exist in OECD countries. The final section of this chapter
brings together the key elements of these sections and outlines the book’s puzzle and
central argument. Briefly put, the question that we seek to answer is this: what
accounts for the switch from the previous model of direct ministerial control to an
independent authority that operates at arm’s length from the government in a country
that has limited reform capacity? How did reform-averse Greece come to enact and
implement this radically different model – indeed one whose effectiveness and
efficiency are not certain (OECD 2015, 30) and is used by a minority of EU member
states? Our argument is that while conditionality – in particular the power asymmetry
between Greece and its international partners - explains the choice of the direction of
travel (i.e. less ministerial control) as a response to a real problem, it does not account
for how far the reform went. We argue that the extent of the reform is best
understood as a result of not only a) the priorities of the government in the final stages
of the negotiations but, more importantly, b) successive Greek governments’ reactions
(and subsequent loss of credibility) to pressure for reform. These reactions arguably
exacerbated the problem of credibility and lack of trust in the eyes of the country’s
international partners.
The next section outlines Greece’s enduring problems with tax collection.

Tax collection in Greece: the magnitude of the problem
Tax collection has been an enduring problem for the modern Greek state since its
establishment in 1830. Although no European state can claim to have a perfect tax
collection record, the magnitude of the problem in Greece was very high in the run up
to the onset of the crisis. Greece’s tax gap – the difference between the amount that
the public revenue administration is expected to collect on the basis on legislation in
force and the amount that it actually collects (Khwaja and Iyer 2014) - was huge. The
magnitude of the tax gap and the onset of the crisis have been attributed to Greece’s
historically very low public revenues1. Indeed, according to one view, in 2009
Greece’s real primary deficit was 10 per cent, i.e. seven percentage points above the
Euro area’s average, but six of the seven percentage points of the difference were due
to lower Greek public revenues in comparison to the Euro area’s average2. According
to the European Commission’s estimates, ‘uncollected tax revenue in 2006 amounted
to 30 per cent (or 3.4 per cent of GDP)’ (Featherstone 2011, 196). In the run-up to the
crisis, the magnitude of the system’s ineffectiveness was demonstrably known to at
least the government of the day. We know that because that government
commissioned the IMF report which noted that in June 2005 (i.e. after several years
1

This does not mean that tax evasion is evenly distributed across social groups. Pensioners and
salaried workers would normally find it difficult or impossible to avoid paying income tax when paid
via payroll. On the contrary, path-breaking new research estimates that ‘43–45% of self-employed
income goes unreported and thus untaxed. For 2009, this implies €28.2 billion of unreported income,
implying forgone tax revenues of over €11 billion or 30% of the deficit’ (Artavanis, Morse, and
Tsoutsoura 2016).
2
This is the view of Prof. Euclid Tsakalotos (now Minister of Finance) and Fragkiskos Koutentakis, an
academic economist who was also one of the Tsipras administration’s top officials in the Ministry of
Finance and subsequent head of the Hellenic Parliament’s Budget Office (Tsakalotos 2010, 10 and
figures 2 and 3, Koutentakis 2018).

of significant economic growth), the total tax debts owed amounted to €18 billion, i.e.
more than 40 per cent of the previous year’s tax collections (which is the standard
international comparator), whereas the aim of most developed public revenue
administrations is approximately between 5 and 10 per cent (Perry et al. 2005, 13-14).
Even as late as 2011 the OECD was reporting that
if Greece could collect VAT, social security contributions and corporate
income tax with the same efficiency as its main partners do, it could boost
tax revenues by about 4¾ per cent of GDP per year
(OECD 2011, 85).
In terms of VAT, the gap was estimated to be as high as 33.7 per cent in 2009, i.e.
approximately 7.5 billion euros, while i) the figures for the comparable case of
Portugal were 14.5 per cent and just over 2 billion euros respectively and ii) in the UK
– a country where the public revenue administration was already operating at arm’s
length from the government - the VAT gap was 13.4 per cent (Center for Social and
Economic Research 2015, tables B6, B7).
Between 1995 and 2011 average total tax receipts in Greece were 21.3 per cent of
GDP while the EU average was 26.6 per cent and if one includes social security
contributions the average total was 31.9 per cent while the EU27 and Euro area
average was 40 per cent of GDP (Anastasatou n.d., 20). As regards the tax rate, while
the nominal rate (when it comes to income and consumption) is high, the
corresponding tax take has historically been comparatively low despite some
convergence observed in the post-2009 period. In 2012 the implicit tax rate (which
takes account of the real tax take) on consumption in Greece was 16.2 per cent
(nominally at 23 per cent) while in the EU28 it was 19.9 per cent (Ernst & Young
2017, 31-2).
In terms of ranking on the basis of the ratio of tax effort in relation to actual tax
collection3, Greece was classified as medium ranking (Khwaja and Iyer 2014, 20,
table 3) while a former government minister argued that tax collection in Greece was
the costliest amongst OECD countries (interview, Athens, 19 July 2016). Economists
have also highlighted the electoral dimension of tax collection. It has been estimated
that between 1982 (the year after Greece’s accession to the then European
Communities) and 2007 (five years after its adoption of the euro) deviation from
budgetary4 provisions was much higher and – in particular – the tax intake often
dropped considerably in election years (Hardouvelis, Sampaniotis, and Davradakis
2006, 10-13) because – as former Finance Minister George Papaconstantinou
reportedly acknowledged - “The first thing a government does in an election year is to
pull the tax collectors off the streets” (Lewis 2011, 49). More recent research – coauthored by another Greek former finance minister and covering the 13 elections
between 1972 and 2009 - shows that around election times ‘tax revenue is reduced by
changes in tax authority auditing patterns and by intentionally more relaxed
enforcement of tax laws’ to the tune of 2.34 per cent of GDP in 2008 figures (Skouras
and Christodoulakis 2014, 544, 550). All this points in the direction of a highly
3

The two measures relate to the level of taxation and the extent to which a country’s public revenue
administration performs close to, above or below its potential.
4
An average of approximately 1.83 percentage points has been added to the country’s public deficit
every election year between 1974 and 1993 (Thomadakis 1997, 55).

ineffective public revenue system. Its key characteristics at the onset of the crisis are
presented in the next section.

Greece’s public revenue administration at the onset of the crisis
At that point in time, as subsequent developments have clearly confirmed, Greece’s
entire set of public financial management institutions was highly problematic. This
applies to budgeting (Rapanos 2007, Rapanos and Kaplanoglou 2014), official
statistics (European Commission 2010c) but above all the collection of taxes. More
than six years into Greece’s adjustment programme, a senior official said that what is
being attempted is ‘to drag the country’s public revenue administration out of the
1930s’5. This may sound like a hyperbole but it is not one. As a ministerial adviser
(and former employee of the Ministry of Finance) put it, Greece’s international
partners cannot be accused of trying to destroy paradise; rather, on some issues ‘we
were in total hell’ (interview, Athens, 9 November 2016).
The Greek public revenue system was highly problematic before the onset of the
crisis. Its problems were well known. Many of them had been mentioned in the
IMF’s report of 2005 commissioned by the conservative Nea Dimokratia government
and - as George Papaconstantinou acknowledged (Papaconstantinou 2016, 103) –
were also applicable in the autumn of 2009 when he took over as finance minister of
the centre-left PASOK government. First, much like the remainder of the Athenian
bureaucracy, Greece’s public revenue administration was both highly hierarchical6
and centralised at the ministerial level. In terms of autonomy, at the time, i.e. before
the onset of the crisis, the Greek public revenue administration was similar to the
French and German ones in a range of issues (OECD 2007, 27-31, tables 1-5), key
amongst which is the incorporation of duties to various directorates within the central
Ministry of Finance which also implies the predominant role of the corresponding
politician(s). This translated into repeated interference in operational decisions, as
staff had repeatedly claimed (interview, Athens, 13 February 2017; see also POEDOY 2012) and as the country’s central bank too noted (Bank of Greece 2010, 174).
However, this does not mean that tax collection was a major political priority in
Greece. Quite the opposite is true for any Greek prime minister at least since the
restoration of democracy in 1974, both when public borrowing was expensive and
when (as is the case of the period after Greece’s adoption of the euro in 2002) it was
cheap. In fact, quite remarkably and unlike several of his predecessors, upon taking
office in the autumn of 2009 George A. Papandreou did not even appoint a junior
minister in charge of public revenue collection – a decision that a senior official of
that administration acknowledged had been a mistake (interview, Athens, 2 June
2017). George Papandreou’s decision appears even more remarkable in light of the
fact that a) he had campaigned on an anti-austerity platform summarised in the slogan
‘the money is there’ which implied improvements in the management of public
finances partly via the fight against corruption and b) he was aware of the scale of the
task relating to Greece’s public finances well before the 2009 elections since the
German Finance Minister Peer Steinbrück (a social democrat) saw to it (Steinbrück
5
6

Statement made at a meeting held in London in January 2018 under the Chatham House rule.
On its structure at the beginning of the crisis see Nanopoulos (2010).

2010, 121-2).
Second, this laxity was mirrored at the administrative level in the form of the Finance
Ministry’s (and its political masters’) chronic inability reliably to forecast public
revenues during the pre-crisis period (interviews, Αthens, 19 July 2016 and 15
February 2017). While the old adage that the best predictor of this year’s budget is
last year’s budget may well apply in normal times - as the incrementalist school of
thought in the study of public budgeting sees it (Wildavsky 1975) - the point here is
that civil servants did not possess this knowledge and their political masters did not
care about ensuring they did, opting instead for arbitrary ‘forecasting’ (for a detailed
analysis of the problems in pre-crisis Greece's budgeting see Rapanos 2007, esp. 4560). This is remarkable also because several of Greece’s pre-crisis finance ministers
were economists, including some academic ones7. The rationalisation of public
budgeting was a key element of the first MoU and technical assistance played a key
role in this improvement (interviews, 19 December 2016 and 15 February 2017; see
also Iordanoglou 2011). In addition, the public revenue administration’s ‘point staff’
– i.e. the tax inspectors whose job it is to ensure tax compliance among firms and
individuals – were rather aged: more than half were above the age of 50 including 26
per cent aged 55 or older, as the IMF and the European Commission noted as late as
2013 (Story et al. 2013, 21). This means that at least a quarter of tax collectors were
not unlikely to have been recruited before the enactment in 1994 of the Peponis Law
which introduced recruitment to the civil service on the basis of competitive written
examinations in an effort to put an end to decades of pervasive clientelism involving
recruitment in the civil service in exchange for votes. The need for competent and
better-trained staff was widely known to have been held among senior officials inside
the public revenue administration (Telloglou 2012). Indeed, after having been forced
to resign (see Chapter 3) a former head of the public revenue administration noted
that several cases could not be prosecuted because staff are poorly trained or lacking
or because their superiors have made politically motivated arrangements with the
relevant individuals (Handelsblatt 2015). Moreover, changing senior officials (e.g.
directors or even heads of individual tax offices) in the public revenue administration
to suit the wishes of a newly appointed finance minister was commonplace8. As a
former finance minister noted – after leaving office –
high rank bureaucrats in tax authorities have intimate party affiliations
and have even been candidates for various elected government posts in the
same constituencies as those for which they were responsible for
collection
(Skouras and Christodoulakis 2014, 537).
The ruling politicians’ grip on the public revenue administration was also
demonstrated by the fact that traditionally, one of the first key appointments made by
7

Two examples from the 2000s (pre-crisis) are Professors Nikos Christodoulakis and George
Alogoskoufis. Two examples from the post-2008 period are Professors Yiannis Stournaras
(currently Governor of the Bank of Greece) and Ghikas Hardouvelis.
8
One telling is example is the replacement of all heads of units, deputy directors and directors in the
public revenue administration in October 2012. To do so, Finance Minister Yiannis Stournaras in the
‘Grand Coalition’ government led by PM Antonis Samaras changed the selection process and
replaced it with one that required only his decision for these appointments to take place (Ta Nea
2012a). He was not the first one to try to do so even after the onset of the crisis (Khadjinikolaou
2011).

any incoming prime minister was the head of the Financial Crime Squad (Soma
Dioksis Oekonomikou Egklimatos – SDOE). An emblematic example is the case of
Prime Minister Antonis Samaras who went as far as to appoint to that post a former
tax inspector who was, reportedly (Ta Nea 2012b), also a boyhood friend and a close
confidant of his (Kathimerini 2012). The list of SDOE heads who were widely
known to have been appointed on the basis of personal and/or party political links
(even after the onset of the crisis) is long (Tsoukas 2012). SDOE was seen as an
instrument in the government’s hands that could be used to further political causes at
least in relation to unfavourable political influence of large domestic business
interests9. More broadly, the practice of party political influences in key – especially
personnel-related – decisions produced a politicisation spiral also encountered in
countries of Central and Eastern Europe (Meyer-Sahling 2004, 76). Knowing that the
previous government had placed its own trusted individuals in key posts of the public
revenue administration, any new government had a strong incentive to replace them
with officials of its own choosing.10
Third, the Greek public revenue administration was perceived as both inefficient and
ineffective to such an extent that one former minister said it was ‘rotten and
crumbling’ (interview, Athens, 20 July 2016) while a seasoned parliamentarian said
that, in terms of the management of public finances more broadly, Greece was ‘a third
world country’ given the absence of control systems and mechanisms (interview,
Athens, 9 November 2016). Even the country’s central bank noted the problem of
corruption, highlighting the fact that interference in operational decisions came not
only from ‘high up’ but also from the ‘outside’ (Bank of Greece 2010, 174 esp. where
reference is made to 'έξωθεν (και άνωθεν) παρεµβάσεις'). It is worth noting that
comparative research shows that a) the recruitment of civil servants on the basis of
merit exerts ‘a significant influence on curbing corruption’ (Dahlström, Lapuente, and
Teorell 2012, 665) and b) in the eyes of civil servants too, ‘merit recruitment is
associated with less corruption, while politicisation is associated with more
corruption’ (Meyer-Sahling and Mikkelsen 2016).
Fourth, at the administrative level, the public revenue administration was using
antiquated methods of work, some of which were a hotbed for corruption. For
example, tax inspections were personalised – in the sense of involving direct contacts
between tax inspectors and taxpayers though (tellingly) many of these contacts were
not taking place in the revenue administration’s offices. Rather, they were being held
in the inspectee’s premises – a recipe for corruption. In addition, the internal
distribution of personnel was highly problematic. As the IMF indicated in its report
of 2005, whereas in modern tax administrations about 25 (ideally 30) per cent of staff
perform audit (inspection) functions, reliable figures were absent in Greece, but a)
even the highest numbers suggested were clearly inadequate and b) the corresponding
staff were also loaded with additional duties such as answering taxpayers’ inquiries,
9

Indeed, a former government minister went as far as to cite the specific example of Andreas
Papandreou who allegedly ordered tax inspections against media companies as a reaction to
unfavourable coverage (interview, Athens, 15 February 2017).
10
Appointments to key posts in the public revenue administration were not only based on party
political criteria. A range of other influences that were not in the public interest applied. For
example, a former government minister mentioned the influence of senior officials of the Greek
Orthodox Church in some parts of the country (interview with former government minister, Athens,
15 February 2017).

and making checks that related to tax amnesties (Perry et al. 2005, 49). The Greek
public revenue administration was making very limited use of (in any case highly
fragmented, sometimes outdated) information technology systems whose reform was
riddled with problems and many reported starts and stops. In 2005 the IMF noted that
while there is a wealth of raw data gathered by the tax administration and
included in computerized databases, there is nonetheless a dearth of actual
information that would permit either effective management, or appropriate
analysis of the real risks to tax compliance in Greece.
(Perry et al. 2005, 10)
Decisions as to which taxpayer’s tax affairs ought to be inspected were not based on
standard international practice, i.e. objective risk analysis techniques, while some
inspectors chose to inspect taxpayers who were known to be willing to make corrupt
payments in exchange for favourable treatment (interviews, Athens, 20 and 23 July
2016). The aforementioned IMF-authored report commissioned by the conservative
Nea Dimokratia government underlined the absence of broader strategic plans or
organizational statements highlighting the fact that in 2005 there was
no specific plan to address, in a coordinated way, all of the various aspects
of the administration’s functions which bear either directly or indirectly
on compliance levels. The current annual work plans focus mainly on
setting simple numerical targets—generally revenue based—and do not
appear to the mission adequately to reflect the current broader compliance
demands of the tax system.
(Perry et al. 2005, 21)
Fifth, as a result of these problems, there was some demand for reform and – up to a
point – some plans for reforms. These plans ranged from ‘back of an envelope’ type
of ideas to government-commissioned IMF-authored plans. Nevertheless, little
reform activity followed although the country’s high administrative costs and,
consequently, barriers to investment were well known (World Bank Group 2016).
Indeed, shortly after taking over as Greece’s Finance Minister in October 2009,
George Papaconstantinou discovered at a meeting with IMF staff whom he had
invited to advise the new government on reforming Greece’s tax policy and
administration, that the previous government had commissioned and obtained from
the IMF (but never acted on) a plan (Perry et al. 2005) to reform Greece’s public
revenue administration (Papaconstantinou 2016, 102).
Finally, like much of the rest Greek administrative and legal system, tax law was
highly complex, opaque and couched in a multitude of texts, coupled with favouritism
and lack of transparency (Sotiropoulos and Christopoulos 2016). A typical example
of its real operation that also displays several of the aforementioned characteristics of
Greece’s public revenue administration was the use of tax amnesties. In a country
where formal penalties for tax avoidance and evasion can be severe, enforcement was
often lax and dogged by the public revenue administration’s limited real capabilities,
corruption, complex tax law under the pressure imposed by the requirements of the
statute of limitations. Despite the system’s multiple problems, all returns had to be
audited within five years. Although this was practically impossible, ministers and
legislators did not dare eliminate this formal provision because of the public outcry

that would follow. So this provision remained a dead letter. The need for public
revenue in the short term and the near-total absence of real strategic thinking on the
part of the administration and successive governments led ministers to the recurring
use of tax amnesties. These amnesties entailed the collection of a fraction11 of the tax
that was formally due in exchange for a formal certificate of compliance, thus further
undermining the already fragile compliance ethos amongst those taxpayers who are
not subject to payroll taxes. This kind of short-termism demonstrated both that a) the
systematic and efficient collection of taxes was not a high priority for ministers and
legislators and b) few, if any, cared about credibility. As a result, the IMF had urged
ministers to end this practice, abolish the requirement for the audit of all returns
within five years and opt, instead, for ‘more effective and targeted audit of tax payers
actually posing a revenue risk’ (Perry et al. 2005, 49).

Greece’s limited reform capacity
For most of the period since the end of the dictatorial regime in 1974, Greece has had
single-party governments enjoying comfortable parliamentary majorities, aided by the
enforcement of party discipline and respect for internal party hierarchies
(Sotiropoulos 2012, 12). In addition, Greece is certainly not immune to change12 especially during periods of growth (Christodoulakis 2012, 113) - or lacking in
potential13. Yet, before the onset of the crisis, a seasoned observer of its politics
argued that, in a number of areas it is a société bloquée, borrowing Michel Crozier’s
concept, which Featherstone defined as ‘a political setting of stalemate between
contending veto points’ (Featherstone 2005, 226). Just a few years later, right at the
onset of the crisis, a Bertelsmann Foundation study found that it was in great need for
reform and had the lowest reform capacity of the 30 member states of the OECD
(cited in Featherstone and Papadimitriou 2012, 32-33).
Existing literature highlights several characteristics of the Greek political system,
economy and society that operate as effective barriers or hindrances to reform. The
first point on which there is widespread agreement is the impact of the notion of
‘political cost’ – understood in terms of popularity, especially in the run-up to
elections - which even former government ministers acknowledge as an enduring
barrier to reform (Sotiropoulos 2012, 17). For example, in his quantitative analysis of
market reforms between 1990 and 2008, Christodoulakis shows that both privatisation
and the reduction of public debt are negatively correlated with elections, i.e. these
reforms are likely to be postponed so as to minimise conflict ahead of elections. He
also argues that parliamentary strength is negatively correlated with both controlling
corruption and improving regulation (Christodoulakis 2012, 112-113).
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This was calculated on the basis of sectoral coefficients (Perry et al. 2005, 49).
Indeed, several examples demonstrate the opposite and include the modernisation of family law
(including the introduction of civil marriage) in the 1980s, the liberalisation of banking, the partial
privatisation of public utilities and the establishment of an array of independent agencies in the
1990s. In his examination of reform between 1990 and 2008 Christodoulakis finds a strong and
positive correlation between growth on the one hand and market reforms on the other
(Christodoulakis 2012, 113).
13
The ‘Greek paradox’ is the difference between promise and performance (Allison and Nicolaïdis
1997).
12

However, existing analyses go beyond that elementary point and highlight the
relevance of a range of economic, social, cultural and political barriers. Greece’s
belated and weak industrialisation and reliance on the diaspora and foreign investment
generated a vacuum that the state has sought to fill (Mouzelis 1978). This involved
not only the introduction of wide-ranging rules, forms of protectionism as well as
subsidies, but also their particularistic application (based on the corresponding
group’s close links to the ruling party) because the state was subject to extensive rentseeking14 in Greece’s underdeveloped capitalism15 where much depended on the
outcome of competition between sectional interests for favours (Pagoulatos 2003).
The impact of this arrangement has been very enduring. Efforts to promote
privatisation in the early 1990s suffered a backlash from those who were benefitting
from the status quo, including public sector suppliers (especially in
telecommunications and construction) as well as other private firms that feared the
consequences of privatisation-induced competition in their respective industry and it
is quite telling that the Federation of Greek Industries did not act as the vocal
champion of privatisation (Lyberaki and Tsakalotos 2002, 108).
Though omnipresent and often overbearing16, the state has historically been also quite
weak. This weakness takes two meanings. First, it denotes the inability to assert state
authority (Featherstone 2008, 17) but this is not an accident. The nature and extent of
the state’s presence in the economy is directly linked to clientelism which it was
intended to serve while populism provided the link between the two (Tsoukalis 1997,
165). The mechanisms utilised for state intervention in the economy also had a dark
side, namely their use in the interests of political favouritism (Thomadakis 1997, 51).
The fact that successive governments have failed to stump out the endemic problem
of illegal building by ‘land-grabbers’ (i.e. often well-connected individuals who build
private property on public land) is a good example which is associated with
corruption too17. Second, weakness also means lack of capacity - including capacity
to change - as a) Greece’s low ranking in international comparisons of government
capabilities indicates (Bertelsmann Stiftung 2011) and b) the emblematic as well as
enduring saga of the country’s still incomplete land registry shows. Both the
(in)ability to assert state authority and the lack or presence of capacity are, of course,
socio-political constructs.
The state’s formal omnipotence and omnipresence goes hand in hand with a weak
civil society18 which is more often than not subsumed by the state, i.e. the ruling
party19. This weakness follows decades of authoritarian rule20 – or ‘illiberal
14

On the concept of rent-seeking see (Krueger 1974).
Greece has never had a productive middle class (Kondylis 2011). The local ‘comprador’ bourgeoisie
directed foreign capital not towards manufacturing but services (e.g. shipping, commerce, banking)
and sat next to a large agrarian sector and a myriad of labour-intensive, low added-value familyowned and family-run small and medium-sized firms as well as a large black market (Mouzelis 1978,
20-21, Zambarloukou 2006, 215).
16
This is so not only in the economic sense but also in terms of civil liberties in a country that was a
democracy only in formal terms until 1967 (Tsoukalas 1969).
17
Featherstone notes the example of the transfer of a senior official of the state’s land service in
Aitoloakarnania, as a result of the pressure exerted by illegal builders on the Ministry of Finance in
July 2007 (Featherstone 2008, 17).
18
A good example is the lack of a genuinely autonomous trade union movement.
19
An emblematic example is the close link that tied the socialist PASOK with ADEDY, the country’s
peak trade union in the public sector.
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parliamentarism’, as Mouzelis put it, in a triarchy also involving the Crown and the
armed forces with the King being at the apex of the latter two (1978, 126) - but also
mirrors other enduring features of modern Greece. Together they reflect a particular
conception of democracy which combines an emphasis on the unmediated exercise of
power (as opposed to valuing the mediatory role of institutions), is distrustful of the
active role of civil society, promotes clientelism - often couched in divisive political
discourse - and entails an instrumental view of the political process (Diamandouros
1994, Lyberaki and Tsakalotos 2002, 99).
Clientelism is not a new phenomenon in Greece. It dates back at least to the mid-19th
century pre-capitalist Greece: when local oligarchies realised that state expansion was
inevitable, they tried to control the state from within, a task that a malfunctioning
parliamentary regime would help in a country where the state was linked to society
not via collective institutions but through ‘purely personal clientelistic networks’
which later on, with the advancement of what Kondylis appositely called ‘clientelist
parliamentarism’ (2011, 35), tried to control the expanding central bureaucracy so as
to compensate for the loss21 of regional autonomy (Mouzelis 1978, 16, 101, 143).
Clientelism’s impact was also evident in the Greek party system’s response to the
crisis (Afonso, Zartaloudis, and Papadopoulos 2015).
Seen from the perspective of the ‘varieties of capitalism’ literature, Greece is – as
Featherstone points out (Featherstone 2008, 14) - akin to what Molina and Rhodes
defined as ‘mixed market economies’22 (MMEs) (Molina and Rhodes 2006). This
means that trade unions and employers’ organisations are more fragmented and find it
more difficult to articulate their interests than in coordinated market economies,
although their organisational structures are stronger than in liberal market economies.
They have the capacity to block reforms but lack the ability to deliver collective
goods and coordinated action in collective bargaining (Featherstone 2008, 14). The
enactment and effective implementation of reforms is extremely hard and operates as
a constant test for the government’s ability or willingness to pay the corresponding
political cost, at least in the short term. This is unsurprising given the low levels of
trust23 and low social capital found in Greece (Jones et al. 2008).
Indeed, it has been shown that ‘for more than a decade, Greece has consistently
ranked last in Europe on almost all indicators for trust and confidence’ (Theocharis
and van Deth 2015, 64). During the crisis, trust in impartial institutions has dropped
even further in a country that started from a very low base (Ervasti, Kouvo, and
Venetoklis 2018). How this lack of trust affects policy and institutions is exemplified
20

This goes some way towards explaining the Greeks’ mistrust of the state, which several previous
generations had experienced as little more than an apparatus that oppressed them. This perception
seems to confirm Rothstein’s argument that highlights ‘the importance of impartial, un-corrupt and
fair government institutions for generating social trust’ (Rothstein 2013).
21
Initial attempts at state building through the centralisation of power tried to reduce the power of local
elites but the establishment of captive democratic institutions ended up reinforcing it (Kalyvas 2015,
53).
22
The introduction of liberal market elements aiming to improve Greece’s competitiveness under the
bailout agreements, the argument has been made that the country is left with the worst of both
worlds, i.e. sub-optimal economic performance as well as diluted social cohesion (Kornelakis and
Voskeritsian 2014).
23
Low trust also helps explain the prevalence of very small, family-run firms in Greece (Lyberaki and
Tsakalotos 2002, 101).

well by Zambarloukou’s study of collective bargaining, and attempts to reform
employment arrangements and the social security system through social pacts in
Greece in the late 1990s and early 2000s. She has shown that the failure to achieve
tripartite policy consensus was the result, in part, of the lack of trust between the
social partners as well as the absence of a dialogue- and consensus-promoting
culture24 (see also Ioannou 2000). Instead of using official consultation fora, social
actors were used to exerting influence on the state via particularistic ties with political
parties. This was in addition to the deleterious effects of the traditional fragmentation
of Greek trade unionism along party lines (Zambarloukou 2006, 221).
It is important to note the huge contradiction between institutions that require or are
meant to promote consensus and the culture of political polarisation (an expression of
which is the inflammatory political discourse) that permeates the Greek political
system since before the onset of the crisis. On the one hand, since 1974 the electoral
system has been reformed in a way that has moved it towards the proportional end of
the spectrum, various types of independent agencies – largely as a result of EU
requirements – have been introduced and accompanied by the appointment of their
board members on the basis of super-majorities in parliament. On the other hand, the
major political parties seek coalition partners only when forced to do so. Their daily
political rhetoric is littered with inflammatory language25 as if to prove there is a
reason why hyperbole is a Greek word. That rhetoric seeks to play to the gallery –
divorced as it often is from the content of the reforms26 - by denouncing political
enemies (not opponents) instead of focusing on alternative solutions to problems.
When they think it is expedient for their short-term political aims, they turn
consensus-based institutions into veto points27. Consensus-orientated or –based
institutions sit uncomfortably side by side with a prevailing ethos of polarisation and a
winner-takes-all mentality that corresponds to majoritarianism. More often than not,
this logic of reform as a zero-sum-game is encountered in other societal actors (the
medical profession is a good example; see Mossialos and Allin 2005). But this is not
the only contradiction or expression of dualism that affects the country’s reform
capacity.
This dualism – i.e. the uneasy coexistence of and recurring conflict between
institutions of modernity and the antiquated practices of Greece’s past - is also present
in the actual operation of one of the most significant reforms introduced in the
country’s civil service since 1974, namely the Higher Council for Personnel Selection
(ASEP), the independent authority that operates at arm’s length from the government
and since its establishment in 1994 is in charge of recruitment in the public sector. It
has become synonymous to the end - via the emblematic written examinations that are
so common to all European states - of the corrupt practice of clientelistic (jobs for
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Lavdas uses the term ‘disjointed corporatism’ to describe Greece’s system of interest intermediation
(Lavdas 1997).
25
One example from the immediate pre-crisis period is the treatment meted out to former Prime
Minister Costas Simitis (a socialist) when he warned the ND government in 2008 that the country’s
public finances were in need of deep reforms in the absence of which the IMF would need to be
called in.
26
The reform of pensions is a case in point (Tinios 2012, 127).
27
A case in point is ND’s effort to veto the appointment of the board of Greece’s National
Broadcasting Council so as to prevent the SYRIZA/ANEL government from radically reforming TV
channel licensing.

votes) recruitment for the bulk of permanent posts28. This system, which is often
described as rigid but transparent, coexists with various exemptions whose purpose is
to serve patronage (Spanou 2012, 189). This happens to such an extent that an
authoritative assessment of the reform of Greece’s Napoleonic model concluded that
politics is ‘still too present in routine administration and personnel management, with
recruitment being the most visible part’ (Spanou 2008, 168). Indeed, recent
comparative research covering 22 European, Latin American and African countries
shows that Greece has one of the highest levels of party patronage (only Argentina,
Paraguay and the Dominican Republic have a higher score) and behind the large
scope of party patronage lies the intention to control policy and its implementation as
well as the willingness to reward the ruling party’s faithful (Kopecký et al. 2016, fig.
1, 421 and 426).
In their contribution to the literature on Greece’s limited reform capacity,
Monastiriotis and Antoniades have made another claim, by going beyond the
aforementioned points about blockages, resistance and contestation. They have
argued that several reforms have failed in Greece because ‘they were ill-thought, illprepared, and poorly substantiated and designed’ (Monastiriotis and Antoniades
2009, 8). This, they argue, is a conception-related problem, not one that concerns the
communication, negotiation or implementation of the reforms. Rather, their claim
focuses on the problematic engagement of policy makers on the one hand, with
communities of experts on the other, which is particularly prevalent in Greece.
Politicians either do not engage systematically with the communities of experts, or
when they do so, they tend to ignore or even contradict expert advice and
consequently, ‘more often than not, reform proposals are drawn with little reference
to a solid evidence-base and with very little attention to contextualisation’
(Monastiriotis and Antoniades 2009, 26). Their evidence relates to several areas of
public policy including employment (e.g. the Koukiadis report), pensions (the
‘Analytis report’, the ‘Spraos report’, the ‘Giannitsis committee’s’ report) and tax
(report of the ‘Georgakopoulos committee’). These are cases where either the
government29 that commissioned a report unceremoniously shelved it or made major
decisions without even considering evidence but the key point is that Greece’s
‘reform technology’ is highly problematic because it does not involve the systematic
engagement with experts and real evidence (Monastiriotis and Antoniades 2009, 1217, 20-21, 25, cf. Ladi 2005). The point about evidence is particularly apposite and
relates also to the management of Greece’s public finances. Using evidence from the
marginal role of accounting in the development of the Greek National Health System
(i.e. one of the biggest spending items in the annual budget of the state) Ballas and
Tsoukas have argued that politicisation in the Greek political system is so intensive
and pervasive that it has ‘tended to over-shadow the economic-cum-managerial
dimension of running public bureaucracies, favouring overtly political evaluation
criteria of organizational and individual performance’ (Ballas and Tsoukas 2004,
661). The lack of systematic engagement with experts and disdain for evidence has
another important implication. As a seasoned observer of Greece’s public
administration noted in relation to administrative reform,
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Clientelistic recruitment has played its part in undermining the first socialist government’s attempt to
place public enterprises under ‘social control’ (Lyberaki and Tsakalotos 2002, 104).
29
The examples relate to both PASOK and ND administrations, i.e. the two parties that have governed
Greece almost uninterruptedly between 1974 and 2015.

[v]alues like merit, impartiality and objectivity that entered the common
heritage of western bureaucracies almost a century ago, dominate the
political discourse in Greece, but have lost any content in the light of their
inflationary use
(Spanou 1996, 119).
This disdain for evidence, in turn, is linked to two key features of the political debate
in Greece. One is its formalistic-legalistic nature which means that, more often than
not, attention is shifted away from the substance of the issue at hand, partly because
‘debate’ operates either at a very high level of abstraction with frequent references to
lofty principles or is intensely competitive and personal in nature but, either way, it
ends up maintaining the status quo (Mouzelis 1978, 134). The other is the relentless
use of language (especially slogans) as if it had the character of actions30. Greece’s
polarised political system has two by-products. First, public institutions operate in a
personalised manner coupled with the coexistence of formal rules and informal
practices and processes indicating low levels of legitimacy and institutionalisation.
Second, the culture of verbality is prevalent and takes precedence over the use of texts
and evidence. This culture reflects short-termism, is heavily conjunctural, and
individualised for it reflects the exigencies of the electoral cycle. Attitudes couched
in individualism prevail over the feeble sense of collectivity. The individual prevails
over the institution. On the contrary, written text is programmatic and more longtermist in nature. For organisation theory written text a) is a means that gives stability
to an organisation and thus facilitates organisational change and b) separates
organisational (i.e. collective) realities from individual or conjunctural ones
(Anderson 2004, Putnam and Cooren 2004). Written text and evidence act as tests of
political conflict and facilitate convergence and the establishment of consensus.
The flipside of speech acts in Greece is the typical absence of concrete plans for
reform (or the ability to make such plans) both among the major political parties and
the civil service. As regards the major political parties, they are little more than
sloganeering, vote-gathering devices31 in the sense that little, if any, attention32 is paid
to thinking through their policies and how they can be put into practice. This would
not be a major problem if Greece had the tradition of civil service reliability and
independence that exists in other European states. However, Greece’s civil service
lacks this ability (Sotiropoulos 2012, 25). This is due to a) the pervasive influence of
party politicisation (Sotiropoulos 2001, Spanou 1996) which meant that allegiance to
the ruling party was a key criterion for recruitment and promotion33, and b) the
overbearing role of politicians and the enduring presence of ministerial advisers who
serve a particular minister and leave the ministry when she does (see, e.g. Pappas and
Assimakopoulou 2012, 156). In these conditions, and in a climate of subservience
30

This is what philosophers call ‘speech acts’ (Green 2017, Smith 1990).
Just like many other collective endeavours in Greece, most of them do not operate democratically;
rather, they are dominated by the image or reality of a charismatic leader, a figure to be treated like a
Messiah. Clientelism operates within these highly personalist parties too, not only between parties
and voters (Bermeo 2002, 219). PASOK under Andreas Papandreou is a good example
(Spourdalakis 1998).
32
This is not due to the lack of funding. In the run-up to the crisis all major parties were receiving
significant amounts of money from the state, bank loans and other (not always legal) sources. An
indication of how much money had been channeled to the two largest parties (Nea Dimokratia and
PASOK) is the fact that, together, they owe more than €400m to various Greek banks.
33
This is the core definition of politicisation too (Peters and Pierre 2004b, 2).
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(which paradoxically exists alongside and despite security of employment) little room
is left, in reality, for central government to develop the capacity to think on its own in
spite of the recruitment by concours – as opposed to corrupt practices - of wellqualified civil servants since the mid-1990s and the training they receive in the
National Centre for Public Administration and Local Government. A good example
of the combined impact of limited bureaucratic capabilities and excessive
centralisation of power at the political level is the highly problematic attempt to
promote privatisation in the early 1990s. The dominant role of ministers, very senior
political appointees and advisers was coupled with the distrusted (and fearful)
bureaucracy’s i) isolation from the radical change of government policy and ii)
consequent inability to serve the new policy (Pagoulatos 2001, 133). Heavy and
extensive reliance on ministerial advisers may serve the minister in the short term, but
fails the public in the medium and longer term. This is just one example of the
country’s prevailing culture of short-termism too.
The flipside of this is bureaucratic inertia. This translates not only into slowness –
especially when, as is the norm in Greece, the implementation of a new reform
enacted by parliament, requires the adoption of a bewildering myriad of decrees that
give concrete meaning to it, e.g. by interpreting its provisions, issuing guidance to
implementing agencies, etc. – but also, on occasion, the bureaucracy’s unwillingness
to act in accordance with the spirit of the law34.
Another barrier to reform is the legalistic culture of the administration (Spanou 2012,
190). Far greater attention is paid (often in a defensive35 manner) to process than to
outcomes, as indicated by the fact that attempts to modernise the administration
between 1974 and 2009 have focused on institutions rather than performance (Spanou
2012). This may well mirror the Napoleonic model, but is certainly also a reflection
of a prevailing culture in a) courts (with some courts issuing, even after the onset of
the crisis, rulings that directly affect the country’s public finances but without bearing
any relation to their objective condition, also ignoring the fact that under the country’s
constitution, the executive, not the courts are responsible for economic policy36) and
b) parliament too. Far too often politicians - especially ministers, a plurality37 of
whom traditionally are lawyers, as are the country’s legislators (Kountouri 2018, 570)
- believe that they have solved a problem once a law they have sponsored has been
enacted. They pay much less attention to the subsequent action that is needed to put it
into effect, e.g. by allocating resources, ensuring it remains a priority for the relevant
implementing agency etc.38 The problematic allocation of attention to policy
problems that require sustained effort – a key reason why the reform of the state’s
34

For one example that relates to decentralisation, see (Sotiropoulos 2012, 20). The aforementioned
example of privatisation is another one (Pagoulatos 2001, 133-134).
35
This means that the emphasis of administrative action is not on problem solving but how the relevant
officials can tick the box and avoid being accused of not acting as they should in terms of the
requisite formalities.
36
As a leading constitutional lawyer points out, Greek courts have been too eager to stretch the notion
of unconstitutionality of some legal provisions in a way that has blocked reforms, though it is fair to
say that some provisions of the MoUs are highly problematic from the legal point of view (Alivizatos
2010).
37
Between 1843 and 2001 the percentage of ministers who had a law degree fluctuated between 29.4
per cent (1936-1941) and 68.2 per cent (1946-1967) (Sotiropoulos and Bourikos 2002, table 7b,
187).
38
Administrative reform is a good case in point (Spanou 2012, 190).

territorial organisation has not progressed as much as it could (Spanou 2012, 189) - is
not unique to Greece but its intensity is. It mirrors a political culture where merit is
not – to put it mildly – a top priority for the allocation of political posts in the cabinet
and the shadow cabinet. Politicians may spend years learning the ins and outs of their
brief while serving in the opposition benches or the shadow cabinet, only to see their
party leader allocate the corresponding portfolio to somebody else once in
government. Ministerial and government turnover is also comparatively high by
West European standards39. A quasi-institutionalised aversion to meritocracy means
that ministers are often chosen not on the basis of expertise and ability but for all sorts
of other reasons including loyalty to the leader, the preservation of a façade of unity
of purpose, the perceived need to have as many as possible of the country’s regions
represented in cabinet. The other implication of the legalistic culture that prevails
both within the political system and the Greek public administration is that it
perpetuates the hegemony of lawyers and legal experts for only they (are deemed to)
know the way to find solutions or deal with constraints40 even in the myriad of policy
areas that require substantive expertise and involve techniques – such as cost-benefit
analysis – which lawyers are not trained to provide.
Finally, one can mention the culture of resistance that permeates key (and powerful)
segments of society – in particular liberal professionals. Their presence spans the
public and private sectors, in a country where the ethos of avoiding conflicts of
interest is almost absent. Examples include journalists working for private media as
well as the press office of a ministry or one of the myriad of public agencies that exist
in Greece; lawyers and medical doctors who hold private practices while also working
for (sometimes several) public institutions (such as hospitals, state-owned banks,
public agencies, etc.) as well as private ones and – in the most egregious cases –
teaching in the country’s public universities (Sotiropoulos 2012, 27).41
Against this backdrop of the country’s low reform capacity on the one hand, and the
state of its highly politicised and very ineffective public revenue administration on the
other, the question arises as to the actual menu of options from which policy makers
39

Koutsoukis has counted 589 ministers between 1946 and 1976 (cited in Sotiropoulos and Bourikos
2002, 157).
40
This happens in a country where draconian laws coexist with lax enforcement or as Tsoukalas notes,
a country where laws are not always seen as limits that ought to be respected but as obstacles that
need to be overcome (Tsoukalas 1993, 23). No wonder a major international comparison of the
transposition of EU employment law has classified Greece in the ‘world of neglect’ (Falkner et al.
2005). This attitude towards the law is one of the signs of uncivic culture, alongside a hierarchically
organised public life and corruption (Putnam 1993, 115).
41
A recent example of their self-serving attitude as well as power even during the crisis is quite telling.
Since 1997 all academic doctors who teach in Greek public universities whilst also working in their
own private practices are obliged to pay into their employing university’s research account a seven
per cent levy on their private practice’s gross turnover. Those teaching in dentistry schools have
been refusing to do so and even went on strike – causing major problems for their students - claiming
that after nearly two decades of failing to pay the levy, the corresponding amount had become very
big, exceeding 100,000 euros in some cases. Education minister Costas Gavroglou in the SYRIZAANEL government practically caved in (so as to bring about the end of the strike) and agreed to drop
the claims regarding the first 15 years of the law’s operation and offered them the possibility of
paying the remainder in installments. However, Finance Minister Euclid Tsakalotos (himself an
academic, like his colleague in charge of education) vetoed this arrangement partly because other
groups of academics (medical doctors) with private practices had already paid the levy (Lakassas
2018).

could choose while reforming Greece’s public revenue administration. The next
section outlines extant models.

Models of public revenue administrations
The OECD has been active in monitoring the public revenue administrations of both
its members and non-member states in the context of its Forum on Tax
Administration in an effort to identify and promote practices that enhance efficiency,
effectiveness and fairness in tax administration. In that context it has been publishing
informative regular reports42 since 2004. Just before the onset of the crisis, it noted
the existence of four types of public revenue institutions, namely
Single directorate in ministry of finance (MOF): Tax administration
functions are the responsibility of a single organizational unit (e.g. a
directorate) located within the structure of the ministry of finance (or its
equivalent).
Multiple directorates in MOF: Tax administration functions are the
responsibility of multiple organizational units (e.g. directorates) located
within the ministry of finance.
Unified semi-autonomous body: Tax administration functions are
carried out by a unified semi-autonomous body, the head of which reports
to a government minister.
Unified semi-autonomous body with board: Tax administration
functions are carried out by a unified semi-autonomous body, the head of
which reports to a government minister and oversight body/board of
management comprised of external officials.
(OECD 2009, 12)
Over time, and in light of further details uncovered by its surveys, it has reported a
slightly revised, more detailed and expanded version of this typology:
Single directorate in ministry of finance (MOF): Tax administration
functions are the responsibility of a single organizational unit (e.g. a
directorate) located within the structure of the ministry of finance (or its
equivalent).
Multiple directorates within the MOF: Tax administration functions are
the responsibility of multiple organisational units (e.g. directorates)
located within the ministry of finance (often sharing necessary support
functions such as information technology and human resources);
A unified semi-autonomous body: Tax administration functions, along
with support functions (e.g. IT and human resources) are carried out by a
unified semi-autonomous body, with the head reporting to a government
minister.
A unified semi-autonomous body with a management/oversight
board: Tax administration functions, along with necessary support
functions (e.g. information technology, human resources) are carried out
by a unified semi-autonomous body, the head of which reports to a
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This is the ‘Comparative Information Series’.

government minister and oversight body/board of management comprised
of external officials.
A category of “Other”: Other setups not covered by the
abovementioned.
(OECD 2015, 27)
The key distinguishing point in this typology relates directly to this book’s focus,
namely the autonomy of the public revenue administration as indicated by its
institutional location, within or outside of each country’s ministry of finance. The
difference between the two is, in fact, significant. When the public revenue
administration is part of the ministry of finance, its staff (including its head) are
subject to orders that emanate from the minister who is a) expected to put into effect
the ruling party’s election manifesto (or a coalition agreement) and b) directly
accountable to parliament. This means that the minister may – directly or indirectly –
steer the public revenue administration towards decisions that favour certain groups or
individuals. When this is done on the basis of the routine rules of the democratic
process – e.g. through legislation – democracy’s usual checks and balances apply.
Opposition parties can voice their views, public opinion can be informed by the
independent media, etc. But things are much more complicated when ministers or
even the prime minister seek(s) to steer the public revenue administration’s decisions
in a covert, undemocratic or even corrupt manner. Of course, not all civil servants are
corruptible, nor are all politicians prone to corruption but the issue goes beyond the
human characteristics of specific individuals. As we will see in the remainder of this
section and (in greater detail) in the next chapter, increasing the distance between the
locus of political power on the one hand and the locus of administrative power on the
other is the key response given to this major issue. How this is done can take various
forms. Table I.1 presents that state of play in the member states of the OECD in
2008, i.e. at the onset of the crisis43.
Table I.1: Institutional arrangements for tax administration (2008)
around here
Source: (authors' adaptation of information from OECD 2009, 26)
The table indicates that while just over half (17) of the OECD’s member states had
some kind of semi-autonomous body, 13 had opted for a structure operating within
their ministry of finance. The picture is different if one concentrates on member
states of the European Union: an absolute majority (15) were using a structure within
their ministry of finance, while 11 had opted for a semi-autonomous body. There is
no clear North-South divide since six of the 15 countries that have followed the
traditional model are in the North and four of the 11 that rely on semi-autonomous
bodies are in the South. However, more than half (6) of the EU countries that use
semi-autonomous bodies became members of the EU in 2004 or 2007. The other half
(5) of the countries that acceded to the EU in 2004 or 2007, opted for a structure
within their ministry of finance but, tellingly, the two (Cyprus and Malta) that were
most closely associated with the market economy for much longer than the rest of this
43

USB: Unified semi-autonomous body; USBB: Unified semi-autonomous body with formal board or
advisory group comprised of external officials; SDMOF: Single directorate in Ministry of Finance;
MDMOF: Multiple directorates in MOF. The OECD has compiled this table on the basis of a)
responses to its survey and b) research conducted by its own Secretariat (e.g. revenue body reports).

cohort, chose structures within their MOF. Two preliminary conclusions flow from
this table. First, at the onset of the crisis, an absolute majority of EU member states
had opted for a structure within their ministry of finance. Second, despite being
subject to the adaptation pressures that the prospect of EU membership creates,
several new member states did not opt for a semi-autonomous body. However, if one
looks beyond Greece’s main referent, the trend is towards the expansion of semiautonomous bodies.
Since the early 1990s several countries – notably in Africa (Devas, Delay, and
Hubbard 2001, 211) - have reformed their revenue administrations and have opted for
a revenue authority (RA), i.e.
a governance model for revenue administration where traditional ministry
of finance departments (tax and usually customs administrations) are
established as an organization or agency with a degree of autonomy from
government and independence from standard public service policies.
(Kidd and Crandall 2006, 5)
Indeed, tax administration has been at the forefront (Crandall 2010, 4) of a broader
trend towards agencification and the increasing use of independent or autonomous
bodies within the New Public Management paradigm as part of the ‘reinventing
government’ agenda (Osborne and Gaebler 1992). This was partly an ideological
choice since, in that paradigm, democratic politics is often portrayed as a risk to the
smooth operation of (usually benign) market forces. It was also an attempt to deal
with various problems including the tax gap (i.e. lower than expected tax receipts),
low compliance rates, ineffective staff, as well as corruption. Indeed, it has been
argued that this model can improve accountability in terms of results, promote joined
up working across revenue departments, foster skills-based management and preclude
or at least reduce external influences (Kidd and Crandall 2006, 5, Taliercio 2004, see
also Mann 2004).
Specifically, it has been argued that a Revenue Authority
(i) as a single purpose agency, it can focus its efforts on a single task; (ii)
as an autonomous organization, it can manage its affairs in a business-like
way, free of political interference in day-to-day operations; and (iii) being
outside the civil service proper, it can execute its own human resources
strategy - recruiting, retaining (or dismissing) and motivating staff
(Crandall 2010, 6).
The diffusion of this model is to a great extent the product of the IMF’s guidance on
institutional matters – issued by its Fiscal Affairs Department – that can be found in
its working papers (see, e.g. Crandall 2010, Kidd 2010). As the OECD notes, the
IMF’s typical recommendations are very similar to those issued by the European
Commission (OECD 2015, 26).
In the context of the EU’s preparations for the accession of Central and Eastern
European countries the European Commission devised ‘fiscal blueprints’ in 1999 and
updated in 2007. Their purpose was to serve as tools for the candidate countries to
enhance their administrative capabilities so as to cope with the acquis

communautaire. The Commission was keen to stress the fact that the first strategic
objective was to ensure that their tax administration ‘is guaranteed an adequate level
of autonomy’ (European Commission 2007, 7, 9). References to various facets of
autonomy were present in several of the corresponding strategic objectives contained
in these blueprints (see box I1).
Box I.1: Overall framework of a tax administration (Fiscal Blueprint 1)
around here
Source: (European Commission 2007, 13-15)
The emphasis on autonomy raises the question of the precise functions to which it
relates. The autonomy of revenue administrations as practiced in several of the
OECD’s member states (and beyond) relates to several functions:
1. Tax law interpretation, i.e. the authority to provide authoritative
interpretations of tax law provisions subject only to review by judicial
bodies;
2. the authority to impose administrative sanctions (penalties and interest)
in cases of non-compliance;
3. the power to make decisions that relate to their organisation and
management, including the location and size of tax offices; make and
carry out strategic and operational plans; allocate budgeted funds across
functions to meet extant or new priorities;
4. the authority to administer their own in-house IT systems, or to
outsource these services to private contractors;
5. the power set administrative performance standards;
6. personnel: the ability to set qualification standards for categories of
recruits, hire and fire staff, in line with relevant public sector policies
and procedures, create and run staff training programmes, and negotiate
staff remuneration in accordance with broader public sector-wide
policies and arrangements
(OECD 2007, 11-12).
Precisely how these functions are arranged in autonomous public revenue bodies can
take several forms. For example, in a number of countries a management or advisory
board has been placed between the revenue body and the relevant minister so as to
provide independent advice on the operation of the institution and tax administration
in general (OECD 2007, 12). Crandall neatly summarises the design considerations
that are associated with the creation of autonomous revenue authorities (box I2).
Box I.2: Design considerations for autonomous revenue authorities
around here
Source: (Crandall 2010, 9)
In terms of autonomy, right before the onset of the crisis the picture was one of
structured diversity as table I.2 shows.
Table I.2: Authorities held by revenue administration (2006)

around here
Source: (Crandall 2010, 6) summarising information reported in (OECD 2009).
The two broad categories of public revenue administrations appear to be similar in
terms of freedom to establish their organization and office networks, determine
performance standards, influence staff recruitment criteria. They appear to differ
significantly in terms of budgetary autonomy, the ability to fix the levels and mix of
staff, the freedom to recruit and dismiss staff and negotiate pay levels. However, it is
important to note that a degree of caution is required. This is so because the
information reported here is based on a table where – by necessity – the requisite
degree of nuance is lacking. Rather, the report (OECD 2009, 27) presents quite
complex institutional and legal arrangements in the form of boxes that are ticked or
not thus not conveying them in a detailed enough manner.
Ιn its 2015 report, the OECD stated that 33 (i.e. 60 per cent) of the countries it
surveyed were utilising a ‘unified semi-autonomous body’, with a third of them
having a formal management/advisory board, 12 countries had a single and 7 multiple
directorates inside the Ministry of Finance (OECD 2015, 22). The institutional
landscape among the surveyed countries (including all OECD members) remained
one of variation: the powers that are least frequently devolved relate to the internal
structure of RAs (16 countries), discretion over budgetary allocations (14 countries),
the power to set the levels and mix of staff within overall budgetary limits (16
countries) and power over staff remuneration levels (28 countries) but, interestingly,
the OECD reported that ‘there is a concentration of less autonomous forms of

institutional setups among EU countries’ (OECD 2015, 22). This is surprising
given the importance that the European Commission attached to the autonomyrelated aspects of its Fiscal Blueprints of 2007.
The introduction of this kind of reform can be part of the solution to known problems
– such as the impact of low civil service pay rates - should not be seen as a panacea
(Crandall 2010, 10) or a guarantee that political interference will vanish (Devas,
Delay, and Hubbard 2001, 221). The logic of non-majoritarian institutions and RAs
seems to be geared primarily towards the government in the sense that these systems
regulate the relationship between the officials of these bodies and elected politicians.
Yet we know that private interests too can corrupt officials directly, i.e. without the
involvement of elected politicians. Moreover, these arrangements do not necessarily
address the issue of the complexity of tax law, nor do they (in principle) remove the
ability of government of the day to legislate in a way that is not in the public interest.
While one may argue that the introduction of new legislation ensures a significant
degree of transparency, in Greece’s case this is not necessarily correct. Over many
decades politicians have used very opaque methods of legislating and legal drafting to
achieve less than honourable objectives44. In addition, in Greece’s case the
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This usually takes the form of legislative amendments, i.e. usually short legal provisions that are
added to longer legislative texts with which they bear little or no relation (hence the frequently use of
the term “and other provisions” in the formal title of bills). As a result, the objective is not
necessarily evident, nor do potential opponents have the ability to get to know about it and for
opposition to be mobilised. Moreover, legal drafting often deliberately makes matters even more
opaque. To achieve that objective it takes the form of a long list of references to already existing
legal texts that the new provision modifies (e.g. by limiting or extending their scope) that only
insiders will understand and goes something like this: this provision modifies section x of paragraph

introduction of this kind of institution is a rather recent phenomenon (1990s). Finally,
it must be noted that after initially improving (in some cases quite significantly)
effectiveness once established in African countries, performance has reached a
plateau (Devas, Delay, and Hubbard 2001, 213). Indeed, the OECD points out that
Studies made to evaluate the success or otherwise of the “revenue
authority” model for tax administration have not been able to draw any
firm conclusions as to its overall impacts on revenue body efficiency and
effectiveness.
(OECD 2015, 30 - added emphasis)

The puzzle, core argument and structure of the book
As indicated above, we seek to explain the depoliticisation of Greece’s public revenue
administration, i.e. the switch from the previous model of direct ministerial control to
an authority that operates at arm’s length from the government in a country that has
limited reform capacity. Reform-resistant Greece has come to adopt (in law and
practice) a radically different model: a public revenue authority that is functionally
independent, administratively and financially autonomous vis-à-vis the government.
In other words, it has moved from one extreme of the spectrum near the other one.
Our argument is that while conditionality – the essence of which is power asymmetry
between Greece and its international partners - explains the choice of the direction of
travel (i.e. less ministerial control), it does not account for how far the reform went;
rather, the extent of the reform is the result of the priorities of the government in the
final stages of the negotiations as well as, more importantly, successive Greek
governments’ reactions to pressure for reform that, arguably, exacerbated the problem
of credibility and lack of trust in the eyes of the country’s international partners.
The emphasis on power asymmetries in the first part of our argument, may give the
impression that this is a ‘most likely case’ scenario, i.e. since Greece needed the
bailout funds, the enactment of this reform was inevitable. In fact, this is not the case.
With Featherstone (2015, 296) who has conducted a broader study of administrative
reform in Greece under the bailout programmes, we argue that – in reality - this is a
least likely case scenario for four reasons. First, as indicated above, Greece has a
limited reform capacity. Second, Greece has a tradition of party politicised public
administration and dysfunctional central government bureaucracy. Third, the reform
in question is of the kind that is likely to generate political costs in the short term,
while the benefits are more likely to emerge much later. In other words, the political
odds were against reform, especially in the very volatile political climate generated by
the crisis. Finally, during most of the period under consideration here, Greece has
been governed by multiparty governments, i.e. the kind of government under which
conditionality is less likely to succeed (Ivanova et al. 2001, 29). One may also add
2 of art. 35 of law 9999/2002 as it has been updated by paragraph 3 of art. 456 of law 0000/2006
(entitled ‘ABCD and other provisions’) by removing from its scope those who meet the following
criteria (criteria follow). The minister is hereby granted the right to extend the period during which
this provision applies. The opacity of provisions like this is further exacerbated by the noncodification of laws (i.e. their non-amalgamation into a single, clear text that could serve as a
reference point for all interested parties).

the fact that unlike other reforms that have remained a dead letter after having been
enacted (including the initial steps of the reform examined in this book – see Chapter
3), this one has actually been implemented, as we will demonstrate in Chapter 4.
The next chapter examines two central components of the reform examined in this
book. The first is the logic of non-majoritarian institutions and the concomitant
notion of depoliticisation. The second is conditionality. Over time conditionality has
become a ubiquitous feature of both international governance and the operation of the
European Union. Accession to the EU is subject to it, as is qualification for the
adoption of the euro, etc. Given the unprecedented amount of money involved in
Greece’s three bailout agreements and the involvement of institutions such as the IMF
and the EU, it is unsurprising that conditionality is the basis of Greece’s adjustment
programme. So, we draw on Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier’s work
(Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier 2004) to outline three hypotheses in Chapter 1.
Chapters 2, 3 and 4 present the empirical material that corresponds respectively to the
content and implementation of the provisions of the first (2010), second (2012) and
third (2015) MoUs (in relation to the reform of Greece’s public revenue
administration) the last of which has led to the establishment of the Independent
Authority for Public Revenue (IAPR) that came into being in 2017. The purpose
behind the use of this chronological order for this analysis is to demonstrate the
increasing specificity of the international partners’ demands and the concomitant lack
of confidence in the Greek political élite’s commitment to the reform package. While
the reforms demanded of Greece in relation to its public revenue administration were
very limited under the first bailout (2010), they became more specific in 2012 and
took the form of a quasi-contract in 2015. The final chapter presents our conclusions.
Our analysis draws on a variety of documents ranging from domestic legislation,
international agreements, policy and legislative documents, to press releases and the
international and Greek press, as well as a total of 34 semi-structured, confidential
interviews (most of which were conducted in Greek) with former and current
ministers (10), officials of the Greek public revenue administration (7), staff and
business representatives (3), ministerial advisers (4), secretaries general in the Greek
central government (5) and international officials (5). Of those 32 were tape recorded
and transcribed.

Chapter 1: Non-majoritarian institutions, conditionality and
domestic reform
The purpose of this chapter is twofold. First, it places this reform in its broader
context, i.e. the increasing (indeed, now, prevalent) use of non-majoritarian
institutions and executive agencies that operate at arm’s length from the government
in advanced liberal democracies (and beyond). This reform exemplifies this trend.
The key element of this reform - and the idea that lies at the heart of this trend – is the
notion of depoliticisation. Indeed, the first section of this chapter explores this notion.
The second section discusses the logic that underpins the increasing use of these
institutions, and then highlights their limitations, especially in terms of design,
accountability and effectiveness. As we will see, depoliticisation does not necessarily
entail the absence of political accountability but achieving the latter in relation to nonmajoritarian institutions (NMIs) and various executive agencies is not an easy task.
The chapter’s second purpose is to set out the logic of the key tool (conditionality)
used for the purpose of bringing about this domestic reform in Greece. The final
section discusses the logic of conditionality, sets out its main characteristics in the
European context and then presents the three hypotheses that will be examined
empirically in the remainder of this book.

The concept of depoliticisation
Depoliticisation is the concept that permeates the reform that is analysed in this book.
It is a controversial concept which essentially relates to ‘the denial of political
contingency and the transfer of functions away from elected politicians’ (Flinders and
Wood 2014, 135, see also Flinders and Buller 2006). It has been defined as ‘a process
whereby public officials prefer to disavow or devolve responsibility for more and
more areas of public policy away from the state’ (Buller et al. 2019, 2). The term
‘depoliticisation’ has been used to denote essentially two sets of partially overlapping
ideas45.
The first is what one can call ‘the retreat of the political’, i.e. a systemic state of
affairs characterised by the shrinking of space and opportunities for contestation,
deliberation and participation in political life in liberal democracies. In this line of
reasoning which is directly linked to discussions – such as Colin Hay’s (Hay 2007) –
of the public’s disaffection and disengagement from political life, depoliticisation
entails a growing attachment to a powerful mode of neoliberal governmentality,
consensual decision making focused on output rather than input legitimacy, an
emphasis on ‘what works’ (i.e. how objectives are achieved is of, at best, secondary
importance), the use of non-partisan experts, the confinement of policy ambitions to
what managers and experts present as feasible, the lack of clarity in terms of lines of
accountability, particularly if things go wrong (Buller et al. 2019, 4-6). In this ‘post45

For a useful overview see (Buller et al. 2019).

political’ arrangement, while the formalities of liberal democracy are observed, in
reality citizens play a passive and limited role, real power is actually exercised
through interactions between elected governments on the one hand and elites
representing mainly business interests in what Colin Crouch appositely called ‘postdemocracy’ (Crouch 2004)46. The post-democratic/post-political order ‘has replaced
debate, disagreement and dissensus with a series of technologies of governing that
fuse around consensus, agreement, accountancy metrics and technocratic […]
management’ (Swyngedouw 2009, 601). But this has systemic implications: since
elected politicians go out of their way to give the impression that they do not have the
power or the intention to govern, the public’s disengagement from politics comes as
no surprise (Flinders and Wood 2014, 137, Hay 2007, chapters 3 and 4). This
understanding of depoliticisation appears to overlap with what Wood and Flinders call
‘societal’ and ‘discursive’ depoliticisation (Wood and Flinders 2014, 158-164).
The second ensemble of ideas on depoliticisation has been usefully described not as a
systemic state of affairs in advanced liberal democracies, but as a governing strategy
(Buller et al. 2019, 10, Burnham 2001). Writing in that vein, Burnham has defined
depoliticisation ‘as the process of placing at one remove the political character of
decision making’ (Burnham 2001, 127). Crucially, though, this is not tantamount to
the devolution of power. Rather, politicians do it so as to benefit from the image or
impression of irresponsibility whilst, in reality, they retain a degree of control behind
the scenes. Unlike its first usage which amounts to a retreat of the political, in its
second usage, depoliticisation ‘remains highly political’ since ‘In many respects, state
managers retain arm’s-length control over crucial economic processes whilst
benefiting from the distancing effect of depoliticisation’ (Burnham 2001, 136). The
intended benefits – at least in terms of economic management, a key policy area
where this practice has been extensively utilised – relate both to a) market
expectations with regard to the effectiveness and credibility of policy making and b)
shielding politicians from the political consequences of unpopular but apparently
necessary policies (Burnham 2001, 129). In that line of reasoning, non-majoritarian
institutions (NMIs) are one of the tools used by politicians seeking to implement this
governing strategy. This is akin to what Flinders and Buller call ‘institutional
depoliticisation’47, i.e.
A formalised principal–agent relationship […] in which the former
(elected politician) sets broad policy parameters while the latter
(appointed administrator or governing board) enjoys day-to-day
managerial and specialist freedom within the broad framework set by
ministers
(Flinders and Buller 2006, 298).
Depoliticisation is the central component of non-majoritarian institutions such as
independent revenue administrations. In the next section we examine the logic of
these institutions in greater detail.
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This ‘post-politics’ argument has been challenged empirically (Dean 2013, Hay 2007) and an array
of scholars – including Mouffe, Žižek and Rancière – discuss ways out of it although, as Buller et al.
note (2019, 8) the systemic nature of depoliticisation seen in this vein, means that change appears to
require a revolution.
47
It is also akin to what Wood and Flinders call ‘governmental depoliticisation’ (Flinders and Wood
2014, 145).

The purpose of non-majoritarian institutions
The generic term ‘non-majoritarian institutions’ relates to a whole array of diverse
institutional constructs (Everson 1995, 186). The ideas that underpin NMIs stem
from the presidential system of the USA48 which is based on a strict understanding of
the separation of powers doctrine although the model of executive agencies that
operate at arm’s length from the government of the day has been present in Europe
too, well before the advent of New Public Management (see below).
Proponents of NMIs argue that in democracies government pro tempore – in essence
party government (Castles 1982, Schmidt 1996) - is associated with three problems to
which NMIs are an appropriate response (Majone 1996). The first of these problems
is temporal (in)consistency. This means that, even though some problems require
long term solutions49, a policy considered to be optimal at one point in time may be
reversed later in line with the exigencies of the electoral cycle, i.e. policy may change
i) ahead of an election so that incumbents win votes or ii) after an election so as to
honour electoral pledges. Credibility of commitments is the second important
problem to which NMIs are portrayed as a solution (Majone 1994). It means that all
cases of alleged breaches ought to be dealt with in the same, fair and transparent way
in line with applicable rules irrespective of who is involved in them. Finally, there is
a third, cognitive problem that appears in democratic polities: in light of the
increasingly technical nature of public policy issues, democratically elected
politicians may well lack the expertise that is required to make or adapt policy to
changing conditions.50 As a consequence, non-majoritarian institutions staffed by
experts are a necessary element of modern policy making in democratic polities.
More broadly, the advent of institutions that enjoy a considerable degree of autonomy
from elected politicians is also associated with the effort to deal with a whole range of
issues including organisational inefficiencies, relating, inter alia, to inadequate
systems for human resources, expenditure management and general administration
(Crandall 2010, 3).
Non-majoritarian institutions, i.e.
governmental entities that (a) possess and exercise some grant of
specialised public authority, separate from that of other institutions, but
(b) are neither directly elected by the people, nor directly managed by
elected officials
(Thatcher and Stone Sweet 2002, 2),
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For a discussion of their emergence in Europe see (Thatcher 2002, 126ff.). As regards the motivation
for delegation in parliamentary democracies see (Strøm 2003).
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In the area of monetary policy this relates to the fixed rules versus discretion dilemma (Kydland and
Prescott 1977).
50
One could also mention two additional rationales, namely the need for efficiency (with politicians
dealing with the broad terms of policy while NMIs deal with narrow, specific issues and problems)
and blame avoidance when it comes to unpopular policies (Thatcher and Stone Sweet 2002, 4) but
they are arguably more specific forms of the need for expertise and policy credibility respectively.

are a response to the aforementioned three problems of democratic (party)
government. As specialised agencies staffed with neutral experts, they possess the
technocratic expertise that is needed for the implementation of public policy with the
requisite efficiency and effectiveness that politicians or generalist civil servants do not
possess. As regards the issue of credibility of commitments, the delegation of power
is ‘best understood as a means whereby governments can commit themselves to
regulatory strategies that would not be credible in the absence of such delegation’
(Gatsios and Seabright 1989, 46). Electoral or other kinds of expediency might tempt
government ministers to interfere in administrative decisions so as to favour one
outcome over another without changing the law and thus avoiding the publicity,
transparency and scrutiny that such a change would normally entail. This risk is
greater in a country such as Greece where politicisation, clientelism and corruption
are known significant problems in the public sector (Spanou 1996, Tsekos 2013,
Sotiropoulos 2001). Placing such institutions at arm’s length from direct ministerial
interference and keeping operational decisions shielded from such interventions is a
response to the issue of credibility of commitments. In a given sector of public policy
where an NMI has received some grant of specialised authority, government ministers
are explicitly forbidden from interfering in or, indeed, dictating operational decisions,
i.e. the application of abstract rules in specific cases. Rather, this task is entrusted in
ΝΜΙ officials, so as to ensure that a major cause of lack of credibility of commitments
is (at least in theory) addressed. This is done on the basis of legal provisions that also
seek to circumscribe the government’s influence via a) budgetary arrangements and b)
and b) the strategic appointment of partisan heads, i.e. the means typically used to
cope with the problem of bureaucratic drift (Huber 2000, Dahlström and Niklasson
2013, Peters and Pierre 2004a, Ennser-Jedenastik 2016).
The professionalism of the relevant experts is another instrument that promotes this
type of credibility, as does the collective ethos of the organisation for which they
work. Individual officials and organisations do not want their reputation to suffer.
So, officials endeavour to comply with norms of appropriate behaviour that are shared
by the members of the corresponding community of experts. That is the essence of
professionalism. In case of conflict with other potential influences, such as
politicians’ preferences, professional norms are expected to prevail. As Terry Moe
notes, professionalism lies at the heart of bureaucratic autonomy because
[p]rofessionals are oriented by goals, standards of conduct, and career
opportunities that derive from their professional community, giving them
strong reasons for resisting interference and direction by political
outsiders; and their specialized information and expertise give them
formidable resources for resisting with some measure of success
(Moe 1987, 291).
Keeping potential sources of political interference at arm’s length, and relying on
technocratic expertise as well as professionalism are also bulwarks against the
problem of inconsistency that may result from ‘incomplete contracting’. This
problem has two facets. First, legislators cannot foresee all circumstances or cases in
which legislation will need to be applied. Matching a particular case to existing laws
is a key (and inevitable) reason why implementing agencies (irrespective of their
form) have a degree of discretion. Secondly, the issue becomes more acute once a
non-majoritarian institution is up and running (see below).

Finally, it is important to note that formal independence enshrined in law does not
necessarily preclude the appointment of ruling parties’ political allies to independent
agencies’ leadership positions. Recent research covering approximately 700 top-level
appointments to more than 100 regulatory agencies in 16 West European countries
between 1996 and 2013 demonstrates that ‘politicians respond to high levels of
formal agency independence with greater efforts at appointing political allies to the
agency leadership’ (Ennser-Jedenastik 2016, 515-16). Moreover, the analysis of
biographical information of more than 300 CEOs in 100 West European regulatory
agencies between 2000 and 2013 shows that a third had discernible party links and
most (73 out of 105) partisan appointees were appointed when their party was in
government (Ennser-Jedenastik 2014, 834). There is variation between countries but
also between types of agencies: ‘when looking at government and opposition

affiliates combined, there seems to be a slight tendency toward partisan
appointees in more independent agencies’ (Ennser-Jedenastik 2014, 836).

NMIs, executive agencies and the issue of accountability
In terms of intellectual heritage, NMIs and executive agencies that operate at arm’s
length from the government of the day are associated with New Public Management
(Hood 1991, Osborne and Gaebler 1992). The core idea that underpin them relates to
a) democratic politics and the limits that its operation may create for the functioning
of the market and b) the need to inject to the public sector elements of business
management. Although executive agencies of this kind have operated for many years
in Europe – notably in Sweden – the dramatic expansion of NMIs and these agencies
is a product of the political and intellectual hegemony of the New Right, especially
since Margaret Thatcher and Ronald Reagan took office in the UK and the USA in
1979 and 1981 respectively. It appears to sit rather uneasily next to an increase in the
politicisation of senior civil service post in the West51 over the past 2-3 decades
(Peters and Pierre 2004a, Dahlström 2009). Nevertheless, it is important to note that
the idea had been on the table in the UK at least since the Fulton Report (which cited
the Swedish example admiringly) published in 1968 (Rhodes 1996, 7, Gay 1997).
Since – in this line of reasoning - the operation of the market ought to remain as
unfettered as possible, NMIs are needed so as to increase the distance between the
market and the decisions of democratically elected politicians. There is little to object
to in this line of reasoning to the extent that this growing distance is meant to ensure
equality of treatment in similar cases. Indeed, that is the whole point behind key
tenets of liberal democracy such as an independent judiciary. However, this is not the
only, nor is it (arguably) the most significant facet of the logic that underpins these
institutions. In the case of executive agencies that operate at arm’s length from the
government of the day, the injection of business ethos (‘cutting waste’, introducing
‘business-like management practices’ etc. (Panchamia and Thomas n.d., 4-5)) in the
public sector was a key motive but the idea of privatisation was not far away from it.
This is clearly indicated in the four tests that are associated with agencification under
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the ‘Next Steps’ programme of the Conservative administrations of the 1980s and
1990s in the UK52.
The existence and operation of these institutions raises significant issues in terms of
democratic legitimacy and accountability (Moe 1990, Everson 1995, Maggetti 2010).
As regards democratic legitimacy, placing policy decisions outside the realm of
democratic politics by virtue of removing the power to make them from the arsenal of
elected politicians contributes to the hollowing out of democratic politics. In a
nutshell, if citizens cannot opt for alternative policies, what is the point of holding
elections in a democracy? Part of the answer to this criticism relies on the distinction
between input legitimacy and output legitimacy (Scharpf 1999). The former relates to
process while the latter focuses on outcomes. Supporters of NMIs also point out that
the decisions to grant these powers to such agencies are actually made by elected
politicians who also retain the power to take them back or amend them, most notably
via the ordinary legislative route, i.e. by amending the relevant laws. This is
particularly important given the fact that ‘agencies can acquire political power over
time and eventually subvert the logic of delegation’ (Maggetti and Papadopoulos
2018, 172) as empirical studies have demonstrated (see, e.g. Maggetti 2009, Bach
2012).
As regards the key issue of credibility of commitments, supporters of this model point
out that keeping these institutions at arm’s length from elected politicians is the best
available means of ensuring that all cases of alleged breaches are dealt with in the
same, fair way in line with applicable rules irrespective of who is involved in them.
Elected politicians should not have the right to interfere with the day-to-day decisions
that relate to policy implementation, just like they should not tell the police whether to
arrest someone or what kind of evidence to collect. Democracy, in other words,
should not undermine the rule of law. Finally, the cognitive reason behind NMIs
relates to a particular kind of legitimacy: expertise is not distributed evenly amongst
the population and holding office as a result of a democratic election is not
tantamount to having the expertise that modern policy making requires. On the
contrary, recruitment based on expertise, i.e. merit rather than political allegiance, is
one of the checks and balances that are needed in contemporary democracies.
As indicated above, the ideas that underpin NMIs stem from the presidential system
of the USA. The relationship between elected legislators who are members of
Congress and regulatory agencies is complex. However, two initial schools of
thought have been identified as to the terms of this relationship, namely a) ‘Congress
dominance’ (indicating the power of elected principals) and b) ‘runaway bureaucracy’
(highlighting the agents’ autonomy). Both schools of thought are associated with the
principal-agent model (for reviews see Bendor, Glazer, and Hammond 2001, Pollack
2002). That model rests on two key assumptions as to the relationship between
principals and agents, namely a) differing preferences and b) the asymmetrical
distribution of information between elected principals and their unelected agents.
Taken together these assumptions generate the need for oversight and control
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mechanisms, i.e. ways that the principals need to use so as to ensure that their agents
achieve the tasks assigned to them without producing unwanted consequences.
The supporters of NMIs argue that lack of accountability does not necessarily flow
from the non-majoritarian nature of these institutions. Several mechanisms can be
used to ensure that these agencies remain accountable for their actions. At the
individual level, reputation is a powerful mechanism for the experts who work for
these agencies. If they make mistakes, their reputation amongst their peers will suffer
and so will their career prospects. This is important since these agencies deal with
highly technical issues (varying from monetary policy to the regulation of
telecommunications) and technocratic expertise is the common language among their
officials. At the institutional level accountability can be promoted through legislation,
including the laws that create these agencies (Majone 1996, 12). This involves clearly
defined objectives that they must strive to meet, judicial review, transparent decision
making, and judicialisation53. Crucially, one can add important procedural
requirements (such as regular reporting including to elected officials such as
parliamentarians) as part and parcel of relational contracting which is a response to
the inevitable issue of incomplete contracting. This means that politicians and
officials
do not agree on detailed plans of actions but on goals and objectives, on
general provisions that are broadly applicable, on the criteria to be used in
deciding what to do when unforeseen contingencies arise, on who has
what power to act and the bounds limiting the range of actions that can be
taken, and on dispute resolution mechanisms to be used if disagreements
do occur
(Milgrom and Roberts 1992, 131 quoted by Majone 1996, 9).
Keeping agencies under control (i.e. accountable) while also ensuring that no one
controls them (Moe 1987, 291) is likely to require a combination of several of these
tools.

Conditionality
The logic of conditionality
The adjustment programmes that have been put in place as part of Greece’s three
bailout agreements of 2010, 2012 and 2015 are couched in the logic of conditionality.
Conditionality is believed to serve a purpose at least in three types of situation: a) the
two sides have different views on the appropriateness of policy; b) the target
government agrees with the policy and is committed to it (as is the other side to
supporting it) but there is domestic resistance; c) the target government needs a
signaling device vis-à-vis potential private investors (World Bank 2005b, 3). The
first part of this section draws on the literature on conditionality and sketches out key
lessons from it, thus paving the way for the presentation (in the second sub-section) of
the three hypotheses that inform this study.
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The literature on conditionality is vast (see, for example, World Bank 2005b, Spanou
2016) and this reflects the controversy (for a summary of critiques see Koeberle 2003,
251-256) that surrounds this concept54, the evolution of its content (Koeberle et al.
2005), the extent of its use - especially by the IMF and, later on, the World Bank
(IMF 2012b, World Bank 2005a) but also individual countries acting on a bilateral
basis (Dijkstra 2002) – as well as the diversity of the contexts in which it has been
utilised, i.e. countries that range from the developing world to emerging powers,
countries of the former Soviet bloc and, recently, members of the Eurozone55.
The literature on conditionality56 highlights several key lessons that relate to domestic
institutional reform induced by conditionality-based programmes. Despite the
technocratic element that it entails, conditionality is political for it is built on power
asymmetry (Spanou 2016, 7, Hughes, Sasse, and Gordon 2005, 2, Morrissey 2005) in
the sense that the lender/donor possesses a resource that the crisis-hit country
desperately needs. As a consequence, coercion is a key mechanism in the operation
of conditionality-based adjustment programmes. This asymmetry is demonstrated by
the use of memoranda of understanding (MoU), roadmaps, deadlines, control
mechanisms, penalties, rewards as well as the attendant terminology of ‘prior
actions’, ‘deliverables’ etc. (Spanou 2016, 8). In principal-agent terms, the
aforementioned institutional machinery that is associated with conditionality indicates
a) the power asymmetry between the two sides but – equally importantly – the lack of
trust that underpins their relationship (for if trust underpinned that relationship, there
would be less need for that machinery) and b) the centrality of information. The
institutional and procedural armoury that is associated with conditionality is also the
flipside of what critics say is the very large number and detailed nature of the
conditions that are associated with adjustment programmes (Koeberle 2003, 252).
Conditionality’s effectiveness is contested and IFIs (including the IMF) are aware of
it (Milanovic 2003, 7-9, IMF 2012a, 7, Easterly 2005, World Bank 2005b, Spraos
1986). As a consequence, conditionality – construed as a process - has become more
interactive over time (IMF 2012b, 19-21, World Bank 2005b, 6) than is commonly
acknowledged and this is demonstrated by a) ‘tailoring’ programmes to countryspecific conditions (Koeberle et al. 2005) and b) offering targeted technical assistance
(World Bank 2005a, 22, Morrissey 2004). The days when implementation-related
considerations were ignored (Thomas and Grindle 1990) appear to be gone.
Neither tailoring, nor the interactive nature of the conditionality process negate the
asymmetry of power that underpins it. Indeed, when governments do not completely
fulfill their obligations, conditionality becomes stricter (Buira 2003), thus
reconfirming the power asymmetry between the two sides although some evidence
suggests that there is a Laffer conditionality curve, i.e. as a programme’s severity57
increases, compliance is reduced (see the sources mentioned in Bird 2001). On the
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other hand, the mere need to make conditionality stricter may also be taken as an
indication that strictness alone is not a sufficient response to an adjustment
programme’s implementation problems.
As Checkel notes,
conditionality, particularly in its stronger versions, creates an ownership
problem domestically. Reforms are seen to be the result of external
imposition; the incentive to comply is lower given foreign domination of
the reform process. Support for policy change thus lacks a strong political
base and compliance becomes problematic
(Checkel 2000, 3).
Programme ownership – a term that cannot conceal the importance of power
asymmetries – is of central importance. It is defined as the
willing assumption of responsibility for an agreed program of policies, by
officials in a borrowing country who have the responsibility to formulate
and carry out these policies, based on an understanding that the
programme is achievable and is in the country’s own interests
(IMF 2001, 6)
It relates to beliefs as well as capacity (Thomas and Grindle 1990, Boughton and
Mourmouras 2002, Nelson 1996, Drazen 2002, Killick 1997, Güven 2012, World
Bank 2005a, 4). This means that when the domestic actors whose task it is to carry it
out do not agree with it, or do not have the means to carry it out, programme success
becomes less likely. Conversely, domestic support increases the likelihood of
programme success. Programme ownership is a managerial way of referring to the
willingness and ability of domestic actors to spend political capital (and other
resources) in support of the implementation process. The flipside is this:
conditionality has the advantage of blame shifting (Pagoulatos 2012, 251) since the
target government can seek to reduce the political costs of unpopular reforms by
blaming the relevant external actors. Programme ownership is key also because it
relates directly to the political and institutional conditions in which conditionalitybased adjustment programmes are carried out. Indeed, the likelihood of programme
success is lower in polities where vested interests are strong, political polarisation is
high, or in the case of multi-party governments (Ivanova et al. 2001, 25, 27), while
political instability too is detrimental (Dollar and Svensson 2001, 901).
The choice of rhythm (i.e. speed and sequence (Spanou 2016, 16)) of reform is
controversial. Some favour gradualism, others prefer the dominant ‘big bang’
approach (Rodrik 2016, Tommasi and Velasco 1995). The virtues of one are
weaknesses of the other. For example, in a key area such as tax collection, opting for
a speedy and radical type of reform may well make sense in political terms for any
reformer who seeks to capitalise on the opportunities that a crisis creates since it
demonstrates the ineffectiveness of established practices. On the other hand, radical
and swift reform in that area entails a big risk for public finances because, for
example, during a crisis-induced recession incomes take a hit, credit becomes scarce
or unavailable, economic activity shifts from the formal to the informal sector etc.
(Brondolo 2009, 5-6). An issue that is linked to conditionality’s rhythm is the time

horizon that is associated with different types of conditionality-based reform
programmes58. As Spanou rightly points out, while economic stabilisation and fiscal
adjustment programmes are associated with measures (such as spending cuts) aiming
to deliver an immediate impact, institutional reforms have a longer time frame and
(often) much less public visibility (Spanou 2016, 14-15). The time frame relates both
to the period needed for the introduction of these reforms and their sustainability
(Rodrik 1990). In other words, there are good reasons why conditionality is better
approached as a process (Hughes, Sasse, and Gordon 2004, 548).
Conditionality as practiced at least by the IMF is associated with a panoply of
measures devised, promoted and monitored by IMF technocrats and is decidedly
couched in technocratic language implying technical superiority, despite the highly
contested record of adjustment programmes. However, the policy solutions that it
embodies are not devoid of clear normative content (see Babb 2013). In terms of the
institutional architecture of public revenue administrations, clear evidence is offered
by the emphasis that is often placed by the IMF on functional independence, i.e.
independence from the influence of democratically elected politicians (Crandall
2010). This implies not only that this influence is necessarily detrimental to the
effectiveness of tax collection but also that it is more important than other potential
sources of ineffectiveness such as corruption by private interests. The value-laden
nature of conditionality-based programmes may also account for the fact that these
programmes do not necessarily include objectively superior solutions to extant policy
problems, given the conditions that a crisis-hit country faces. Indeed, as Koeberle
notes, critics have argued that (in the earlier version of conditionality) conditions
often reflect best practice and theoretical fixes but ‘with no objective investigation of
their actual economic effectiveness and no consideration of political, social, cultural,
and environmental features and limitations’ (Koeberle 2003, 252). Moreover, in the
case of the IMF it has been found that conditionality’s content is the result of
bargaining and compromise between IMF staff and between the IMF and the
borrowing states (Stiles 1990).
Finally, since conditionality applies very often in conditions of acute crisis (i.e.
periods when time is of the essence), it transforms the domestic policy making
apparatus into a compliance mechanism but it also alters the balance of power
between domestic institutions for it leads to ‘the reassertion of the executive vis-à-vis
the legislature’, involving the bypassing of ordinary institutional procedures, and
(crucially) undermines opportunities for debate and deliberation whilst also raising
important issues such as transparency and the quality of legislation (Spanou 2016, 3
and 13).
As a consequence – and in line with historical institutionalist thinking on institutional
change - we would expect institutional change to be a conflict-ridden and inefficient
process; while it is often incremental and piecemeal, in critical junctures it can also be
radical and dramatic; while it is often affected by prevailing norms and ideas, it is also
couched in power differentials between the supporters and opponents of change.
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Institutional change, i.e. a change in ‘formal structure, organizational culture and
goals, programme or mission’ (DiMaggio and Powell 1991, 81), is a key feature of
conditionality-based adjustment programmes. These programmes are the key
instrument used by international financial institutions and the European Union in their
dealings with, inter alia, crisis-hit member states. These countries receive muchneeded funds in exchange for reforming (inter alia) their institutional infrastructure.
Conditionality and the European Union
The European Union is an enduring user of conditionality. The uses it has historically
made of conditionality relate both to its internal operation and its external relations.
These uses range from setting criteria for the accession of third countries that apply
for membership, to various aspects of its internal operation including spending
programmes (Vita 2017) and, most prominently, the adoption of the Euro (see, e.g.
Blavoukos and Pagoulatos 2008).
In the context of the study of the European Union, enlargement to Central and Eastern
Europe (predominantly the ‘big bang’ of 2004) has been the main focus of attention in
the study of conditionality whereby accession to the EU is conditional on and a
reward for compliance with the Copenhagen criteria and the acquis communautaire
(Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier 2005a, Hughes, Sasse, and Gordon 2005, Haughton
2007, Kahn-Nisser 2013, Schimmelfennig, Engert, and Knobel 2003, Dimitrova
2002). One common point between the use of conditionality for the adoption of the
Euro and accession to the EU is that – until the onset of the crisis in the Eurozone –
the influence of the criteria had been found to wane after the cut-off point which is the
actual adoption of the Euro and accession to the EU respectively, although outcomes
are not uniform across time and space (Blavoukos and Pagoulatos 2008, Falkner et al.
2008, Falkner 2010, Hughes, Sasse, and Gordon 2005). Awareness about this fact
and the vast sums of money required for the bailouts were conducive to the intrusive
and particularly intensive form that the conditionality regime took in the case of
Greece, with regular and highly mediatised visits of IMF and EU staff to Greece and
the very tight association of compliance with commitments undertaken with the
provision of vital funding.
In their influential analysis of this process Schimmelfenning and Sedelmaier posit
three models for the adoption of EU rules (Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier 2005b,
10-25). While the first is couched in the logic of consequences, the other two follow
the logic of appropriateness (March and Olsen 1989). The first is the external
incentives model. In this rationalist bargaining model which reflects the logic of
consequences, domestic actors operate as strategic utility maximisers who are keen to
preserve or enhance their welfare. In general the relative bargaining power of the two
sides determines the outcome of bargaining. This power reflects the uneven
distribution of a) information and b) the benefits that are expected to derive from a
specific agreement (Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier 2005b, 10). The more and better
information one side has, the more able it is to shape the outcome of bargaining and
the less need one side has to reach a specific agreement, the more power it has to
achieve its objective by threatening to withhold cooperation.59 In the context of EU
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enlargement, the adoption of its rules by third countries is a condition that the EU sets
to for third countries that seek rewards from it. These rewards range from assistance
to full membership. In that context, the EU provides the reward if the conditions are
met and withholds it if they are not (reactive reinforcement or reinforcement by
reward).60
In this model bargaining starts in the presence of a mismatch between the domestic
status quo, on the one hand, and EU rules on the other. Conditionality is used to alter
the incentives that support the domestic status quo. This can be done through
intergovernmental bargaining, i.e. by directly impacting the domestic government’s
calculation of the costs and benefits of the status quo in comparison to the adoption of
EU rules (top-down). It may also work in a less direct (and more bottom-up) manner,
i.e. through the differential empowerment of some domestic actors. In the latter case,
conditionality changes the domestic opportunity structure in favour of the domestic
actors (in government or society) that wanted but were hitherto unable to bring about
change ‘to the extent that [their] opponents share the goal of EU membership and
expect to benefit from the EU’s rewards’ (Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier 2005b,
12). This leads to the first hypothesis:
‘a government adopts EU rules if the benefits of EU rewards exceed the domestic
adoption costs’ (Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier 2005b, 12).
In turn, this cost–benefit balance depends on (i) the determinacy of conditions, (ii) the
size and speed of rewards, (iii) the credibility of threats and promises, and (iv) the size
of adoption costs (Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier 2005b, 12-17). Determinacy
refers to the clarity as well as the formality of a rule. It is important because it a)
enables governments to know precisely what they need to do so as to obtain the
reward (informational value) and b) it relates to conditionality’s credibility since it
makes it difficult for either party to claim unjustly that the rule in question has or has
not been fulfilled. Determinacy is higher when a rule is legalised and binding, and its
behavioural implications are clear. The size and speed of rewards are also
consequential. While the former determines what is at stake, the latter can affect the
speed of the domestic response to the conditions set. The credibility of threats and
promises is a key element of the operation of conditionality. It means that the actor
that sets the conditions must be a) able to withhold the reward (if the conditions are
not met) at little or no cost and b) less interested in granting the reward than the target
government is in receiving it. Credibility is also a matter of consistency in the sense
that the actor setting the conditions must not be perceived to subject its decisions to
other considerations that would make it appear either lenient or unfair. Credibility
also means that the actor who sets the conditions must have the capability to obtain
the requisite information, e.g. through regular monitoring. Finally, this model
highlights the relevance of domestic adaptation costs. As Schimmelfennig and
Sedelmaier note, these costs may a) be opportunity costs resulting from foregoing
rewards for adopting other courses of action (including maintaining the status quo), b)
relate to the redistribution of power and/or welfare among public and private actors
but in any case ought to be weighed in relation to the rewards expected from the EU
(Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier 2005b, 16). Given that conditionality focuses on
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the action of domestic governments – for they are the ones that must implement the
requisite reforms – their preferences and the views held by other domestic veto
players are key determinants of conditionality’s success or failure. Both veto player
theory and the broader literature on conditionality indicate that significant changes to
the status quo become less likely as the number of veto points and the distance
between them goes up (Tsebelis 1995, Ivanova et al. 2001).
The logic of appropriateness is the basis of two alternative models. The social
learning model relies on internalised identities and shared norms (Schimmelfennig
and Sedelmeier 2005b, 18-20) and has been used in the study of international
socialisation (Checkel 2001), the analysis of conditionality (Checkel 2000) and
Europeanisation (Börzel and Risse 2003). From that perspective, the EU is a formal
organisation of a European international community that is defined by a specific
underlying common identity and is underpinned by a concrete ensemble of common
values and norms. As a consequence, the adoption of EU rules by non-members
depends on whether they regard EU rules as appropriate, i.e. corresponding to a
collective set of values, norms and identity (Schimmelfennig 2003, 83-90). This leads
to the second hypothesis:
‘a state adopts EU rules if it is persuaded of the appropriateness of EU rules’
(Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier 2005b, 18).
This process may – just like in the previous model – affect either the target
government directly or indirectly (i.e. via other domestic social actors that are
empowered by the EU through the conferral of its legitimacy). Unlike the previous
model which relies on bargaining about conditions and rewards, coercion and mere
behavioural adaptation, here adaptation depends on the legitimacy and the
appropriateness of rules, persuasion and complex learning. Assuming such rules exist
and are determinate (i.e. clear and specific) their legitimacy is a key determinant of
the likelihood of their adoption. In the context of the EU’s enlargement, applicant
countries do not have a formal say in the content of EU legislation and this generates
the risk that the adoption of these rules will be perceived to be the result of foreign
imposition. This runs counter to the lessons drawn about the overwhelming
significance of programme ownership in international conditionality-based adjustment
programmes (Killick 1997, Drazen 2002, Thomas and Grindle 1990). The antidote to
this is engagement of target governments in a deliberative process and the association
of reforms with more abstract, legitimate principles and norms that underpin the
community to which applicant states aspire to belong. The legitimacy of EU rules is
also boosted when they are seen to be equitable and do not conflict with the rules of
other bodies such as international organisations. Finally, social learning is also
affected by resonance. If domestic rules do not exist or have lost their legitimacy or
have failed, it is more likely that new rules will be adopted (Checkel 2001, 562-3).
The same applies if the norms (including procedural ones) on which EU rules are
based are accepted domestically and when they resonate with existing domestic ones
that enjoy legitimacy (Cortell and Davis Jr 1996). While, in this model, adaptation is
likely to start from the level of discourse, if change is sincere it will be followed
through in formal and behavioural terms (Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier 2005b,
20).

The final model (lesson-drawing) builds on the broader literature on lesson-drawing
in public policy (Dolowitz and Marsh 2000, Gilardi 2010, May 1992, Sabatier 1987,
Simmons 2007, Rose 1991). Lesson-drawing is couched in domestic dissatisfaction
with extant policy and/or institutions and it is this dissatisfaction which generates a
search for arrangements that operate elsewhere. This also includes a prospective
assessment of their transferability to the domestic context (Rose 1991, 10, 23).
Schimmelfennig and Sedelmaier highlight the existence of a rationalist and a
sociological variant of learning. While the former involves simple learning (i.e. a
change in means but not ends, as a result of new information), the latter takes the
form of complex learning and involves a change of goals but in both cases this model
differs from the other two61 in that it does not ascribe to the EU the decisive role in
bringing about domestic change (Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier 2005b, 21).
Membership of the EU has created a space where member states look for solutions
(often in the context of the EU’s formal policy process) when faced with domestic
policy or institutional failure. Under this model, EU conditionality can shape
domestic change by setting boundaries to the range of options that domestic actors
consider or by offering a menu of acceptable models. Adaptation in the former case
is a domestic decision that results – not from a calculus of the adjustment costs – but
from the perceived utility of imported solutions while in the latter case the external
incentives model may explain change and lesson-drawing the specific form that has
been chosen. So, the third hypothesis is as follows:
‘a state adopts EU rules if it expects these rules to solve domestic policy problems
effectively’ (Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier 2005b, 22).
Dissatisfaction with domestic arrangements is the most basic condition of this model.
The intensity and regularity of interactions with other EU member states – coupled
with geographical proximity – facilitates a search for solutions that is geared towards
the EU and the political systems of its individual member states but the transferability
of rules is key. This, in turn, is affected by the similarity of the conditions that
operate in the two relevant countries/systems, i.e. the resources required for putting
these rules into effect, the political acceptability of these rules (Hall 1989), and their
compatibility with the prevailing domestic political discourse. A major difference
between this and the external incentives model is that
while the latter assumes a domestic equilibrium that is upset by the
incentives that the EU provides, the lesson-drawing model takes as its
starting point a domestic disequilibrium in which the balance of domestic
pressures favours a departure from the status quo
(Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier 2005b, 24).
Our use of theoretical models initially developed for the study of enlargement
requires an explanation. After all, enlargement is about non-members, whereas
Greece has been a member since 1981, i.e. for nearly three decades before the crisis
hit it. In practical terms, this means that enlargement differs from the handling of the
crisis in two key ways. First, non-members do not have a say in the making of the
acquis communautaire with which they need to comply as a condition for accession.
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Second, the decision as to whether a non-member is to enter the EU is taken by
institutions that are external to the state in question. On the contrary, Greece was one
of the member states that had a direct say in both the making of Economic and
Monetary Union and the EU’s crisis management. Both points are correct but their
importance must not be over-estimated for several reasons for, in the opposite case,
one runs the risk of missing the key similarity between enlargement and the handling
of the crisis namely power asymmetry between Greece and the EU/IMF side.
When the crisis hit Greece, it was widely acknowledged that the EU collectively and
the Eurozone in particular did not have the tools that were required to respond to it.
This is not a matter of opinion, nor is this limited to the famous no bailout clause of
the Treaty. The EU’s unpreparedness is demonstrated by the whole set of institutions
that were subsequently put in place, involving – most prominently – the establishment
of the European Stability Mechanism as well as its forerunners, the development of
the banking union, the enhancement of the surveillance mechanisms inside the
Eurozone and beyond (notably via the so-called ‘two-pack’ (European Parliament and
Council of the EU 2013a, b) and ‘six-pack’ (Council of the EU 2011a, European
Parliament and Council of the EU 2011a, b, c, d, Council of the EU 2011b)) and,
above all, the funds that were desperately needed not only by Greece but also the
European banking system that was facing a meltdown. None of these key tools were
in place when the crisis hit Greece. Greece’s involvement in their making (as a
member of the Eurozone) did not happen while Greece was on an equal footing with
the other member states; rather Greece was a démandeuse, a country whose credibility
was virtually non-existent in the eyes of its key partners on whose assistance it was
desperately dependent. The IMF too has had to change its own rules (Schadler 2017,
35) so as to be able to provide the financial assistance that Greece needed in 2010. In
other words, just like a non-member country must comply with rules made by the EU,
Greece has had to comply with rules made via a process where its own weight was, at
best, negligible.
During this process which unfolded in conditions of acute financial, economic and
leadership crisis, on the EU’s side of the so-called ‘Troika’, the role of the Eurogroup
became not only much more visible, but it took a turn that further underlines Greece’s
role as a démandeuse. The Eurogroup normally seeks to build consensus among its
members, as do the normal formations of the full Council (of Ministers). However,
unlike the latter, this consensus-seeking in the Eurogroup did not operate (until the
establishment of the European Stability Mechanism) in the shadow of the qualifiedmajority (QMV) rule. This institutional characteristc, coupled with the absence of EU
funds that could be used – at least initially, which is when the tone was set for the
entire process – meant that the EU’s response took a decidedly intergovernmental
turn. However, in intergovernmental settings member states are not equal (Moravcsik
1998). This was perfectly demonstrated in the EU’s response to the crisis. The
Eurogroup very quickly turned into a decision making forum that was dominated by
the wealthiest member of the Eurozone: Germany, supported by its EMU allies, i.e.
mainly Austria, Finland and the Netherlands – a group of countries that were
reluctant, to put it mildly, to make the necessary (national) funds available.
Germany’s role was always significant in the running of EMU but grew exponentially
during the crisis. This is clearly demonstrated by the ESM’s architecture. Only
Germany has effective veto power for decisions that need the support of a qualified
majority (either by the Board of Governors or the Board of Directors). This is so

because those decisions require the support of 80 per cent of the votes cast (Art. 4
para. 5 of the Treaty establishing the ESM) and the distribution of voting power is
based on the number of shares in the authorised capital stock of the ESM to which
Germany’s contribution is the largest and amounts to 27.1 per cent. The depth of the
intergovernmental nature of the arrangement is worth noting. Due to their own
internal constitutional arrangements, the poisonous rhetoric that dominated political
discourse both in the debtor countries and the lender states, and – certainly in the case
of Greece – the deep and justified sense of distrust vis-à-vis the Greek political élite,
the response to the crisis took a form that was far more strict than the process that
applied in the 2004 enlargement. While funds have been made available, the
disbursal of individual tranches was made subject to not only conditions but also the
political judgment of national parliamentarians in other member states, most notably
Germany, and repeatedly so. All this paints a picture of overwhelming asymmetry
rather similar to the one that characterises the enlargement process. Three other
similarities are worth noting. First, in addition to funds, Greece’s bailouts also
included the provision of technical assistance. This is a major similarity between
conditionality as practiced by the EU and (at least in the recent past) IFIs. The details
of the technical assistance that Greece received in relation to the reform of its public
revenue administration will be presented in the next chapter but two of its
implications are worth highlighting here. Unlike the IMF, the EU and its member
states did not charge Greece for the assistance that they provided to the debt-stricken
country. In theoretical terms, the provision of technical assistance may well
contribute to the operation of the third theoretical model outlined above (lessondrawing). While the external incentives model may be the best explanation of rule
adoption, lesson-drawing may account for the choice of specific rules from a larger
universe of conforming rules (Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier 2005b, 21-22). Taken
together, these two considerations mean that the provision of technical assistance may
well be a key factor in the choice of rules. Second, the management of the bailout
programmes involved regular monitoring and reporting exercises including rather
intrusive inspections. Finally, both involved a clear and concrete stake. While that
stake took a different form (the provision of funds, rather than accession to the EU)
the scale of its significance was comparable.
All three models are focused on domestic actors and their behaviour. However, their
prima facie relevance is not identical. The aforementioned overwhelming asymmetry
is the reason why we expect the first model to explain at least why the reform process
commenced. The reform examined here was couched in power asymmetry and
actively managed by the stronger party in this asymmetrical relationship. So, it is
reasonable to expect the external incentives model to be applicable. However, in the
past major reforms have been introduced in Greece in the absence of a specific
external constraint – as the introduction in 1993 of written exams for entry into the
civil service rather emblematically demonstrates. This was due partly to
dissatisfaction with domestic policies. This dissatisfaction is a key part of both the
second and third models. Previous studies have also found evidence of learning as a
cause of change (see, for example, Dimitrakopoulos 2001, Zahariadis 2014,
Paraskevopoulos 2001). Crises can open up a window of opportunity for the
introduction of reforms. In addition, the IMF as well as the EU and individual
European countries provided a lot of technical assistance to Greece in relation to the
implementation of the requirements of the MoUs (and beyond). Clearly, an argument
can be made that is assistance was, prima facie, a potential channel for learning.

Nevertheless, a) the intensity of the social unrest and political polarisation unleashed
by the crisis and its handling, the adversarial rhetoric that went with it, undermines
learning by drowning out reformist voices or concealing the desirability of some
reforms and b) as Featherstone rightly notes, at the political level, clientelism and
rent-seeking heavily limit the will to reform, a trend that finds further support in trade
union and party circles (Featherstone 2015, 299) while legalism, centralism and
relentless emphasis on process – as opposed to outcomes or innovation – are key
features of the Greek administrative tradition.
The next chapter is the first of three that examine the empirical material upon which
this book is based. Specifically it examines the process of reform that commenced in
late 2009 before and during the implementation of the first Memorandum of
Understanding up until the end of 2011.

Chapter 2. The first MoU: piecemeal change and external assistance
in conditions of crisis

The onset of the crisis
The global economic crisis that started in 2008 was always likely to affect a small
country like Greece not only because of the size of the country’s debt, but also
because its political élite was – with some notable exceptions – unwilling to tell
voters the truth, let along take drastic action to address the causes of these problems.
The reforms introduced between 1993 and the country’s adoption of the euro in 2001
had given way initially to reform fatigue followed, from 2004 onwards, by a return to
unsustainable policies such as the vast expansion of public sector employment
financed by debt which at that point in time was relatively cheap. Unwillingness and
inability to collect public revenues were part and parcel of the problem (see
Introduction). Between 2004 and 2009 ‘while output increased in nominal terms by
40 per cent, central government primary expenditures increased by 87 per cent against
an increase of only 31 per cent in tax revenues’ (Ministry of Finance 2010, 14). After
the onset of the global financial crisis in 2008 but nearly a year before the national
elections of 2009 the centre-right government of ND had been publicly warned – by
no lesser figure than Costas Simitis, the respected former prime minister who led the
country into the Eurozone62 - about the prospect of having to resort to the IMF in the
absence of drastic action to redress the country’s public finances (Simitis 2008). No
meaningful action followed on the part of the government though the country was at
least three years away from the next general election. Around about the same time,
George Papandreou, then leader of the main opposition party (PASOK) was warned
by Peer Steinbrück, then finance minister of Germany and a fellow social democrat,
about the magnitude of the task lying ahead (Steinbrück 2010, 121-2). Yet, when
Prime Minister Kostas Karamanlis called an early election, Papandreou led a
campaign arguing that “the money is there” and won a robust majority on 4 October
2009. Almost immediately after this election victory, the new government informed
EU institutions of the real size of Greece’s budget deficit which at that point in time
was approaching 10 per cent (and rising), far higher than what the previous
government had falsely stated to the very same EU institutions (European
Commission 2010c). This was a necessary action but also a devastating blow to the
Greek political élite’s credibility in the eyes of the country’s EU partners. Greece was
quickly frozen out of the global financial markets - including the French and German
banks – that had been lending it money irresponsibly. Greece was facing bankruptcy
and the Eurozone was on the verge of a major banking and broader economic crisis
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In an incident that clearly highlights key traits of Greece’s adversarial political culture, upon taking
office in spring 2004 the centre-right administration of ND stated to EU institutions that the previous
administration had achieved this hugely significant objective by ‘cooking the books’. This was not
true and hinged on a retrospective change in the way in which the cost of defence procurement is
accounted for in public financial accounts (Simitis and Stournaras 2012, Simitis 2014, 3-5). EU
institutions accepted both the original and the revised method. The Karamanlis—led administration
did this in an attempt to discredit its political opponents and extricate itself from ND’s own preelectoral pledges.

for which it was institutionally, economically and politically unprepared. As a result,
and in the absence of a Eurozone-specific mechanism for crisis management, Greece
has had to ask the IMF and the Eurozone’s member states to bail it out in spring 2010.
In return for an unprecedented credit facility of 110 billion euros aimed at avoiding
Greece’s sovereign debt default and the attendant Eurozone-wide banking crisis, the
Greek government agreed to introduce a series of policy and institutional changes.
That was in line with the conditionality model that prevails in IFIs as was the decision
to spread payments over time so as to retain control of the programme’s
implementation. This is demonstrated in table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Disbursement or authorisation of payments under the first programme
around here
Source: compiled by the authors on the basis of information from (Bundesministerium
der Finanzen n.d.) supplemented by information from (European Commission 2011d,
Karkagiannis 2011b)
This was the first of three bailout agreements and was couched in the corresponding
(first) Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) (2010a, 2010b).

The first MoU and the reform of the Greek public revenue administration: timid
ad hocery in conditions of crisis
The first MoU reflected a clear understanding of the direct link63 between the
programme’s cornerstone (frontloaded fiscal consolidation) and the government’s
declared commitment to ‘strengthening the fiscal policy framework and fiscal
institutions’ in a country where efficiency in tax collection ‘is low’ and the revenue
administrations is ‘weak’ (2010a, 3, 6, 1 respectively). Specifically, the prevailing
view was that higher taxes and/or deeper spending cuts would be required in the
absence of major improvements in tax collection; yet these extra measures risked
generating unsustainable macro-economic and political tensions (IMF 2010b, 17).
However, the first MoU did not reflect a clear, system-wide and detailed plan for the
reform of Greece’s public revenue administration, despite references to the
government’s determination ‘to implement an ambitious program of reforms to
modernize the public sector’ (2010a, 3). In particular, it did not refer to a reform plan
involving increased independence or autonomy vis-à-vis the minister of finance
(2010a, 2010b). On the contrary, the prevailing sense is one of ad hoc changes - such
as the establishment of a unit that would deal with large taxpayers64, the use of
quantitative performance indicators, etc. (European Commission 2013, 25) - of a
system that was apparently meant to remain part of the hierarchy of the Ministry of
Finance.
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Improved tax collection would reduce the macroeconomic and political tensions that would
otherwise result from the need for higher tax rates and/or deeper spending cuts.
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The IMF had recommended this back in 2005 (in line with a broader international trend) because of
the complexity of these taxpayers’ tax affairs, their use of services and professional aiming to
minimise their tax bills and the concomitant risks that these affairs entail in term of tax compliance
(with enormous potential for tax revenue losses, as the IMF put it). As a result, it makes sense to
establish dedicated organisations aiming ‘to optimize the tax authority’s ability to closely monitor
and control all the tax affairs of such taxpayers’ (see Perry et al. 2005).

Specifically in relation to the public revenue administration, the MoU’s authors
distinguished between short-term measures and a medium-term strategy. The former
entailed a focus on
safeguarding revenue from the largest taxpayers, stronger enforcement
and auditing of high-wealth individuals and self-employed (where risk of
evasion is largest) and prosecuting the worst offenders, strengthening
enforcement of VAT filing and payment, and collecting on the large stock
of tax arrears
(2010a, 7).
On the other hand, the medium-term strategy entailed a programme of structural
reforms in key areas of tax compliance and administration that included
developing and maintaining a comprehensive compliance risk
management framework (notably preparing a compliance strategy for
2012); developing taxpayer service capacity to support compliance
improvement efforts; substantially improving enforcement operations,
particularly in audit, using risk-based approaches; and building
headquarters strategic management and planning capabilities in tax and
customs administration
(2010a, 7).
Given the provision (by party political appointees) of false budget figures to EU
institutions by the previous administration, but also broader awareness of the Greek
state’s limited capacities65, it is unsurprising that the first MoU also made reference to
the creation of institutional capacity – with the provision of technical assistance by the
EU and the IMF – in the form of an ‘independent fiscal agency attached to
parliament’ so as to better handle the challenges of making and implementing the
state’s budget (2010a, 7). This reference was part of an emerging view of at least the
EU that Greece’s problems directly related to the entire ensemble of institutions that
manage the country’s public finances, namely
a) the General Accounting Office (Γενικό Λογιστήριο του Κράτους) which is
formally responsible (as part of the Ministry of Finance) for drafting and monitoring
the budget;
b) the public revenue administration as well as
c) the National Statistical Service (Εθνική Στατιστική Υπηρεσία) which was
responsible for compiling statistical information that was subsequently submitted to
EU institutions, e.g. under EMU’s Excessive Deficit Procedure (EDP).
At that point in time, i.e. early on in the handling of the crisis, all three were under the
direct control of the minister of finance. Historically, all three were headed by party
political appointees but by the beginning of 2010 the latter of the three had been
found to have fiddled the figures as a result of ‘political interference’ (see below).
What accounts for the first MoU’s timid and ad hoc strategy? It cannot have been the
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For example, at that point in time nobody knew the precise number of Greece’s civil servants.

result of the existence of alternative domestic plans because no66 such plan existed at
the time (interviews, Athens, 2 June 2017 and 9 November 2018). This is so despite
the fact that newly elected Prime Minister George Papandreou was a veteran67 of
frontline Greek politics who had campaigned on a platform emphasizing the need to
end waste and tax evasion. Timing and the very acute crisis that had engulfed the
country by the time of the conclusion of the first MoU help explain this strategy
(interviews, Athens, 1 August 2016 and 9 November 2018). As an international
official pointed out (interview, Athens, 30 March 2017), the first MoU was drafted in
conditions of crisis.
In that kind of situation I think you cannot come up with a fully-fledged
plan except if you have one plan on the shelf which you use for any
country, which is not the case. So, the teams come in, they discover a
series of issues and then say here is how you can improve by this and that
and this is how it went in the first programme. When you come during a
crisis, you go for quick wins; you cannot write a long thing. You have to
be short and efficient.
However, at least the IMF’s team did not start from scratch. It had at its disposal the
previous recommendations (Perry et al. 2005) made by the IMF mission to Greece in
the mid-2000s. Although these did not relate to the issue of political interference in
operational decisions of the public revenue administration, they did include some of
the aforementioned actions such as a strategic plan to improve tax compliance,
ameliorating enforcement through the use of risk analysis and, of course, building the
corresponding capacity at the revenue administration’s headquarters68.
The fact that - unlike the second and third MoUs (see Chapters 3 and 4) - the first did
not include a great amount of detail on the reform of the public revenue
administration and certainly nothing on the issue of depoliticisation means that – in
theory – domestic reformers had a degree of leeway. In other words, there was some
policy space that domestic reformers could attempt to fill. Indeed, partial reforms
were in the making even before the conclusion of the first MoU.
This important work, which was in line with and informed by (Papaconstantinou
2016, 103) the IMF’s recommendations of 2005 (Perry et al. 2005), demonstrates the
presence of at least some domestic support for reform, including an attempt to
consider the idea of an independent revenue administration (see below). Reality,
however, was much more complicated, as a series of contradictions demonstrates.
Despite the aforementioned pledge to fight waste and tax evasion, Papandreou
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The then ruling PASOK’s programme on taxation did not actually propose any structural reforms of
the public revenue administration except the establishment of regional centres that would be assessed
on the basis of their performance and would be incentivised accordingly (PASOK n.d.).
67
An iconic example of what Greeks call οικογενειοκρατία (which loosely translates as family rule, i.e.
the tradition whereby a handful of very powerful families effectively rule the country) he is the son
and grandson of two Prime Ministers. He had served as MP uninterruptedly since 1981 and had been
a member of every PASOK government since 1985.
68
There was also some common ground between these proposals and those put forward by the
Georgakopoulos commission in 2002 that, unlike the IMF’s report of 2005, did highlight the need for
‘complete independence of tax inspectors’ while they are carrying out their duties (Commission for
the reform of the Greek tax system ('Georgakopoulos commission') 2002, e.g. 30-31, 197, 200 and
esp. 203).

appointed as Finance Minister and junior Finance Minister two reform-minded
politicians who had impeccable technocratic credentials69 but no frontline ministerial
experience70. More strikingly, he did not appoint a junior minister in charge of tax
collection71. Tellingly, despite the prime minister’s rhetorical emphasis on ending
waste and tax evasion, and in the absence of a clearly articulated domestic plan for the
reform of the public revenue administration (or at least ending political interference in
its operational decisions), Papandreou’s first Minister of Finance felt he had to follow
a much more cautious approach. Indeed, George Papaconstantinou, then Finance
Minister, opted for a step-wise process of reform and avoided the path of radical
reform involving the creation of a fully-fledged independent revenue authority based
on the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) of the US federal government. Though he later
regretted it, his decision was at least partly influenced by the IMF’s warning that such
a radical step could dramatically reduce tax revenues in the short term in a country
that was at risk of bankruptcy (Papaconstantinou 2016, 102-3). Indeed, IMF staff
providing technical assistance before the first MoU warned about the risk of the
country’s public revenues taking a two-year hit if the route of immediate
depoliticisation were taken (interview, Athens, 2 June 2017). This disruption was
certainly not an option at a time of acute crisis for the establishment of a fully-fledged
independent revenue authority in these conditions was tantamount to re-building
(instead of repairing) a ship at sea during a storm (interviews, Athens, 1 August 2016
and 9 November 2018).
However, the other relevant point here is that – as he notes - he was not certain that he
could convince the rest of the Cabinet about the need for this type of radical reform
(Papaconstantinou 2016, 103; also interviews, Athens 2 June 2017 and 5 November
2018). The same applies to two other ideas, namely a) that staff within the public
revenue administration ought to be offered incentives so as to become more effective
and b) heads of tax offices ought to be appointed on the basis of a special procedure
that would differ from those applicable elsewhere in the public sector. Both were
opposed within the Cabinet because they conflicted with other government
objectives72 or for fear of setting a precedent that other ministers would subsequently
seek to use73 (interviews, Athens, 2 June 2017 and 5 November 2018). As a former
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Minister George Papaconstantinou has a PhD in economics from the LSE and has worked for many
years at the OECD. Junior Minister Philippos Sachinids has a PhD in economics from the University
of Manchester. Both had served as advisers in former Prime Minister Costas Simitis’ office.
70
In a further contradiction, Papandreou chose as Secretary General for Tax and Customs Issues
Dimitris Georgakopoulos, a former MP who a) had served as junior finance minister in the mid1980s and between 1993 and 1996 but b) did not see eye to eye with the new finance minister
(interviews, Athens, 20 July 2016 and 2 June 2017). When Georgakopoulos resigned in March 2011,
he was replaced by Ioannis Kapeleris who had hitherto headed SDOE, was a member of the then
ruling PASOK and had been its candidate in the legislative elections of 2007 (Naftemporiki 2007).
Georgakopoulos was not the first top public revenue official to enjoy the confidence of the PM but
not the finance minister. Spyros Kladas was another example under the Karamanlis-led ND
administration of the mid-2000s (Kathimerini 2008).
71
This may be linked to his willingness to lead a small government, unlike most of his predecessors.
However, this did not prevent him from appointing two junior ministers in ministries that did not
necessarily need them such as the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Transport. This means
that the then Finance Minister may have missed an opportunity to lobby harder so as to obtain an
additional junior post (interview, Athens, 2 June 2017).
72
The corresponding minister was trying to close loopholes that had hitherto allowed ministers to
bypass ASEP’s meritocratic procedures for recruitment and promotion.
73
The fear of not setting a precedent is understandable given a) the prevailing political culture that
treats the law as a problem that one ought to overcome (see Introduction) and b) the routine

senior official noted, the idea of autonomy or independence appeared ‘quite alien as a
concept’ and since ongoing discussions were also touching upon the status of the
GAO as well, some officials thought that if both the GAO and the public revenue
administration were split from the ministry,
you might as well abolish the ministry of finance as a whole so that we are
the first country without a finance ministry for what will be left for it to
do?
(interview, Athens, 5 November 2018).
This shows that – at that point in time – the second model (social learning) did not
apply specifically in relation to the core issue of the status of the public revenue
administration because of the absence of genuine programme ownership across the
government. The same can be argued in relation to the third model (lesson-drawing)
since only the finance minister appeared to link the status of the public revenue
administration with Greece’s problems with tax collection.
The fact that no progress was made in relation to the institutional status of the
country’s public revenue administration, does not mean that a) there was no need for
reform or, indeed, b) the depoliticisation of key segments of the public sector more
broadly was not on the table – two points that are intimately linked to each other.
Although he knew there was no political support for his view within the government,
Finance Minister George Papaconstantinou placed the issue of semi-autonomy on the
table even before the conclusion of the first bailout agreement and attendant MoU
partly because of frustration caused by the administration’s inability to provide
reliable information necessary for effective policy making74, the well-known issue of
corruption and other major problems (interview, 2 June 2017, Athens). This stance
was consistent with a) his own status (as he was not a member of parliament), b)
awareness of what was likely to be lying ahead for the entire country, i.e. an
adjustment programme that was bound to involve tax rises in a country with low tax
compliance, and c) the view that crises can open up a window of opportunity for
reform. Placing the public revenue administration at arm’s length from the
government of the day could, in theory, protect tax collection from political
interference just at the time when pressure for such interference was likely to rise
significantly alongside the need for more effective tax collection. By the same token
having a Minister of Finance who did not have to defend a parliamentary seat was
also likely to be an advantage during the implementation of the adjustment
expansion of exceptions to serve popularity rather than effectiveness. When it comes to offering
monetary incentives to the revenue administration’s staff, opponents of this idea could legitimately
argue that such incentives existed in the past (officials of the Ministry of Finance were the best paid
within government) but this did not prevent the onset of corruption.
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One measure that was popular with officials in the public revenue administration’s HQ is the
nominal value of fines imposed for alleged breaches of tax law. The figure was often impressive and
made the headlines but reality was quite different since only a tiny percentage of these sums were
subsequently collected. Indeed, these sums were often not collectable since they were imposed
shortly before the deadline imposed by the statute of limitations and often very long after the
corresponding firm had ceased trading. This was one reason why past administrations had made
very extensive use of tax amnesties (see Introduction) which allowed tax payers facing fines to pay a
fraction of the fine which was often much more attractive (for those who wanted to remain in this
side of legality) than the other option which was to fight the case through Greece’s very slow justice
system. The trouble was that many of these figures were hard to calculate with the degree of
reasonable accuracy that rational policy making requires.

programme that was bound to entail unpopular measures such as tax rises and cuts in
public expenditure. Indeed, all of Papaconstantinou’s successors (bar one) who
served in elected governments between the 2009 and January 2015 general elections
were exactly in the same position75. Having unelected individuals in key parts of the
state apparatus could be beneficial for the government of the day by distancing it from
unpopular decisions, especially in a country where ministers rarely resign (interview,
Athens, 3 April 2017).
The point about information and the administration’s inability to provide it to
ministers goes a lot deeper in terms of relevance for the management of Greece’s
public finances. Upon taking office Papaconstantinou discovered that the senior
officials who had a direct role in making and implementing the annual budget (i.e.
officials of the General Accounting Office, the public revenue administration and the
Bank of Greece) had never actually sat around the same table for a meeting. Indeed,
as he pointedly indicates, the Ministry of Finance had no institutionalised procedure
in place that would require them to do so in the process of making the annual budget
(Papaconstantinou 2016, 34). This reflects the pre-crisis pattern of highly problematic
public budgeting (for detailed accounts of its problems see Rapanos 2007,
Hawkesworth et al. 2008) and lax public management more broadly (see
Introduction) and has directly informed the first MoU which stipulated that the
government would carry out

•
•

a reform of the GAO, including the following elements:
Provision of safeguards for GAO staff against political interference, and
personal accountability in the provision of reliable data;
Strengthen the institutional mechanisms for providing reliable and
plausible official budgetary forecasts that take into account available
recent execution developments and trends; to this end, the official
macroeconomic forecasts should be reviewed by external experts
(2010b, 6).

So, due to weak domestic support the issue of depoliticisation was not on the formal
reform agenda at that point in direct relation to the public revenue administration. On
the contrary, it did appear on the formal reform agenda in relation to the country’s
formal statistics and in particular Greece’s National Statistical Service. Even prior to
the conclusion of the first MoU acting in an effort to restore some credibility and in
light of a) the aforementioned provision of false information to EU institutions under
the previous administration and b) pressure from the very same EU institutions, the
Papandreou administration enacted a law that turned the country’s statistics agency
into a fully-fledged independent statistical authority (ELSTAT) operating at arm’s
length from the government of the day (2010). This happened in March 2010, i.e. two
months prior to the conclusion of the first MoU. In August 2010 Andreas Georgiou –
an economist and career IMF official – took over as head of ELSTAT after an open
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This point refers to ‘normal’ governments stemming from legislative elections, not the one that was
headed by the former ECB Vice President Loukas Papademos. Professors Yiannis Stournaras and
Ghikas Hardouvelis are the most emblematic examples. Both served under Prime Minister Antonis
Samaras in ND-PASOK governments during the crisis. Evangelos Venizelos is the exception for he
was a member of parliament while he was also the country’s Minister of Finance in the last
administration that was led by George Papandreou.

competition76. Within a year, he found himself under investigation by public
prosecutors after being accused (by both former officials of the national statistics
agency and their allies in the country’s political élite, such as the then leader of the
opposition (Eleftherotypia 2010, Samaras 2010)) of artificially inflating the country’s
deficit figures thus effectively facilitating the imposition of austerity measures,
although a) he took over five months after the conclusion of the first bailout
agreement and b) EUROSTAT formally endorsed Greece’s formal public finance
statistics by lifting in November 2010 all reservations it had hitherto placed on
them77. This was just the beginning of a lengthy saga (for a complete chronology see
International Statistical Institute 2018) that has had an enduring impact on the process
of depoliticisation under the first, second and third MoUs (interviews, Athens, 2 June
and 3 April 2017; see also Chapters 3 and 4) but at that point in time it amplified the
lack of trust and highlighted both the need to place the issue of depoliticisation far
higher in the formal reform agenda, as well as the strength of domestic opposition to
reform.
Despite this broader resistance to radical change, at that point in time a credible and
well-thought out reform plan instigated by the Greek government could, in principle,
have at least been tolerated by the country’s partners as long as it served the common
objective – clearly spelled out in the bailout agreement – which was to drastically
improve tax collection and combat tax evasion. The existence of this scope for
domestic initiatives (and the presence of the corresponding political will on the part of
the then leadership of the Ministry of Finance) is demonstrated by three important
decisions of the government of the day. The first was the creation of the country’s
first ever medium-term action plan aiming to combat tax evasion. This is linked to
the fact that the initial anti-tax evasion measures implemented in the course of 2010
(i.e. prior to the creation of the aforementioned medium-term plan) were not
sufficiently successful ‘and need considerable strengthening’ (European Commission
2011b, 19). Although many governments had tried to make political capital by
denouncing tax evasion or promising to fight against it, the first actual operational
plan was adopted as late as March 2011, i.e. three years into the crisis (2011a). The
same piece of legislation created an Internal Affairs Department inside the Ministry of
Finance, reporting directly to the minister. The anti-evasion operational plan covered
the three years through to 2013 and included quantitative performance indicators
aiming to improve transparency and accountability. In addition to the commitments
undertaken by the Greek government under the first MoU, it involved the creation of
a ministerial committee for the fight against tax evasion78. The third and final point
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Until then the heads of that agency were party political appointees, usually hand-picked by the
finance minister. During that period the country’s public finances were under-reported to the EU, as
a European Commission report of January 2010 found (Schmidt 2016, Harford 2013). As the
Commission pointed out, ‘[t]hese most recent revisions are an illustration of the lack of quality of the
Greek fiscal statistics (and of macroeconomic statistics in general) and show that the progress in the
compilation of fiscal statistics in Greece, and the intense scrutiny of the Greek fiscal data by Eurostat
since 2004 (including 10 EDP visits and 5 reservations on the notified data), have not sufficed to
bring the quality of Greek fiscal data to the level reached by other EU Member States’ (European
Commission 2010c, 3).
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For an analysis as to how he is – according to those who accuse him – supposed to have inflated the
figures so as to justify Greece’s recourse to external aid and why these accusations are wrong see
(Vatikiotis 2018, Walker 2017 respectively). The international community of statisticians has
vehemently defended Georgiou (Bodin 2018, 25, Lemoine 2018, 10) as has he (Georgiou 2019).
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Since tax evasion relates to various parts of the government apparatus (e.g. justice; civil service,
etc.), the plan’s implementation was going to be monitored on a monthly basis by a separate

which demonstrates that there was scope for domestic initiatives (and reform-minded
politicians at the helm of the Ministry of Finance) prior to the conclusion of the first
MoU was the use of modern technology and cross-checking methods to uncover
pockets of tax evasion. One example79 is the use of satellite images by tax inspectors
to ascertain whether the number of declared private swimming pools was accurate.
They discovered that only 324 such pools out of a total of 16,974 had actually been
declared (Daley 2010).
Under the impulse of the IMF, the EU and the reform-minded leadersip of the
Ministry of Finance, five working groups were established to deal with specific sets
of issues (on the basis of expert technical assistance (IMF 2010a, 7)) with the aim to
increase the effectiveness of the public revenue administration, namely speeding up
the implementation of new tax legislation; increasing the collection of tax arrears; reorganising the public revenue administration’s unit dedicated to large taxpayers;
strengthening the tax audit of high-wealth and high-income individuals and, finally,
improving taxpayer services and strengthening filing and payment controls80. In the
eyes of the IMF this was meant to be the basis of a medium-term anti-tax evasion and
compliance agenda (IMF 2010a, 7) but at that point in time it was not system-wide
and did not touch upon the issue of depoliticisation.
In a further sign of the centrality of tax collection for the adjustment programme and
the priority attached to it, the government committed to cross-checking tax
information with data on actual wealth and spending habits (Ministry of Finance and
Bank of Greece 2010, para. 7). The five working groups were placed under the
leadership of a Bank of Greece official who had been seconded to the Finance
Minister’s office (interview, Athens, 2 June 2017). The progress that followed was
acknowledged by the European Commission in its first review – and subsequent
reports (European Commission 2010b, 68) - of the programme although these reforms
had not yet produced tangible results in terms of revenue (European Commission
2010a, 7, 45). However, by the end of 2011 they were deemed to have successfully
completed their tasks and this is why they were integrated in the structure of the
Ministry of Finance (interview, Athens, 9 November 2018).
The ad hoc nature of the measures that were gradually being put in place was noted
by the European Commission in the same report that also underlined the need for a
medium-term structural reform programme to modernise the Greek public revenue
administration (see also European Commission 2011b, table 2). The programme
would include, inter alia, the introduction ‘of proven strategic and operational
management practices and streamlining of the organisational structure’ (European
Commission 2010a, 29). A key reason why adhocery was beginning to show its
limitations was the gradual realisation of the multifaceted nature of the Greek revenue
administration’s problems. For example, as early as December 2010 IMF staff were
reporting that core revenue administration functions were stiffled by various barriers
committee (inside the Ministry of Finance) composed of senior officials from the relevant ministerial
departments.
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Another example is the use of clients’ lists from luxury car dealerships to identify the real owners of
luxury cars who declare them to be company cars (Daley 2010).
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For example, as late as the end of 2010 the Greek public revenue administration was collecting
information on taxpayers (such as payments and declarations) but data gathering was ad hoc without
a central unit with dedicated staff for monitoring and compliance (IMF 2010b, table 13).

(e.g. the lack of access to key information needed for tax audits) while the
management of human resources was not sufficiently flexible and that included
‘rarely used and lengthy dismissal procedures’ (IMF 2010b, 10-11).
As time went by, revisions of the first MoU added further details to it as a result of the
realisation on the part of the IMF and the EU that setting targets – after the initial
period where the overwhelming emphasis was on deficit reduction – was not
producing the desired results; they consequently had to deal with institutional
mechanisms too (interviews, Athens, 2 June 2017 and 5 November 2018). The fourth
revision of the first MoU (July 2011) added further details in relation to the reform of
the public revenue administration by touching upon the thorny issue of personnel.
The government undertook to re-assess tax auditors’ qualifications and hire new ones
by the end of September 2011 (Ministry of Finance and Bank of Greece 2011b, 6).
This was linked to a broader (as opposed to a public revenue-specific) attempt to
begin to address some of the entire public administration’s significant weaknesses in a
country where at the onset of the crisis even ministers did not know how many
individuals were on the government’s payroll. Moreover, agreement was reached to
merge or close 200 (of the nearly 30081) tax offices (DOYs – Δηµόσια Οικονοµική
Υπηρεσία) around the country for they had been identified as ‘uneconomic and
inefficient’ (Ministry of Finance and Bank of Greece 2011b, 7). Doing so within six
months (i.e. by the end of 2011) which was the revised MoU’s objective, was
unrealistic not only because domestic reformers would need to spend considerable
political capital82, but also because – as the country’s partners quickly realised – the
requisite IT infrastructure was not put in place quickly enough (see below).
Nevertheless, this reform was worth pursuing considering that – according to an
independent study commissioned when George Papaconstantinou was Minister of
Finance - less than 20 tax offices yielded approximately 90 per cent of the country’s
public revenue (interview, Athens, 2 June 2017). Reducing the number of tax offices
without reducing the total number of staff also spoke to two other parts of the
emerging reform agenda, namely the fight against corruption and the more rational
deployment of existing human resources. Reducing the number of tax offices coupled
with the increasing use of IT means that fewer taxpayers would need or be able to
come into direct contact with tax inspectors and this would a) reduce opportunities for
corruption and b) free up tax inspectors so that they could then be deployed
elsewhere, e.g. checking the content of tax returns as opposed to inputting data from
them into the IT system. The scale of this task is demonstrated by the fact that only
10-15 per cent of each DOY’s staff was assigned to inspection duties (interview,
Athens, 3 April 2017) though this is not only a matter of allocation of resources but
also one that relates to the revenue administration’s poor skills base83. The
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Australia has a total of 60 such offices.
This is so because all local MPs in constituencies that stood to lose ‘their’ tax office would protest
against such closures even though, as was the case throughout Greece, this closure would not lead to
job losses for tax officials. The protests were mainly based on the fact that these branches’ well-paid
staff also supported the local economy (e.g. by renting or buying property, spending cash locally etc.)
but the most prominently used argument would be the need for local taxpayers to have to travel
further afield to manage their tax affairs. There is some value to the latter argument in a country
with literally thousands of small islands and villages. On the other hand, during the pre-crisis period
when the head of the local tax office could exercise her discretion, chances were that this would also
happen in cases involving members of their own family (interview, Athens, 9 November 2018).
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This problem appears in other parts of the Ministry of Finance. For example, at the onset of the
crisis the main task of the vast majority of staff at its Secretariat General for IT was to manually
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aforementioned reform also went against established practice which staff union
officials ascribed to ministerial decisions84. Nevertheless, the process of merging tax
offices commenced in September 2011 with the closure of the first 11 provincial
offices (Minister of Finance 2011b). This was part of an effort to rationalize the
deployment of staff and to concentrate work on areas that were likely to yield better
results as demonstrated also by the establishment of a new unit dealing with large
companies, in line with the MoU’s provisions (Minister of Finance 2011a).
The fifth and final revision of the first MoU further expanded the reform agenda in
relation to Greece’s public revenue administration (Ministry of Finance and Bank of
Greece 2011a, 8-9). The Greek government undertook to introduce performancebased contracts for auditors85, replace those who do not meet their targets, recruit new
ones and re-assess existing auditors’ qualifications. It also reaffirmed its commitment
to the anti-tax evasion targets of the operational plan enacted a year earlier. This
became a ‘structural benchmark’ for the programme86. Predictably, only 30 (instead
of 200) tax offices were closed or merged and their key functions consolidated in
larger offices within six months due to the fact that the requisite IT support could not
be put in place and, as a result, the target was rolled over to the following year
(Ministry of Finance and Bank of Greece 2011a, 9, 45, IMF 2011a, 18).
Nevertheless, a year later the IMF noted that there was still considerable work that
needed to be done to improve the country’s revenue administration and public
financial management. IMF staff were ‘concerned about the shallow support shown
for elements of these reforms during parliamentary debate’. As if they were
determined to prove this point, a month later the government changed the system for
the appointment of heads of units, deputy directors and directors in the Ministry of
Finance to one that required only the minister’s decision by derogation from hitherto
applicable procedures (Hellenic Parliament 2011b, art. 55, para. 21). The staff union
denounced this development (interview, Athens, 13 February 2017; see also POEDOY 2011) but the key point was that – as this was one of the first decisions made by
the new Minister of Finance Evangelos Venizelos (Khadjinikolaou 2011) – it
highlighted the prevailing intention to retain direct control over the operation of the
public revenue administration and demonstrated that Venizelos - a seasoned MP and
government minister87 - could not be counted among the most ardent supporters of
domestic reform. Indeed, his appointment was the result of the fact that as domestic
opposition to the adjustment programme was growing stronger and louder by the day,
Greece’s single-party (PASOK) government was rapidly losing support, even from
input information from taxpayers’ tax returns into the ministry’s IT system (interview, Athens, 5
November 2018). This is why the closure and merger of tax offices and the concomitant use of IT
can help increase effectiveness by reducing the need or opportunity for person-to-person contact
between the revenue administration’s officials and the taxpayer.
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As one of them said on record, ‘ “The orders from above were to do everyday tax processing […].
We were busy going over forms, checking on those who pay taxes, not those who didn’t.”’ (Daley
2010).
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This idea was mentioned in the then ruling party’s electoral programme in relation to how the heads
of the (proposed) regional offices should be incentivized and held to account by the ministry’s HQ
(PASOK n.d.).
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In the IMF’s terminology this denotes ‘(often non-quantifiable) reform measures that are critical to
achieve program goals and are intended as markers to assess program implementation during a
review’ (IMF 2018).
87
He is also a lawyer, like a plurality of his colleagues in Parliament (Kountouri 2018, 570).

within the ruling party’s ranks. As a consequence, Prime Minister George
Papandreou felt the need to replace reform-minded George Papaconstantinou in the
summer of 2011.
The aforementioned report by the IMF also pointedly noted that ‘It is imperative for
the government to develop broader support for these key reforms, not least through
careful public explanation of their necessity’ (IMF 2011b, 32). This task was
rendered much more difficult – even if such explanation were on offer – in the febrile
atmosphere generated by the onset of the crisis and the implementation of the
adjustment programme. It was even more difficult in a country where what passes for
a debate between politicians is mainly the exchange of slogans and insults, rather than
the reasoned discussion of alternative proposals (see Introduction). If it is acceptable
to govern without having fully worked-out reform plans for the country’s major
problems – as is the norm in Greece – one cannot expect the quality of the public
debate to be better than that. In essence, the aforementioned argument made by IMF
staff relates to programme ownership, which is at the heart of the second model
(social learning). A key minister’s support was never going to be sufficient, nor does
it amount to genuine programme ownership, especially if one takes into account the
passivity of or even active resistance emanating from the civil service (Weinzierl
2015, 451). In a similar way, we argue that the third model (lesson-drawing) did not
apply at that point in time because its starting point is a domestic disequilibrium
where the domestic balance of forces prefers a departure from the status quo. No
wonder then that in his annual report the governor of Greece’s central bank noted that,
in spite of the major reforms announced in relation to the operation of the public
sector, no real progress had materialised in the segments that generated the deficit –
such as the public administration, local administration and the plethora of institutions
and bodies that are controlled by the state, including the public revenue administration
(Bank of Greece 2011, 23). The following year’s report indicated that improving the
public revenue administration and combating tax evasion remained key targets of the
programme, pointedly noting that (after two years of severe austerity measures) the
enhancement of the country’s public finance institutions was a condition for the
sustainable improvements in tax collection (Bank of Greece 2012, 131-132). By the
end of 2011, the reforms were beginning to show some signs of success (e.g. tax debt
collection targets had been exceeded) though the revenue administration was not
meeting other targets (such as those that related to audits of large taxpayers and highwealth individuals) (IMF 2011a, 8) and the VAT gap was estimated to be the second
highest in the EU in 2012 (CASE and IEB 2018, 80). Moreover, Professor Diomidis
Spinellis’ resignation from a very sensitive top post in the Ministry of Finance in
October 2011 demonstrated that the country’s ruling élite was still finding it difficult
to act entirely as if improving tax collection were of the utmost importance, or at least
there were pockets of resistance in its midst88.
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Professor Diomidis Spinellis, a computer scientist and a non-party political appointee was head of
the ministry’s Secretariat General for Information Systems (GGPS) since late 2009. His appointment
is perhaps the most emblematic example of the transparency-promoting initiative undertaken by
George Papandreou’s administration whereby top public posts were advertised (and in some cases
filled) openly, as opposed to being reserved for party members. He resigned in October 2011
officially citing personal reasons but press reports on subsequent judicial inquiries linked his
resignation to the fight against tax evasion and the illicit trade in fuel. Specifically, after having
introduced a series of IT systems aiming to boost tax collection – including the means to cross-check
information that was hitherto available in IT systems that did not communicate with each other – he
resigned after Ioannis Kapeleris (the then head of the public revenue administration) decided to

The whole issue was not only down to the absence of a domestic coalition supportive
of reforms. It was also linked to the country’s ‘significant administrative capacity
constraints’ (IMF 2011b, 29). This is a key reason – alongside the increasing
complexity of the adjustment programmes over time (see Chapters 3 and 4) and the
extremely intrusive nature of the IMF and the EU’s inspection missions to Athens
which is part and parcel of the conditionality model – why alongside the ‘stick’ (i.e.
linking prior actions to the disbursement of funds), a significant programme of
technical assistance was also put in place by each of the aforementioned
organisations. While this is a routine feature of the IMF’s practice of conditionality
and – as indicated above – started even before the conclusion of the first bailout
agreement, in the case of the European Commission a whole new structure (Task
Force for Greece) was established specifically for Greece in July 201189. Indeed, by
the end of the first MoU’s implementation period, European Commission officials
were aware that the magnitude of the reforms that needed to be prepared,
implemented and followed up ‘was continuously testing the capacity limits of the
Greek administration’ (European Commission 2011a, 4). Given that the adjustment
programme covered several policy sectors, the European Commission created the
Task Force for Greece (headed by Horst Reichenbach and Georgette Lalis,
respectively a German seasoned Commission official and one of the most
distinguished Greek officials of the same institution) in an effort to co-ordinate the
technical assistance that the EU provided to the crisis-hit country. This assistance
covered projects relating to statistics (led by EUROSTAT), the absorption of
structural funds (led by the Commission and the European Investment Bank) as well
as the management of public finances. The next section presents the technical
assistance programme in relation to the reform of Greece’s public revenue
administration.

The provision of technical assistance
The major limitations of Greece’s central administration, especially in conditions of
acute crisis, were laid bare in the course of the initial stages of crisis management.
The very intrusive nature of the conditionality apparatus – especially the regular visits
by IMF and EU staff to Athens but also the myriad of legislative initiatives (e.g. to
give a legal grounding to pension cuts, tax increases etc.) and other requisite measures
meant that there was very little else that central government officials could do during
postpone the collection of taxes worth approximately 15 million euros due on fuel trade, pending a
reform that was expected to make the applicable legislation less stringent. Kapeleris effectively told
public prosecutors that all he did was to postpone (rather than forego) the collection of this sum
partly so as to avoid having to close down 3500 petrol stations across the country which is what the
hitherto applicable legislation would entail (Karamanoli 2011a, b, c, Nikas 2011). This case brings
together several of the key features of the Greek public revenue system and the broader public sector
including strict legislation entailing severe penalties, the involvement of party political appointees in
(non-)implementation, the retrospective change of the law once implementation has commenced etc.
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It reported directly to the President of the Commission and the Commissioner for Economic and
Monetary Affairs. Unlike the rather costly technical assistance offered by the IMF, EU-provided
technical assistance was free of charge to the Greek government (interview, Athens, 3 April 2017).
In 2015 it was replaced by the Commission’s Structural Reform Support Service (SRSS) that is
available to several other EU member states. The cost of the assistance provided by individual
European states at the initial stage was covered by these countries (Weinzierl 2015, 450).

the initial stages of the crisis management process. The problem was further
exacerbated by the gradual broadening of the first MoU’s scope90. At the same time
though, many of the reforms and especially those that related to the Athenian
bureaucracy, needed not only time but also training and support so as to bed in and
become part and parcel of the administration’s daily routines. The Ministry of
Finance had already been receiving technical assistance from the IMF on issues of
budgeting, tax policy and revenue administration where the IMF’s expertise and
experience was considered to be superior but the European Commission too became
active in the latter two aspects of the programme. The Task Force was also
empowered to recommend measures not only based on internal expertise but also
drawing on the resources and expertise of several other European states (including
non-members of the EU)91 and international organisations (such as the OECD, ILO,
UNECE) with a view to rapidly deploying projects that could help boost growth and
enhance the country’s administrative capacity so as to then be better able to
implement the adjustment programme – with tax collection and administrative reform
being among the priorities of the Task Force (European Commission 2011a, 43). This
assistance was furnished upon request from the Greek authorities. The Task Force
comprised about 30 staff and co-ordinated its work with the IMF, including in relation
to the public revenue administration and public budgeting (IMF 2011a, 30). This
work involved a major programme of training tax inspectors and other actions (such
as attending crash courses at Harvard (interview, Athens, 2 August 2017)) that for the
2011-13 period absorbed approximately 5 million euros (European Court of Auditors
2015a, chart 4).
To conclude, at the end of 2011, one could speak of a reform programme (for one
emerged incrementally during the process of implementing the first MoU). It
involved some far-reaching reforms (such as focusing the organisation of the revenue
administration more along functional as opposed to tax-specific lines92) though it a)
did not seek to address the issue of political intereference in operational decisions nor
b) was it purely or mainly based on domestic reform-minded politicians. Indeed, they
remained in a minority. As a consequence, this indicates the absence of programme
ownership across government – a point also noted by the IMF in its ex-post review of
the programme (IMF 2013a, 40) - and this means that the second model (social
learning) was not applicable at that point in time. The same can be said about the
third model (lesson-drawing) since the domestic balance of forces did not favour a
radical departure from the status quo. However, the programme of technical ssistance
can in theory be said to have opened the possibility of generating the expectation that
these two models could apply in the next stages of the adjustment programme.
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The gradual expansion of the scope of the first MoU was not limited to issues that related to the
public revenue administration. As Spanou notes, its third and fourth reviews extended it to
education, the judiciary and governance issues too (Spanou 2018, 7).
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Within a year, these were 19 in number (European Commission 2012a). For example, France took
the lead in relation to the country’s central government and Germany in relation to local government
(Spanou 2018, 19).
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The former places its main emphasis on the function that ought to be performed (e.g. monitoring the
filing of tax returns or the payment of taxes due or providing information to taxpayers) while the
latter focuses on specific taxes (such as capital tax, income tax, etc.). Greece’s pre-crisis public
revenue administration was based on a combination of the two but with the balance tilting towards
the latter model (Nanopoulos 2010, 23).

Chapter 3. The second MoU: externally imposed change despite
domestic opposition

The introduction of semi-autonomy
The recession that followed the onset of the crisis and the conclusion of the first
bailout agreement and concomitant MoU was far deeper than initially expected
(European Commission 2012c, 11) and Greece’s wide-ranging problems took a turn
for the worse in the course of 2011. Compliance with some aspects of the adjustment
programme too suffered, including in relation to the fight against tax evasion, despite
an increase in the number of conducted audits (European Commission 2012c, 21 and
34 respectively). Several academic economists and policy makers had maintained
quite early on that Greece’s mountain of debt was unsustainable and – as a
consequence – debt restructuring (‘haircut’) was a necessary part of the broader
requisite response but this idea was initially (and vehemently) rejected by several
European governments for political reasons and the ECB due to fears of Lehman
Brothers-like consequences on Europe’s very fragile banking system (Thomas Jr. and
Castle 2011). Things came to a head during the second half of that year, after the
crisis had been allowed to spread to other countries of the Eurozone’s periphery and
Greece was in the midst of a severe recession. Despite the huge reduction of the
budget deficit93, Greece needed another bailout which its EU partners and the IMF
made conditional on the implementation of additional austerity measures and
domestic reforms under a new, second adjustment programme. The alternative was
Greece’s exit from the Eurozone with all the suffering that it would entail for ordinary
Greeks (Dimitrakopoulos 2011), despite the assistance package that German Finance
Minister Wolfgang Schäuble – who offered this route to the Papandreou
administration – attached to it (Papaconstantinou 2016, 293). Prime Minister George
Papandreou surprised the country’s EU partners by announcing a referendum on the
new bailout plan which was expected to be worth an unprecedented €130 billion and
would include a significant restructuring (i.e. reduction) of Greek public debt.
Papandreou subsequently backed down in relation to the referendum – largely due to
the negative reaction of EU leaders – but faced with huge domestic pressure and
social unrest in Greece94, resigned on 10 November 2011 thus paving the way for a
new ‘special purpose’ government to be sworn in. As if it were meant to demonstrate
the Greek political elite’s commitment to depoliticisation, the new government was
led by a non-MP, namely Professor Lucas Papademos, the respected former Vice
President of the European Central Bank and former Governor of the Bank of Greece,
and was bound to be short lived since it was meant to give way to legislative elections
expected to be held a few months later, in spring 2012. The Papademos-led
government had much broader support in parliament than its predecessor, combining
support from the centre-Left PASOK, conservative ND (under new leader Antonis
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From 15.8 in 2009 to 6.5 per cent 2011 (Süddeutsche Zeitung 2012).
As former Minister of Finance Papaconstantinou noted, the atmosphere was more akin to a Latin
American country in the run up to a coup d’état than a European country (Papaconstantinou 2016,
299).

Samaras who came from the nationalist wing of the party) and the small far-Right
LAOS (Popular Orthodox Rally) party, i.e. the explicit support of 255 of a total of
300 MPs95. The new government’s core task was to enact and commence the
implementation of a series of measures in accordance with
a) the requirements of first MoU so that the country could obtain the sixth
installment of the original loan agreed in 2010 as well as
b) the new agreement reached by Greece, its EU partners, the IMF and,
remarkably, private investors who agreed to a 50 per cent nominal write-down
of Greek debt with the aim to make it sustainable by reducing it to 120 per
cent of Greece’s GDP by 2020 (Heads of state or government of the members
of the Eurozone 2011).
In his maiden speech Prime Minister Papademos became the first political
officeholder to clearly spell out in Parliament what the policy of internal devaluation
actually entailed whilst also highlighting economic sectors where Greece could seek
to foster growth and sustainable job creation. The new PM’s personal credibility,
technocratic credentials, commitment to the adjustment programme as well as the
country’s membership of the Eurozone were beyond reproach in the eyes of the
country’s partners, but the same could not be said of Greece’s political establishment.
This is why the European Commission and the ECB demanded and obtained letters
from the leaders of the three ruling parties indicating their commitment to the
pluriannual adjustment programme (Eleftherotypia 2011, Kathimerini 2011a, b).
Understandably, given the domestic political elite’s credibility problem and
knowledge of the social and political turmoil that was also engulfing the country,
Greece’s partners indicated clearly (European Commission and European Council
2011) that they did not want any domestic, party political games to be played on the
back of their own and their respective national parliaments’ commitment to the
adjustment programme and concomitant, unprecedented loan. Indeed, when newly
appointed PM Papademos visited Brussels shortly after taking office, the European
Commission’s President was keen to publicly stress two points. The first was the need
for ‘national consensus’ that the crisis demands (European Commission 2011c). This
meant greater emphasis on ‘implementation – less politics and more commitment.
This is not a speed race but a marathon’ (Karkagiannis 2011a), a point that explains
the request for the three political party leaders’ letters of enduring commitment to the
adjustment programme. The second was that ‘tax administration and administrative
reform’ were priority areas for the provision of technical assistance on the European
Commission’s part (European Commission 2011c).
The second conditionality-based MoU that was subsequently concluded (February
2012) was far more detailed than the first one96 and wide-ranging in relation to the
reform of the Greek public revenue administration (see below). This applies to
several other policy areas as well (Spanou 2018, 7). This denotes growing awareness
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Only populist Left SYRIZA, the unreconstructed Communist Party and the small Eurocommunist
party DIMAR (Democratic Left) voted against the new government.
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Another difference was the source of funding. While the first programme was funded (on the EU
side) via direct bilateral loans provided by Eurozone member states, the second was funded by the
EFSF which had, in the meantime, been created and funded by the same countries. The IMF
contributed to both programmes but the instrument changed from a stand-by arrangement (SBA) to
an extended fund facility (EFF) that allowed for a longer repayment period (European Commission
2012c, 5).

on the part of Greece’s partners of the magnitude of the problems that the country
faced and the weaknesses of its state apparatus but also underlines two other relevant
points. The first is the enduring issue of the trust deficit in the eyes of the country’s
partners. Delays and inefficiencies encountered in various policy areas during the
implementation of the first MoU (which was a shorter and much less detailed text)
made the EU and the IMF go for a different approach involving a more detailed, quasi
contract-like text in relation to the reform of the revenue administration, because
although the country had made progress in terms of fiscal consolidation and was
spending about as much as other Eurozone countries (in GDP terms), they key
problem of the imbalance between the size of the state and its capacity to collect
revenue remained in place (IMF 2012c, 8).
Where they used to write a paragraph or three bullet points, they switched
to writing three pages and being entirely prescriptive and the reason why
they became prescriptive is that when they wrote a paragraph what they
had in mind did not materialise. So, there is a loss of trust since 2010 […]
– a loss of trust that does not always relate to ministers, this varies over
time and across ministers – which is often to do with the ability and the
intent of the administration to implement. […] In tax administration, they
started being far more detailed and everything took the form of prior
actions
(interview, Athens, 2 June 2017).
Secondly, as the time goes by and IMF and EU officials work more closely with
Greek civil servants, they obtain feedback from the more effective amongst the latter
who tell them that “I want to do X but if it does not appear in the MoU it will never
happen” (interview, Athens, 2 June 2017). There is also no doubt about the fact that
after nearly two years, EU and IMF staff were much more aware of Greece’s need for
technical assistance in terms of strengthening its institutional capacity. As a
consequence, the Eurogroup called on the European Commission to enhance and
render permanent its presence on the ground in Greece so as to improve its capacity to
provide and co-ordinate the technical assistance offered by the EU and Eurozone
member states whose experts would be integrated into the Task Force for Greece
(Eurogroup 2012).
The second MoU acknowledges Greece’s ‘ongoing problems with tax compliance’
and underlines the centrality of that area by projecting that, the achievement of the
agreed primary surplus target of 4.5 per cent GDP by 2014, would require additional
measures (inter alia) to the tune of 1.5 per cent GDP ‘in tax administration
improvements’ in 2013-14 (European Commission and Hellenic Republic 2012, para.
6). The Greek government acknowledged that the revenue administration and the
broader public financial management system needed ‘deep restructuring’, that ‘gains
can only be achieved over time with resolute efforts’ and declared its determination to
‘undertake the needed reforms with urgency’. In particular, it noted that the revenue
administration ‘will need to be overhauled completely’ (European Commission and
Hellenic Republic 2012, paras. 11-12). Planned reforms included short-term priorities
aiming to strengthen the revenue administration’s operation97.
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Some – like the dispute resolution system or obtaining and making better and quicker use of
information from the banking system – were technical in nature but others were much more likely to
face overt or covert opposition. The former included completing the reassessment and recruitment of

But beyond these statements, the second MoU is not only more detailed but it also
introduces two key innovations in comparison to the first MoU. First, it does raise the
issue of the depoliticisation (albeit without using this term) of Greece’s public
revenue administration. Second, it does so in a way that appears to favour a particular
model, namely a semi-autonomous public revenue system involving a limited degree
of administrative and financial autonomy vis-à-vis the Ministry of Finance (European
Commission and Hellenic Republic 2012, paras. 11-12). This point was stressed by
IMF and EU staff in a joint mission in Greece in January 2012, i.e. shortly before the
conclusion of the second bailout agreement (European Commission 2012c, 35). In
order to create ‘an independent but accountable tax administration, with a functional
organization centered in a strong headquarters’, several measures would be taken98,
emblematic among which was the appointment (within a month) as Secretary
General99 (i.e. head) of the revenue administration of ‘an individual with an
impeccable track record of tax compliance and with significant expertise in tax
matters. Equally important is the commitment to a) supporting the revenue
administration’s independent decision making by delegating from the ministerial to
the administrative level ‘the control of core business activities and human resource
management’ and b) ensuring that the activities of the revenue administration’s HQ
are externally audited (European Commission and Hellenic Republic 2012, para. 12).
Many of these measures (including the aforementioned delegation of powers from the
ministerial to the administrative level) were designated as prior actions (European
Commission and Hellenic Republic 2012, table 2). This means that these measures
ought to be taken before the IMF could approve the disbursal of funds or complete a
review (IMF 2018). Table 3.1 lists the disbursements (19 in total) made under the
second MoU which covered the period from March 2012 until August 2014 and thus
demonstrates the tight control that the EU and the IMF had over the development of
the programme.
Table 3.1: Disbursements under the second programme
around here
Source: (adapted from European Commission n.d.-a)
1,000 tax auditors with the aim of increasing their total number to 2,000; establishing within four
months a formal performance review framework involving specific targets against which existing
managers’ performance would be assessed, with the specific commitment to ‘replace managers that
have underperformed their targets’. Among the latter were personnel-related actions and anticorruption measures. These included actually setting up the internal affairs department that the
previous government had established (see Chapter 2), improving the protection of whistleblowers
reporting corruption within the public revenue administration, introducing procedures for the rotation
of managers, setting targets for the audit of asset declarations submitted by the revenue
administration’s own officials and preparing (by September 2012) a fully-fledged anti-corruption
plan (European Commission and Hellenic Republic 2012, para. 12).
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administration), securing the revenue administration HQ’s greater (and more target-orientated)
control over the remaining tax offices. This was in response to the problem of extreme
fragmentation that technical assistance teams diagnosed early on (Weinzierl 2015, 453).
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As if to underline a much more complete knowledge of the institutional and political
landscape and the country’s formal loss of sovereignty, the MoU also includes the
government’s undertaking to completely forego any tax amnesties, i.e. one of the
traditional practices that prevented the creation of a culture of tax compliance within
the country. Although, technically, this is a tax policy issue, its ramifications relate to
the operation of the revenue administration as well. This is so because a) abolishing
tax amnesties would boost the incentives for the public revenue administration to
make greater use of risk-based techniques so as to increase tax compliance in a
sustainable way and b) the Minister of Finance would no longer be able to use their
discretion to achieve a temporary but unsustainable increase in revenues. If one
includes additional measures aiming to rationalise the use of human resources – such
as stopping payments in cash and cheques in tax offices so that staff time can be used
on more added value operations such as audit, collection enforcement or advising
taxpayers – and modernising infrastructure, e.g. by putting in place within a year a
new IT system (which the organisation desperately needed (interviews, Athens, 30
March 2017 and 9 November 2018)) that interconnects all tax offices, one can argue
that the second MoU is far closer than the first one to constituting a wide-ranging
reform plan of Greece’s public revenue administration.
The enactment of the second MoU was followed swiftly by not one but two
legislative elections on 6 May and 17 June 2012. The second electoral contest
became necessary because no clear majority emerged from the first one. Indeed, in
May the two parties that alternated in power since 1974 (and were rhetorically
committed to the second MoU) were decimated in electoral terms in comparison to
2009: ND dropped from 33.5 to 18.85 per cent and PASOK from 43.9 to 13.18 per
cent. The party system was changing very rapidly with the rise of three parties that
had campaigned against the bailouts and the austerity they entailed100. Of the seven
parties that were represented in Parliament at that point in time four were opposed to
the bailouts and MoUs101. After the elections of June 2012 that took place in the
midst of a major economic, social and political crisis and under the fear of the
country’s potential default and exit from the Eurozone, a coalition government was
formed mainly102 with the support of ND and PASOK103, i.e. the two parties that had
alternated in government since the end of the military junta in 1974.
Despite the broad parliamentary base of the new government, two factors did not
bode well for the subsequent implementation of the adjustment programme, including
its depoliticisation agenda. First, the main opposition party (SYRIZA) was
ambivalent about the country’s membership of the Eurozone. Secondly (and more
importantly), new Prime Minister Antonis Samaras had voted against the first bailout
and MoU (also ‘whipping’ his party’s MPs to do the same) in Parliament and had
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SYRIZA came second by increasing its score from 4.6 to 16.78 per cent. This score could have
been higher in the absence of the newly-established DIMAR that got 6.11 per cent and 19 seats.
DIMAR split from SYRIZA after the internal battle for the latter’s leadership. On the right of the
party system, although ND had in the meantime elected nationalist Antonis Samaras as its leader, the
newly-established nationalist, populist ANEL (Independent Greeks, a break-away party from ND)
got 10.6 per cent of the votes (and 22 seats in the 300-strong Parliament) and the neonazi Golden
Dawn rose from 0.29 to 6.97 per cent and 21 seats in Parliament.
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The parties that opposed the MoUs and were represented in Parliament had obtained 45.83 per cent
of the vote and 121 out of 300 seats in Parliament.

repeatedly (and inaccurately) stated in public that the 2009 deficit figures had been
artificially inflated by George Papandreou’s administration (see, e.g. Samaras 2010,
Eleftherotypia 2010). In that sense, he could not be counted as one of the adjustment
programme’s domestic supporters, even though only a few months earlier he had
signed a letter of (political) commitment to the programme (see supra).
Upon taking office Samaras made two important appointments that reflected both a
degree of commitment to the adjustment programme – in line with the
aforementioned letter – and his own willingness to depart from it, if he could, in
relation to the depoliticisation of Greece’s public revenue administration. Indeed, on
the one hand he chose the Oxford-educated University of Athens economics Professor
Yannis Stournaras as his Minister of Finance. In addition to his technocratic
credentials, Stournaras was intimately associated with the country’s successful effort
to enter the Eurozone in the late 1990s and early 2000s under Prime Minister Costas
Simitis and was well-known in the corresponding Eurozone circles. The appointment
of this reform-minded technocrat signaled the new government’s determination to
keep the country inside the Eurozone. Fittingly for a government aware of the need to
take painful and unpopular domestic measures, the new Minister of Finance was not a
member of Parliament. This made the new Finance Minister politically expendable in
terms of the domestic front104. If the logic that dictated the need to distance the
government (or at least the main ruling party) from unpopular decisions was at play at
that point in time, this did not extend beyond the choice of Finance Minister. Indeed,
the second appointment was that of the head of SDOE, the country’s Financial Crime
Squad. In line with virtually all of his predecessors, Samaras chose a former tax
inspector who was, reportedly, also a boyhood friend and a close confidant of his (Ta
Nea 2012b, Kathimerini 2012). There is no doubt that this appointment indicated
resistance to the MoU’s depoliticisation agenda given that at that point in time SDOE
had some powers that related to the collection of public revenues (see below). The
inclusion of a greater amount of detail in the revised version of the second MoU came
as no surprise and was the direct product of domestic opposition (or at least reticence)
towards reform. In line with the literature on conditionality, the greater the perceived
domestic resistance to reform, the greater the external pressure for reform in this
relationship that is based on fundamental inequality between the two parties involved
in it (see Chapter 1).
This revision of the second MoU was agreed in December 2012 (i.e. only ten months
after the first one was enacted) after the procedures had been completed for the
implementation of the agreed debt restructuring105 and six months after the Samaras
administration had taken office. The revised second MoU spells out the logic as well
as the pace of the reform that it introduces in relation to the country’s public revenue
administration:
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This was part of PM Samaras’ strategy. This is why he chose the Berkeley- and Harvard-educated
Ghikas Hardouvelis as Stournaras’ replacement when the latter was appointed head of the Bank of
Greece, country’s central bank. Like Stournaras, Hardouvelis is a professor of economics who has
worked in banking and has never been a member of Parliament. Hardouvelis has worked as a head
of the economics desk in the PM’s office when Costas Simitis was prime minister immediately
before and right after Greece’s adoption of the euro.
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This amounted to a debt reduction of about €107 billion (European Commission n.d.-b).

The Government will reform the current institutional framework in line
with that in many other OECD and EU economies to ensure more
autonomy for the tax administration department, especially for day-to-day
operations, while leaving policy matters in the hands of the Government.
The reform can be undertaken in a gradual way after assessing carefully
the impact of each step undertaken.
(2012b, 8)
It reiterates the government’s commitment to markedly reducing tax evasion by
means of ‘an independent revenue administration with a modern operating structure
and methods’ and the specific measures that the reform programme entails indicating
clearly that implementing key reforms from this programme ‘will be a prior action for
the [programme’s] review’, i.e. a requirement for the disbursement of funds (2012a,
para. 35). Key among these individual measures are:
• the appointment of ‘a new Secretary General of the tax administration’ in line
with legislation enacted in the run-up to the revision of the second MoU (see
below) that requires (in addition to what was mentioned in the first version of
the second MoU) senior management experience;
• the stipulation (i.e. beyond the generic statement of the first version of the
same MoU) that the decision making powers that the Minister of Finance must
delegate to the Secretary General for tax administration will include ‘the
competence to make operational decisions, direct and control local offices,
manage human resources, replace underperforming senior managers, manage
the budget of the tax administration, and manage all information with due
confidentiality’;
• finally, the Greek government’s commitment to the ‘establishment of
independence’ - while in February 2012 the same MoU referred to ‘steps
towards independence’ - by means of a new law that would establish ‘the new
semi-autonomous tax agency’ by the end of February 2013, that the MoU
explicitly designates as a structural benchmark, i.e. a formal condition for the
provision of funding (IMF 2018). Going way beyond the first version of the
second MoU, the second version states that the new law will stipulate the new
organisation’s degree of autonomy and governance framework (incl. its
accountability arrangements), the legal powers of its head, its relationship with
other agencies, the framework for its management of information by
(‘including controls against sharing confidential operational information with
the Minister of Finance’) and its initial staffing, the aim being to make ‘the
agency’ fully operational in March 2014 (2012a, para. 35). Overall, the new
legislation will ‘establish a significantly more autonomous tax administration’
(2012b, 10), which was also highlighted as a necessary reform in the quarterly
report of the European Commission’s Task Force for Greece (Weinzierl 2015,
454, fn. 13).
Aware of the existence of not only a political audience (i.e. the government of the
day) but an intra-institutional one too (i.e. the public revenue administration’s own
staff), the second MoU spells out the flipside of autonomy in terms of institutional
accountability: for key frontline staff (such as auditors dealing with high-wealth
individuals) the line of accountability now ends at the door of the Secretary General,
not the Minister of Finance (2012b, 9).

The prescriptive nature of the second MoU’s revised version reflects a clear lack of
trust in the Greek government and was not confined to the key issue of the public
revenue administration’s institutional status. Rather, it extended to organisational and
HR-related issues too such as a) the establishment of specialist debt management
units in larger tax offices106, b) the allocation of ‘at least 10 per cent of local staff to
this function’ by the end of 2012. The lack of trust in the government is also
demonstrated by the inclusion of details bordering on micromanagement such as the
reference to the deployment of a specific number (100) of ‘experienced tax auditors’
to the large taxpayer unit (2012b, 9).
There is also evidence that Greece’s partners were also learning the lessons of recent
experience. For example, in February 2012 they mandated the Greek government to
close 200 underused tax offices by the end of the year but in December 2012 they
scaled back this target to 150 and gave the Greek government till March 2013107 to
achieve that objective108.
The tight deadlines and the fact that several of the aforementioned reforms were
designated as prior actions in the second MoU (see 2012a, Table 4 and Annex VI
respectively, 2012b, 10-11) demonstrate the priority attached to these reforms, the
lack of trust vis-à-vis the Greek government, as well as awareness of the delays that
had occurred during that year. This view was shared by another independent
institution, namely the Bank of Greece. In its annual report for 2012 it noted the need
to increase the effort to reform the revenue administration, fight harder against tax
evasion and thus overcome the delays of 2012 (Bank of Greece 2013, 144, 24 and 169
respectively).
Another remarkable point is the terminological confusion involving references to both
independence and semi-autonomy even in the same paragraph (see above). A key
example is the reference to ‘a new agency’ whereas in reality the second MoU’s
authors were referring to a new Secretariat General within the Greek Ministry of
Finance. It is true that the new head of the public revenue administration would not
be handpicked by the minister on the basis of party or personal loyalty – unlike all
other secretaries general who, as the most senior executives of a department’s
political leadership, a) are routinely recruited from outside the civil service and
usually leave after a ministerial reshuffle, and b) enjoy the minister’s confidence
partly on the basis of party allegiance, the new arrangement was much closer to semiautonomy109 than independence. This is demonstrated by the fact that, while the
revised version of the second MoU indicated that the new Secretary General would
set performance targets for the formal grading of all staff, including tax auditors, and
introduce twice-yearly performance assessment, a ministerial decision would still be
106
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required to set appointment and end of tenure procedures for department heads,
quarterly performance targets as well as reporting and assessment procedures.
Finally, Greece’s international partners did not see semi-autonomy necessarily as the
end of the depolitisation process. In fact, as the second MoU indicated, the reform of
the public administration would be kept under review and if its assessment indicated
that further steps were necessary, they would be taken. This applied in particular to
semi-autonomy, as agreed by the Minister of Finance too. This reform would not
have been introduced at that point in time in the absence of this external pressure
(interviews, Athens, 4 April 2017, 2 June 2017 and 9 November 2018). The next
section deals with its implementation and its aftermath.

The implementation and limits of semi-autonomy
In response to these demands and in the context of the very tight operation of
conditionality, Law 4093 of November 2012110 contains a series of provisions that,
while not amounting to wholesale paradigm change, contain clear indications as to the
direction of travel of the reform process through a limited increase in the
administrative and financial autonomy of the newly-established Secretariat General
for Public Revenue (SGPR), i.e. the part of the finance ministry in charge of
collecting public revenues (Hellenic Parliament 2012). The law was drafted under the
supervision of IMF and EU officials and had to meet the criteria indicated in a
checklist that they compiled111.
In essence, the new law is based on the distinction between the making of tax policy
(for which the formal responsibility remains with the Minister of Finance) and its
implementation the responsibility for which is handed to the SGPR. For that purpose,
the law tasked the head of the SGPR to develop the institution’s strategy, define and
internally allocate qualitative and quantitative targets, assessment criteria of its own
units and personnel and keep the finance minister accordingly informed. Another
indication of the head’s increased administrative autonomy is the (new) power to
make key decisions (such as the selection and termination of tenure of heads of units)
on the basis of performance (Koutnatzis 2016, 231) and ensure that the SGPR’s plans
and operation reflect existing policy goals. Another indication of increased
administrative autonomy is the SGPR head’s power to (a) grant (or revoke from) unit
chiefs the formal authority they need to carry out their tasks, (b) transfer ‘resources’
between the SGPR’s units and (c) partly re-shape the internal structure of the
organisation but only up to the directorate level (Koutnatzis 2016, 232). The new law
also contained a generic clause stipulating the transfer to the SGPR’s head of powers
to organise and manage tax administration matters, enforce tax law that relates to
public revenue and monitor and assess all relevant units and officials accordingly.
Until then these powers were exercised by either ministers or unit heads on the basis
of numerous legal documents such as ministerial decisions etc. that had to be
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Procedures (see Kathimerini 2013g).

amended or abolished (interview, Athens, 4 April 2017). The same provision
precludes the subsequent transfer of these powers back to the minister of finance in
any way other than an act of parliament. This is important because it a) empowered
the Greek Parliament whose real role in public revenue has traditionally been limited
to rubber-stamping the annual budget and b) made monitoring far easier for the
country’s partners in the context of conditionality.
On the other hand, the new arrangement also placed limits on the SGPR’s
administrative autonomy. Indeed, its head only had the power to propose to the
finance minister changes in the internal organisation of this body and changes in the
internal allocation of personnel. Also, in terms of accountability and reporting, the
SGPR’s annual report ought to be submitted to parliament via the finance minister
(and be made public via the internet). This underlines the SGPR’s subordination to
the finance minister but also the indirect nature of the accountability chain linking it
to parliament.
Finally, in terms of qualifications and broader recruitment criteria for the post of the
SGPR’s head, the new law underlines the significance of experience in the private
sector and the tax system. The term of office would be five years, renewable once,
and the appointment process is limited to a Cabinet-level decision on a proposal made
by the finance minister. The duration of the term of office is a sign of growing
autonomy since it lasts longer than the government’s four-year term. Tellingly, for
one of the authors of the law, this is ‘not unproblematic’ because the government of
the day – which remains, as he notes, firmly in charge of the appointment process112 could appoint someone at the end of its own term of office and thus tie the hands of
the next government (Koutnatzis 2016, 235). This statement is a rather stark
objection to the very principle of semi-autonomy.
Taken together, the aforementioned provisions show that semi-autonomy is a more
apposite description of the public revenue administration’s new status, in spite of the
second MoU’s sporadic references to ‘independence’. However, depoliticisation
through semi-autonomy does not mean the absence of accountability. Under the new
arrangement, the SGPR’s head would sign a performance-related contract involving
quantitative and qualitative goals (including annual ones), would be potentially paid a
significant performance-based bonus and have her contract terminated not only due to
standard public sector conditions (such as corruption, gross misconduct etc.) but also
failure to meet the agreed goals. This is an important break with standard practices in
Greece’s public sector and a step in the direction of depoliticisation because it places
the assessment of the officeholder (and the accountability which it supports) on a
footing that is at least partially objective and this means that loyalty to the minister is
no longer a sufficient condition for keeping the officeholder in place. Put in different
terms, in a functioning democracy, the new arrangement would mean that it would be
harder to keep the officeholder in post if they failed to meet the targets.
At the same time, a joint report by the IMF and the European Commission of
November 2012 indicated that the issue of whether it is possible or not to keep the
public revenue administration as part of the finance ministry was open (Story et al.
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This means that this arrangement differs from the one that applies to the heads of independent
authorities that are actually mentioned in the Greek Constitution (Koutnatzis 2016, 234).

2012, 15). This explains the IMF and EU officials’ close supervision of the
appointment of the semi-autonomous SGPR’s first head. The first head (Secretary
General) of the new Secretariat General for Public Revenue was appointed in January
2013 (Greek Cabinet 2013), i.e. nine months after the deadline that appeared in the
first version of the second MoU. This appointment followed an open call for
applications advertised in November 2012 (Ministry of Finance 2012). The call
highlighted several key requirements. Most notable amongst them were a) the
preference for the holder of a postgraduate degree in tax administration ‘and the tax
system more generally’ and significant professional experience, preferably in the
private sector, in relation to tax administration and the tax system and b) significant
managerial experience involving HR management, project management, strategic
planning, co-ordination and goal-setting. The reference to significant experience in
the private sector in particular, certainly stands out and marks a radical departure from
past practice but is fully in line with the aforementioned law of November 2012.
Three other points in the open call are equally noteworthy, namely i) the explicit
reference to the performance-related contract (involving qualitative and quantitative
targets) that the successful applicant would sign with the Minister of Finance; ii) the
fact that the officeholder’s 5-year term of office could end prematurely only in case of
resignation or in the very exceptional circumstances stipulated by the law governing
the conduct of civil servants113 and iii) the reference to the possibility of a special
annual bonus calculated as a percentage of the extra revenue collected over and above
the SGPR’s targets.
Approximately 55 applications were received but about a third of them were deemed
to not meet basic formal requirements and were excluded (private e-mail, 2 January
2019). This screening was conducted by officials in the ministerial offices of the
Minister of Finance and the junior Finance Minister (Koutnatzis 2016, 235). Harry
Theoharis was subsequently chosen as the successful candidate and took over
immediately thus ending a period of more than a year during which the country’s
public revenue administration had remained leaderless (Naftemporiki 2014). He is a
software engineer with a degree from Imperial College, who has spent much of his
career in start-ups as well as large private sector firms (including Lehman Brothers),
prior to working as an adviser in and then head of GGPS, i.e. the Secretariat General
for Information Systems, which is the other key part of the Ministry of Finance.
Shortly after taking office he stated that the revenue administration would make much
more extensive use of risk analysis114 so as to better target audits and taxpayers would
need to use the banking system to pay their taxes (Kathimerini 2013d). The latter
point demonstrates how much political will had been missing in the past from the
management of the country’s public finances. Making taxpayers pay taxes via their
bank accounts would free up significant number of officials who could then be
deployed elsewhere, e.g. conducting audits if they had such skills or assisting those in
need via the telephone etc.
Yet Greece’s international partners remained cautious. In a report jointly prepared by
the IMF and the European Commission in early 2013 they pointedly noted that a
declaration is required on the part of the Greek government indicating clearly it
intends to give the requisite autonomy to the revenue administration and remove
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extant administrative barriers to that effect (Story et al. 2013, 8). This was so because
they were not convinced by the recent reforms relating to the SGPR and the ability of
forthcoming (see below) further transfer of responsibilities from the minister to the
head of the semi-autonomous revenue administration would lead to a genuinely semiautonomous institution that would meet the requirements of the second MoU (Story et
al. 2013, 7). Indeed, they stated that the recent reforms (semi-autonomy within the
ministry) can only partially satisfy the relevant minimum requirements of functional
autonomy (Story et al. 2013, 38). At the same time Poul Thomsen, then deputy
director of the IMF’s European Department and the fund’s leading official in the
Greek programme, was speaking publicly of political interference in operational
decisions (Thomsen 2013a, b). Moreover, the IMF and the EU were also facing the
unintended consequences of some of the measures that they had imposed. For
example, they highlighted the need for further training of revenue officials (both in
the institution’s HQ and individual tax offices) so as to deal with the loss of
experienced staff who left as a result of cutbacks in the public sector (Story et al.
2013, 14)115. However, the recruitment of 1700 new staff had been planned for 2014
and 2015 (European Commission 2014, 33).
The institutionalisation of the SGPR continued in the course of 2013 (Hellenic
Parliament 2013b), with the substantial contribution of experts from the technical
assistance teams (Weinzierl 2015, 455). This included the establishment of a fivestrong advisory board, including two members with significant international
experience in public revenue administration. Its role involved offering expert advice
on strategic issues regarding the public revenue administration, including HR
management, monitoring performance in relation to the set goals and ‘confirming’ (as
opposed to ascertaining) that the SGPR’s head is duly exercising his duties. As one
of the authors of this law acknowledges, the fact that these functions are entrusted to
an external, technocratic body (as opposed to deploying the legislature’s or the
executive’s control functions) is surely an additional indication of a lack of trust in the
country’s political system (Koutnatzis 2016, 237). Crucially, the advisory board
reported to the minister of finance who also appointed its members (Ministry of
Finance 2015b). This means that it could be seen as the minister’s watchdog vis-à-vis
the head of the public revenue administration. In addition, the finance ministry’s
internal affairs unit was transferred with its staff and budget to the SGPR as were the
staff and budget of the ministry’s directorates for IT applications and data entry116.
The latter development followed major tensions with the government that opposed the
move (interviews, Athens, 19 December 2016 and 3 April 2017). This was at least
partly to do with the government’s reluctance to give to the semi-autonomous public
revenue administration easy access to the data that would then allow SGPR staff to
design better-targeted audits (Reporter.gr 2015). The country’s international partners
supported the transfer because the SGPR had enough IT workload to warrant even
command of the entire GGPS (interview, Athens, 4 April 2017). The SGPR’s head
also obtained a) more powers in relation to internal organisation matters117 and b) the
right to propose to the minister the establishment of a special promotion system for
the public revenue administration’s staff. The SGPR also obtained the formal power
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to interpret tax law – which is an intrinsic feature of implementing that law, i.e.
matching specific cases with abstract provisions – and gained access to banking
information so as to better target both risk analysis and audit activity, in line with the
provisions of the second MoU (Hellenic Parliament 2013c). However, elements of
the sclerotic nature of the entire public sector remained intact. Telling in that respect
is the fact that the merger of two directorates general of the SGPR required an act of
parliament118. In September 2013 the SGPR’s budgetary autonomy was also
increased (Minister of Finance 2013). Moreover, the provision of technical
assistance, especially in relation to the conduct of audits, increased significantly since
the summer of 2012 (Weinzierl 2015, 454).
Nevertheless, a year later the SGPR’s head noted that body’s limited administrative
autonomy in the organisation’s annual report. Indeed, as noted, these limitations
relate to staffing, continuous training, personnel management and assessment,
budgeting and internal goal-setting, its technology strategy. The SGPR’s limited
financial autonomy is also noted since, for example, its procurement programme is
carried out by another part of the finance ministry (Secretariat General for Public
Revenue 2015, 12)119.
Moreover, while the European Commission noted the progress made in terms of
lifiting barriers to transferring powers to the head of the SGPR, it also noted that
Only 200 SDOE of the 1,000 or so SDOE staff have been transferred to
the revenue administration, which was just enough to deal with the
“temporary audit” function. Until the arrival of new staff in the course of
2014 and 2015 the tax administration will not be able to effectively fight
major tax evasion
(European Commission 2014, 33).
This particular delay had to do with the head of the semi-autonomous SGPR.
Theoharis was willing to have SDOE’s case load added to SGPR’s tasks but he
was also very reluctant to see SDOE’s staff transferred to the SGPR since he
knew that some were thought to be corrupt (interviews, Athens, 3 April 2017
and 9 November 2018). SDOE had, over time, become a hybrid organisation in
terms of powers. While formally it was a crime-fighting body, it also had
powers that impinged on the collection of public revenues to such an extent that
this tended to dominate its public image. Over the years its political masters
ensured via the media that its public profile remained high. This meant that
wrestling formal powers away from it was not an easy task, especially under a
government that was not that keen on reform. IMF and EU officials pointed out
that the country ought to have a single public revenue administration and, as a
consequence, SDOE’s revenue-related tasks ought to be transferred to the
SGPR. Theoharis did not object to this reform. Some of these powers relating
to tax and custom duties were transferred through law 4152/2013 (Hellenic
Parliament 2013b) but only after a significant row with the government. The
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quickly. For example, under the first MoU initial steps to merge underutilised tax offices was
significantly delayed due to IT problems (see Chapter 2).
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latter had support inside SDOE too (interviews, Athens, 19 December 2016 and
9 November 2018).
The aforementioned steps led the country’s central bank to hail the progress made in
the reform process – singling out the intensification of audits in high-risk groups and
the increase in the autonomy of the public revenue administration (Bank of Greece
2014, 105) – but the country’s international partners remained cautious. Six months
after the establishment of the semi-autonomous SGPR and the appointment of its first
head, the IMF, aware of implementation problems that had been dogging the
programme, noted the centrality of the increase in ‘independence of the revenue
administration [...] to insulate it from what remains continued political interference’
(added emphasis) and pointed out that
[i]f these measures—and other measures to modernize the revenue
administration’s legal framework, operating procedures, and personnel
management—fail to deliver, the authorities should consider more
fundamental changes, by switching to a revenue agency outside [added
emphasis] the remit of the civil service.
The IMF also noted the differences between the SGPR and its own preferred model of
a Revenue Authority (IMF 2013b, 13, 21, 22 and table 14). The corresponding
table120 is reproduced below.
Table 3.2: Greece: autonomy of the tax administration (Revenue agency v. General
Secretariat for Public Revenue)
around here
Source: (IMF 2013b, 37-39)
It reiterated its view that political interference in public administration remained a
problem in its fifth review of the programme in June 2014 (IMF 2014, 7 and 14).
During the same period, as was subsequently revealed by Greek media (TVXS 2015a,
b), several ministers and MPs of the main ruling party (ND) as well as its official in
charge of the party’s ‘relations with society’ were asking (on official paper carrying
their party and institutional affiliation logo) Theoharis for specific favours such as a)
moving specific revenue administration officials from one tax or customs office to
another, b) leaving specific officials in the same office, c) promoting (e.g. from
deputy director to director) or d) assigning key responsibilities (such as head of the
audit unit in a large tax office) to a specific individual. The public revenue
administration was not unique in that respect. These practices (i.e. appointments,
transfers etc. based on party affiliation) were matched across the public sector
throughout Prime Minister Samaras’ tenure by all of the parties that participated in his
government (see, for example, Eleftherotypia 2013, Vassiliadou 2013, Efimeros 2015,
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Stagkos 2013, Der Spiegel 2012), not always without support from SYRIZA, the
main opposition party121.
Speaking in relation to the public revenue administration, one interviewee noted that
this is where the main methodology for corrupting effectiveness lies. For
example, if you go to [the provincial town of] Preveza, they will tell you
that there are two [senior] tax officials. One is linked to PASOK, the
other to ND. Three months after a change of government, everyone knew
that the other person would take over. [...] From the moment when
‘Dionyssis’ takes over, he knows why he took over, who made sure he
took over. He knows that he would no longer report to the head of the
public revenue administration but to the person who exerted pressure for
his appointment to take place and, as a consequence, will call him
directly. [...] This is the method of completely bypassing the independent
secretary general. This is the first step in the direction of the fall [of the
new system]. OK, the secretary general does not have to get involved
when it comes to small cases, unless it is a huge case. In a huge case
[they will call on the secretary general] because it is hard to resolve. But
in local ones, of person X, or Y, or the local MP, [it will not involve the
secretary general]
(interview, Athens, 19 December 2016).
On one occasion the junior finance minister openly made proposals regarding the
thorny issue of staff mobility after meeting staff union officials while also playing a
key role in the transfer of a senior SDOE official away from the frontline duties
reportedly after several of those he audited had complained to the finance minister
and even the Prime Minister’s office (To Vima 2014, Telloglou 2014a). Moreover,
during the first year of its operation, the advisory board did not perform its role in a
substantial way and fell in oblivion after the summer of 2014 (Koutnatzis 2016, 237).
These developments indicate that – in light of the Samaras administration’s footdragging which also related to matters of policy with a direct impact on tax collection
(esp. the collection of VAT) and the fight against tax evasion (Kathimerini 2013g) –
or, indeed, outright opposition the country’s international lenders were beginning to
carry out a broader plan in a step-wise manner, as the second MoU openly stated (see
supra). It had to face opposition from segments of the bureaucracy (Weinzierl 2015,
451) and the staff unions as well. In March 2013 the staff union called on its
members to boycott the effort to increase the institution’s audit capability through the
creation of a new type of posts (POE-DOY 2013c). They also denounced goal-setting
as arbitrary (POE-DOY 2013b). In 2014 the union also opposed and called on its
members to boycott staff assessment procedures (POE-DOY 2014). There was (by
tradition too) also opposition to external advice (POE-DOY 2013b). Theoharis
agreed with the unions (as well as IMF and EU officials) that more staff was needed
to carry out more audits, as did senior officials of SDOE (who had noted the
ministers’ reluctance and responsibility on that front (Lampropoulos 2012)) but also
underlined bureaucratic resistance – e.g. in the form of auditors’ insistence on full
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The latter case involved a change in the law to facilitate the re-hiring of staff that were found to
have been recruited (for partisan gain) illegally just before the 2009 legislative election (Telloglou
2014b).

audit as opposed to settling for a less onerous audit and moving on which could yield
better results (Daley 2013).
The aforementioned measures can be construed as a way to prepare the ground for
much more far-reaching reforms which took a more detailed and much more specific
form after the elections of 2015 which led – as we demonstrate in Chapter 4 – to
further steps in the depoliticisation process. However, it is important to underline the
fact that the Samaras administration had done a lot to generate the troika’s distrust in
relation to the reform of the public revenue mechanism. The troika had noted delays
in the adoption of ministerial decisions and the issuing of circulars necessary for the
reform of the system, has had to make repeated calls for SDOE’s merger with the
SGPR and the appointment of new tax inspectors, while European Commissioner
Algirdas Šemeta (in charge of taxation matters) pointedly and publicly (speaking in
Parliament in June 2013) noted the country’s slow progress in the fight against tax
evasion and highlighted the need for political will to actually carry out the measures
that were being enacted (Kathimerini 2013f). Delays were also noted in March 2013
by MPs of DIMAR (the smallest of the three ruling parties) who went as far as to call
for the enhancement of the autonomy of the SGPR (Kathimerini 2013b).
A significant, as subsequent developments indicate, incident that marked this period
was the forced resignation of Harry Theoharis, the first head of the semi-autonomous
SGPR in June 2014. Theoharis himself attributed it to the fact that the Samaras-led
ND/PASOK coalition government did not want to go after certain individuals
(Zacharakis 2015, Kathimerini 2014a). As a politician from the then ruling NDPASOK coalition reportedly (Süddeutsche Zeitung 2015) told him, tax evaders are
voters too. Finance Minister Stournaras asked for and subsequently obtained
Theoharis’ resignation122. This was in line with the wishes of both PM Samaras and
several MPs from the two ruling parties. It was not in line (in fact, quite the obverse
is true) with the relevant provisions since the SGPR had met123 the targets for tax
collection and had not actually committed an offence. But this begs the question as to
why a finance minister who actually supported the principle of depoliticisation and
had been supportive of Theoharis as head of the SGPR (interviews, Athens, 2 June
2017 and 9 November 2018) did this.
This key incident relates directly to both the unintended and the intended
consequences of depoliticisation. Theoharis was accused of spreading confusion124
among private investors literally days after they had invested in Greek government
bonds based on the belief that their investment would receive favourable tax treatment
at a time when the Greek government was beginning to test the market (interviews,
Athens, 2 June and 3 April 2017). He was also accused of not consulting finance
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June 2017).
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The progress was noted by the Commission later in the year, although there was room for further
improvement (European Commission 2014, 33). Finance Minister Stournaras publicly
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issued on the occasion of Theoharis’ departure (see Naftemporiki 2014).
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It also led to a rise in the cost of borrowing. His circular in question was subsequently withdrawn
(Dimitrelis 2014, Kathimerini 2014b).

ministers when they felt he should, e.g. when he called for the postponement of the
implementation of a major piece of new legislation, namely the Code of Tax
Procedure, days before it was meant to enter in force (interviews, Athens, 4 April
2017). He was also accused of lacking a sense of proportion in exercising his duties
by no lesser a figure than Prime Minister Samaras who, speaking at a party rally in
central Athens (literally a few meters away from the SGPR’s HQ) days before the
2014 European elections, said ‘we will take immediate action to humanise the
revenue administration. We cannot go after people, treating in the same way
professional tax evaders and ordinary folk who have trouble coping [with tax
increases]’, a point which related to the increasing use of asset confiscations125 for
unpaid taxes and the SGPR’s new operational plan which entailed more audits in an
effort to increase public revenue (Kathimerini 2014b)126. Of course, this is precisely
the point behind the establishment of semi-autonomous or independent public revenue
administrations (and non-majoritarian institutions more broadly), i.e. the willingness
to ensure they operate without being affected by the exigencies of the electoral
cycle127. The timing of Theoharis’ ostracisation demonstrated that Prime Minister
Samaras was not willing to risk his party’s electoral prospects in the run-up to the
likely early legislative election that was expected to take place a year later. Theoharis
was effectively dismissed days after the two then ruling parties suffered a major
defeat in the 2014 European elections which SYRIZA (then the main opposition
party) won. Noteworthy is the fact that the Parliament’s Budget Office (another semiautonomous, new institution) castigated Theoharis’ ostracisation in very explicit
terms, arguing in its termly report of July 2014 that this event shows the country has a
problem of institutional stability, any effort to curtail the discretionary interference of
ministers faces major obstacles and, implying that the country’s politicians do not
want interference to cease, notes that this reform had been introduced ‘under great
pressure from the Troika’ (Parliamentary Budget Office 2014, 8-9).
Theoharis’ departure was not an isolated incident in terms of the then government’s
opposition to the depoliticisation agenda. As we noted in Chapter 2, back in 2011
prosecutors had started an investigation against Andreas Georgiou, the first head of
another key institution that had been drastically reformed along the lines of the
depoliticisation model, namely ELSTAT. He stood accused of artificially inflating
the country’s deficit allegedly in order to help justify the austerity measures taken
under the first MoU. This investigation led to charges being actually brought against
him in 2013, i.e. a year into Antonis Samaras’ tenure as prime minister and a year
before he caused Theoharis’ departure. As indicated above, Samaras had, as leader of
the opposition, provided political cover to these accusations against Georgiou. EU
and IMF officials and the leaders of other Eurozone countries were aware of this.
Georgiou’s case attracted widespread attention from the international media (Harford
2013, Batzoglou 2013, Schlötzer 2013, Frankfurther Allgemeine Zeitung 2013, Die
Presse 2013, Les Echos 2013, Kefalas 2013) and contributed to the belief (interview,
Athens, 3 April 2017) that the depoliticisation agenda had committed enemies in the
top tier of the Greek political élite, despite the fact that – as was noted in numerous
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Theoharis himself pointed out that his job was to carry out legislation enacted by others
(Kathimerini 2014d).

reports by the IMF and the EU – every time the public revenue administration did not
meet its targets, the country took a step closer to deeply unpopular additional
spending cuts and/or tax rises.
The damage that Theoharis’ ostracisation did to the credibility of the Greek political
class in the eyes of the country’s international partners was significant
(Papaconstantinou 2016, 346-7) and continued to produce consequences in the period
that followed (see Chapter 4). First, it led the European Commission to issue a public
and stern rebuke (Kathimerini 2014c, Varvitsioti 2016)128. In fact, the Commission
went further than that. It indicated that Theoharis’ removal from office was a cause
of ‘serious concern’ (Associated Press 2014) not least because he had increased tax
collection rates (a matter of both economic efficiency and social justice) and played a
key role in reforming and digitizing the country’s public revenue administration that
had remained ‘semi-autonomous within the Ministry of Finance’. As a consequence,
the Commission would, alongside the ECB and the IMF, keep monitoring the Greek
government’s commitment to a more autonomous revenue administration as well as
more robust, transparent, and meritocratic selection of senior public sector managers
and was looking forward to a similar process for the selection of Mr Theoharis’
successor so as to maintain high standards of integrity and transparency
(Eleftherotypia 2014). The Commission’s concern was not confined to this particular
reform. Rather, it related to the programme’s broader sustainability since – as it had
noted in the past – the fight against tax invasion related to both fiscal consolidation
and the social acceptability of the programme as a whole, given the widespread belief
that ‘that tax evasion, while pervasive, is graver among the most affluent’ (European
Commission 2012b, 9). As we will show in Chapter 4, the real consequences of
Theoharis’ ostracisation in institutional terms played out to a greater extent in the
subsequent stages of the depoliticisation process.
Second, in the short term it reinforced the view amongst key actors (including the
German government) that a much tougher stance was required. This incident made
such a negative impression among government officials in Germany, that it was raised
with a delegation of Greek parliamentarians (including MPs from opposition parties)
who were visiting Germany at the time (interview, Athens, 9 November 2016). The
incident appeared to confirm in the eyes of Greece’s partners the view that the
country is ‘unreformable’ and – as a consequence – a hard line was required in future
negotiations with the Greek government, irrespective of its ideological orientation.
This goes a long way towards explaining the very detailed and specific nature of the
third MoU’s requirements in relation to the reform of Greece’s public revenue
mechanism (see Chapter 4). It also played into the hands of the IMF that has been
pushing for more radical changes129. Indeed, the fund’s leading official in the Greek
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This is significant if one considers the differences between that institution and the IMF (see also
Chapter 4). As was rightly noted at a meeting held in London in January 2018 under the Chatham
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Staff union officials went as far as to accuse the IMF of favouring the collection of taxes by private
firms in Greece (ASKI Eforiakon 2013, POE-DOY 2013a). This accusation relates to the IMF’s
aforementioned point about the possibility of ‘switching to a revenue agency outside the remit of the
civil service’ (IMF 2013b, 22). On the other hand, a former ministerial adviser noted that he felt that
an independent agency was the IMF’s preferred model all along and ‘from the beginning there was
an effort to find one pretext or another so as to end up where we finally ended up’ (interview,
Athens, 4 April, 2017).

programme, subsequently claimed that Theoharis’ ostracisation was a turning point
because both the IMF and the governments of some North European countries
(beyond Germany) lost faith in the Samaras’ administration’s commitment to the
adjustment programme (Varvitsiotis and Telloglou 2015, see also Dixon 2015,
Financial Times 2015).
The open call for applications for Theoharis’ replacement was swiftly130 published
and was virtually identical to the previous one (Minister of Finance 2014b). Among
the 75 spplications that were submitted numerous did not meet basic formal
requirements and were subsequently excluded (private e-mail, 2 January 2019). What
was different was the attitude of Greece’s international partners. The five-strong
panel that was involved in the next stage of the process was not based on the law that
governed the remainder of the process (supra; Hellenic Parliament 2012). It was was
chaired by the Minister of Finance but i) one of the four members was a senior
official (chief inspector) at the French Ministry of Finance and a member of the
European Commission’s Task Force for Greece, while ii) the remaining three
included two Greek university professors specialising in management and Greece’s
former top public prosecutor (Naftemporiki 2015). In other words, as a precautionary
measure and an indication of the lack of trust vis-a-vis the government of the day, the
EU and the IMF had direct access to the details of the applications and the operation
of the panel, unlike what happened 18 months earlier when Theoharis was appointed.
Katerina Savvaidou was subsequently chosen and appointed by the Cabinet on the
finance minister’s proposal (Greek Cabinet 2014).
Four elements of her experience stand out in her publicly available curriculum vitae
(Savvaidou n.d.). First, she is an academic at the University of Thessaloniki
specialising in tax law. Second, she was a member of the SGPR’s advisory board
since its establishment in 2013. Third, she has considerable experience from the
private sector, including from firms such as PriceWaterhouseCoopers (senior
manager) and Arthur Andersen (legal and tax adviser) that specialise in ‘tax
optimisation’ for large companies and/or wealthy individuals131. Finally, she was by
no means an outsider in relation to the country’s political system. In fact, since the
mid-2000s she had held several posts (including in the Ministry of Finance) advising
governments of ND, in a country where party political affinity is a de rigueur
requisite for occupying such posts. So, at the time of her appointment as head of the
SGPR, in Katerina Savvaidou they were choosing someone who knew very well
Greece’s tax law and public revenue administration but also someone who was not
exactly a sworn enemy of the main ruling party132, i.e. the party that was evidently
opposed to semi-autonomy. This happened nearly a month after the IMF had (once
again) noted ‘continued political interference’ in the operation of the public revenue
administration (IMF 2014, 7). This view was shared (including in public) by senior
officials of the staff union (Daley 2013; interview, Athens, 13 February 2017). It is
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(Pappous 2014).

not a coincidence that the Bank of Greece too echoed – albeit in more diplomatic
language – this view by encouraging the government to increase the autonomy and
effectivness of the public revenue administration so as to lock in the progress133 made
in terms of the country’s public finances (Bank of Greece 2015, 26).

Concluding remarks
The second MoU marks a key stage in the reform of Greece’s public revenue
administration in general and the central question of depoliticisation in particular. Semiautonomy is a half-way house between the status quo ante and a fully independent agency
and, like many half-way houses, it is not deprived of problems. Semi-autonomy means
that, while the revenue administration has remained part of the Ministry of Finance, it
obtained the power to operate in a way that took it some way away from the direct control
of the minister in terms of key elements of its operation such as the use of the budget and
the deployment of staff. On the other hand, in terms of political accountability, the
minister in question remained formally accountable to parliament – a picture of apparent
responsibility without power. The head of the public revenue administration could not
and did not account to parliament directly but the advent of performance-based contracts
coupled with the possibility of a bonus payments, opens up space (and increases
incentives) for the public debate on effectiveness, including in parliament, especially in
conditions of systemic crisis caused largely by ineffective tax collection. There is a
flipside to this. The revenue administration’s semi-autonomy allowed politicians to lay at
its door the blame for unpopular decisions, although the legislation that it carries out is
actually made by the parliamentary majority (i.e. effectively the government) of the day.
In a country where government ministers rarely resign and was also in the midst of a very
harsh adjustment programme, this led an international official to rightly point out that
Greek politicians were effectively being handed a gift at the insistence of the IMF, in
particular, and the EU (interview, Athens, 3 April 2017). This begs the question: why did
they not want this ‘gift’? The implication of resistance to this reform is that effective
revenue collection is – as it has always been – a matter of political will, not least because
the lack of resources, including know-how can only be a temporary problem, at least in a
member state of the EU, as the provision of technical assistance (much of it free of
charge) clearly shows. Harry Theoharis’ effective dismissal demonstrates beyond doubt
the primacy of short-termism in the ruling élite. The exigencies of the political cycle
prevailed albeit temporarily, despite the fact that – as the European Commission’s
statement at the time of his dismissal shows – he had actually met the targets. The choice
of his successor also shows that Greece’s international partners were not, at that point in
time, prepared to push the government even further.
In theoretical terms, semi-autonomy is the result of external pressure in line with the first
of the three models outlined in Chapter 1. This argument does not relate so much to the
turbulent months between the end of the first programme in late 2011 and elections of
June 2012 – though the absence of real progress during this period shows how incapable
the Greek public administration is to operate without direct ministerial input. Rather, our
argument relates predominantly to the period that followed the elections of June 2012. In
line with the literature on conditionality (see Chapter 1), the amount and the specificity of
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the details contained in the second MoU grew precisely because of the lack of trust in

the Greek ruling élite and the country’s international partners’ determination to bring
about change, even in the face of domestic opposition. Just like most of the period
covered by the first MoU, the lack of programme ownership which is at the heart of
the second model means that social learning did not apply during the period discussed
inthis chapter. A key minister’s support could not and did not amount to programme
ownership, especially when opposition to the depoliticisation agenda comes from the
very top of the government (unlike the period before November 2011). Similarly, the
third model (lesson-drawing) did not apply during this period because the domestic
equilibrium remained dominated by those who opposed a departure from the status
quo. Indeed this included staff unions who opposed key planks of the reform
programme.
As the IMF subsequently noted, the establishment of the SGPR in late 2012 and the
appointment of its first head were milestones in the reform process which extended to
other aspects of the organisation and operation of the institution. Further
[s]ubstantive reforms were implemented in 2013 and the first half of 2014
due to the strong commitment from the [Secretary General] in progressing
the reform agenda. However, political commitment to respect the fixedterm appointment and provide leadership stability to the revenue
administration was absent from mid-2014
(IMF 2017, 43).
How the implications of this development played out will be discussed in the next
chapter where the focus is on the developments that followed the change of
government in early 2015 and the advent to power of two parties that made a lot of
political capital on the basis of their severe criticism of the adjustment programme.

Chapter 4. The third MoU and the establishment of the Independent Authority
for Public Revenue

The context
When SYRIZA (until then the main opposition party) won the first of the two general
elections of 2015 in January of that year, it formed a coalition government with the
Independent Greeks (ANEL), a small, right-wing, nationalist, populist party. Their
ideological differences notwithstanding, their common thread was a) vehement
opposition to the terms of the first two bailout agreements signed by previous
governments in 2010 and 2012, but also b) a rather aggressive populist rhetoric
(Mudde 2016, Katsambekis and Stavrakakis 2014), pitching ‘the people’ on the one
hand against the ‘lenders’ and their ‘domestic allies’ in the country’s élite on the
other, including the centre-right ND134 and the centre-left PASOK, i.e. the two parties
that had been governing Greece since 1974.
By the time the SYRIZA-ANEL coalition took office in January 2015 the extent and
intensity of the lenders’ involvement in the management of the country (based on the
first two bailout agreements) had gone far beyond the requirements of a time-limited
debt crisis. As a consequence, it would be an understatement to say that an incoming
government that had won an election on the basis of a promise to ‘tear up’ the MoUs
and renegotiate new and better terms was facing an uphill struggle. In a multi-faceted
negotiation between fundamentally unequal parties credibility and good preparation
can be valuable assets for the weaker party. However, the new Greek government
was lacking both.
Indeed, the SYRIZA-led government had inherited a very deep sense of distrust that
previous Greek administrations had done so much to generate in the eyes of the IMF
as well as the country’s partners within EU at least since the onset of the crisis. Little
did it matter that SYRIZA was a new party and only one of its frontbenchers had
some (very limited) ministerial experience135. This enabled SYRIZA to vehemently
denounce the corruption and clientelism of the past and promise to lead a determined
fight against tax evasion. This was very important since around a quarter (i.e. three
billion euros) of the cost of their anti-austerity measures (known as the ‘Thessaloniki
programme’) would be funded in that way (Guillot 2015). Although this could (in
theory) have presaged the development of concrete plans to deal with this issue that
had dogged the modern Greek state practically since its establishment in 1830,
SYRIZA had no such plans whatsoever, at least with regards to the country’s public
revenue administration136 (but see Varoufakis 2017, 173, 219-220, 527-8 on his own
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plans for tackling tax evasion). The lack of such plans appears even more striking if
one considers that academic economists close to or within SYRIZA believed that a
significant part of the country’s primary deficit at the onset of the crisis was due to
poor tax collection (Tsakalotos 2010, 10 and figures 2 and 3, Koutentakis 2018). It
also speaks directly to a key feature of the prevailing Greek political culture, i.e. an
emphasis on sloganeering instead of the preparation of concrete plans on some key
issues that a new government knows it will have to face (see Introduction). The lack
of ministerial experience, coupled with the Greek civil service’s inability to think on
its feet (see Introduction), rendered the lack of concrete plans a far bigger problem for
the new government that also had to cope with a major crisis.
Moreover, the first two bailout agreements covered such a vast array of issues, that an
inexperienced government faced with i) an acute crisis and ii) an overwhelmingly
powerful counterpart needed to prioritise ruthlessly among the multiple potential
objectives. Ahead of the 2015 elections SYRIZA’s substantive critique of the bailout
agreements had focused largely on
a) the size of the primary budget surpluses they stipulated as targets (for they
were ‘choking’ demand and the Greek economy’s ability to recover) and
b) the abolition of various forms of workers’ rights protections.
At the same time, the precise status of the country’s public revenue administration
and in particular, whether or the extent to which it would report directly to the
Finance Minister or not, was neither an issue that could make the headlines, nor a
matter capable of making a difference in the electoral arena. After all, for many
Greeks their local tax office was a place where they often had their time wasted, or a
place that exemplified (alongside municipal authorities, planning offices and
hospitals) the country’s corruption problem (Public Issue 2010, figures 16, 17, 2013,
fig. 5).
Finally, in early 2015 SYRIZA was far from being united on the key issue of
Greece’s continuing membership of the Eurozone. Indeed, there was a sizeable and
rather vocal group of SYRIZA MPs137 as well as several government ministers138 who
favoured the return to the drachma. SYRIZA’s parliamentary party was united in its
determination to try to renegotiate the terms of Greece’s adjustment programmes but
in the absence of major progress on that front, some (unlike others) were willing to
opt for default and what became colloquially known as ‘Grexit’.
Despite the fresh popular mandate that the first Tsipras-led government had received,
these internal divisions on this fundamental issue further weakened the government’s
negotiating position for two reasons. First, in early 2015 the Eurozone was certainly
not as devoid of crisis management tools as it was at the start of the crisis. Second, in
specific policies in a whole range of policy sectors in advanced liberal democracies in Europe such
as the 185-page coalition agreement between the German Christian Democrats and Social Democrats
(CDU/CSU/SPD 2013) or the 35-page agreement reached by the Conservatives and the Liberal
Democrats in the UK in 2010 (HM Government 2010).
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the meantime European banks’ exposure to Greek government debt had been
drastically reduced due to the second bailout agreement (2012) with the ‘official
sector’ replacing them as the main holder of Greek debt. This goes a long way
towards explaining the new government’s opening gambit in the negotiations that
soon followed.

Negotiating the third MoU
Upon taking office in January 2015 new Finance Minister Yanis Varoufakis - a
colourful and internationally known professor of economics at the University of
Athens who was a vocal critic of the hitherto management of the crisis and a coauthor of an alternative plan for the handling of the crisis in the Eurozone (see
Varoufakis, Holland, and Galbraith 2013) stated that around 60-70 per cent of the
adjustment programme’s content was appropriate and fully compatible with the new
government’s mandate (Varoufakis 2015a, 2-3). However, the programme had ‘failed
to “tackle the worst excesses of corruption and rent-seeking” ’ (Wagstyl et al. 2015)
and he wanted to negotiate a viable deal on the remainder, with a focus on alleviating
the austerity-induced pressure on the economy139.
Increasing the autonomy of the public revenue administration was amongst the
measures on which the new Greek government could agree with the country’s
partners. At his first Eurogroup meeting Varoufakis declared that the new
government wanted ‘to discuss legislative proposals to reinforce the legal framework
for an independent tax authority’ and called for (further) technical assistance on these
issues (Varoufakis 2015a, 3). In the corresponding non-paper the new government
stated that it was ready ‘to discuss legislative proposals to reinforce the legal
framework for an independent tax authority within the Ministry of Finance’ (Hellenic
Government 2015, 12; our emphasis, see also his public statement reported on
Antenna News 2015). A clearer signal was given at the following meeting of the
Eurogroup when Varoufakis stated the government’s commitment to ‘tax authority
reforms towards greater independence, propriety and transparency’ (Hellenic
Government 2015, 12; our emphasis, see also Varoufakis' public statement on
Antenna News 2015) and (under pressure from the country’s partners140) included
acceptance of the prospect of establishing a management board that would take over
key internal functions, including personnel-related ones, away from the influence of
politicians (Varoufakis 2015b, 16).
This acceptance, however, did not reflect genuine agreement. Varoufakis, an expert
in game theory, was well aware of the uneven distribution of power between Greece
and its lenders and this is why he opted to ‘make all the compromises upfront and
then stick to one’s guns without bluffs or stratagems’ (Varoufakis 2017, 227). At that
point in time Greece was formally committed to an annual primary surplus of 4.5 per
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At that point in time the official target was primary surplus of 4.5 per cent of GDP.
This pressure shows that – to a very large extent – European and IMF officials were seeking to
address issues created by the previous Greek government. That is a point that government ministers
had also made in public at that point in time (see report on Antenna News 2015).
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cent of GDP, and also faced major debt payments over the summer of 2015141. The
idea of greater autonomy was facing opposition within the government. Indeed,
Nadia Valavani, then Alternate Finance Minister in charge of tax collection, was
vehemently against it (Valavani 2016, 116-7) as was her successor though he came
from a different wing of the party (see below). Valavani was also opposed to SDOE’s
merger with the public revenue administration (see below). The tax collectors’ union
too was vehemently opposed to granting greater autonomy (which they sometimes
conflated with privatisation (see Chapter 3)) to the country’s public revenue
administration (interviews, Athens, 13 February 2017). This opposition existed
against a backdrop of a feeling among insiders that, during the crisis, the public
revenue administration’s headquarters in Athens had become something akin to the
lenders’ playground (interviews, Athens, 15 February, 3 April and 2 August 2017)142.
This is so because of the extensive presence of (especially) IMF officials within the
public revenue administration’s headquarters in central Athens. So, since the
proposal to further increase the public revenue administration’s autonomy came from
the lenders, to some this symbolised the country’s perceived143 broader loss of
‘sovereignty’.
This opposition reflected several considerations. A major part of SYRIZA’s
opposition to the depoliticisation of Greece’s public revenue administration is
couched in the argument that not all politicians are corrupt and prone to interfering in
operational (or other) decisions of the public revenue administration (but of course
this begs the question of how the public interest is protected against those who are
prone to this behaviour). On the contrary – and this is the second point of SYRIZA
cadres’ critique of increased autonomy or independence – democracy is not served
when the public revenue administration operates at arm’s length from the government
of the day. Indeed, whom will the public blame if or when that administration fails to
meet its targets? If the line of accountability ends at the Finance Minister’s office,
voters can punish or reward the government at the ballot box but the same cannot be
done with the head of a body that operates at arm’s length from the government
(interviews, Athens, 9 November 2016, 15 February 2017). Third, while there was
support at the highest échelon of the first Tsipras administration for the
‘departification’ of the civil service (see Dragassakis 2015), i.e. doing away with the
enduring practices (and consequences) of appointing, promoting or demoting civil
servants not on merit but on the basis of their party affiliation, the same officials
claimed that ‘cleaning up’ the public revenue administration (i.e. tackling the issues
of corruption and partitocracy) had to be the priority (interview, Athens, 9 November
2016). There is merit to this idea. Increasing the autonomy of the public revenue
administration entailed the risk of packaging away its corrupt part too. Doing so
during a period of acute economic crisis – i.e. a time when the incentives for tax
evasion and avoidance had multiplied – was even riskier and a reason why George
Papaconstantinou (Greece’s first Finance Minister to face the crisis) did not opt for
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Set against expected annual revenues of around 50 billion euros, these specific liabilities amounted
to 5.2 billion euros by the end of June to the IMF and 6.7 billion euros in July and August to the
ECB, as Varoufakis told the Eurogroup on 11 February 2015. The financial pressures were acute –
as the government acknowledged - and this is why Varoufakis asked the Eurogroup for bridging
finance while negotiations on a new agreement were taking place.
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Varoufakis who shared this view also asked German Finance Minister Wolfgang Schäuble to
choose the head of Greece’s public revenue administration (Varoufakis 2017, 211).
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This begs the question as to how sovereign a country really is when it owes as much as Greece did
at that point in time.

radical reform (see Chapter 2). Moreover, the idea that the fight against corruption
should precede other reforms, reflects the aforementioned notion that not all
politicians are the same (i.e. corrupt), which is true, and implies the need for direct
political oversight. On the other hand, cleaning up the public revenue administration
required concrete plans that the new government did not have. So, from the
perspective of the lenders, the new government’s critique could be seen as an attempt
to kick reform into the long grass.
Another major critique of independence relates directly to the nature of a public
revenue administration’s work. As a former senior official of the tax collectors’
union noted (interview, Athens, 15 February 2017), a government that seeks to reduce
the illicit trade on fuels can do so either by focusing on a) oil refineries or b) petrol
stations. The choice between the two is not technical but political. This means that in
the second case the target would be a potentially large number of individuals who are
not well connected to the country’s political establishment, while in the first case the
target would be a handful of very wealthy, powerful and well connected individuals.
This, however, begs three questions:
1) Why does one have to choose between the two?
2) How often does a public revenue administration actually face this type of
dilemma?
3) Who is better placed to make this call? The head of an independent public
revenue administration or the head of one that reports to the finance minister?
Finally, as regards the officials of the tax collectors’ union, two key factors help
explain their opposition to this reform. First, they stood to lose a tried and tested
channel of influence (i.e. via the minister) over key decisions, especially in terms of
human resource management. Second, a depoliticised public revenue administration
was much more likely (than its predecessor) to operate in a goal-orientated manner,
especially at a time of an acute crisis which had revealed the consequences of the
status quo ante, including the centrality of poor tax collection as a cause of the
country’s huge public debt, and had brought about the pervasive presence of EU and
IMF officials. Yet, just like Greece’s other traditionally powerful public sector
unions, tax collectors’ union officials too were vehemently opposed to staff
assessment (see Chapter 3), a key management tool that the leadership of any
depoliticised public revenue administration was bound to use.
Nevertheless, the Tsipras-led administration retained its focus on the efforts to
improve the terms of the increasingly necessary new bailout agreement that it had
prioritized. While an interim deal was reached in February 2015 to extend the (still
unfinished) second adjustment programme by four months, a more enduring
agreement was needed. This agreement had become an absolute necessity because
the adjustment programme that had been attached to the second MoU had not been
completed and, as a consequence, the corresponding funds had been released.
Moreover, during the negotiations of spring and early summer of that year the Greek
government had to make use of emergency measures so as to pay pensions and public
sector wages but was rapidly running out of funds and the bond markets were off
bounds. Despite opposition within the Ministry of Finance, the Greek government
confirmed its willingness to pursue the depoliticisation of the country’s public
revenue administration in its proposals of June 1st, 2015 (interviews, Athens, 15
February and 2 August 2017) thus confirming that this issue has not a deal-breaker.

These negotiations ended in acrimony on 26 June 2015 as the Greek government was
unwilling to agree to the other side’s final proposals largely on grounds of the
austerity measures that they entailed. Prime Minister Tsipras called a referendum on
these proposals and asked the Greek people to vote against them so as to send a clear
signal to the other side in the negotiations that (he claimed) would follow. On the
EU’s side, the referendum was presented as a Greek decision to retain or drop the
Euro. A direct consequence of these tensions and the instability that they generated
was the imposition of capital controls in Greece aimed at preventing the Greek banks
from collapsing after months of capital flight. The Greek people clearly rejected the
proposed deal (61 to 39 per cent on 62.5 per cent turnout) and Tsipras replaced
Varoufakis with Euclid Tsakalotos – an Oxford-educated professor of economics at
the University of Athens who had been a SYRIZA MP since 2012 and was also
opposed to the public revenue administration’s full independence144 (Antenna News
2015). The negotiations that followed ended on 13 July 2015 with an agreement on
the new (third) bailout agreement and programme. The large group of Grexit
supporters within SYRIZA opposed it in Parliament or abstained145 and left the party
soon after the deal was approved by a large cross-party majority of 222 out of a total
of 300 MPs. In the subsequent elections that PM Tsipras called for September 2015,
SYRIZA won 145 seats forming a parliamentary party that was much more coherent
than the previous one on the central issue of the country’s membership of the
Eurozone. SYRIZA then formed another coalition government with the nationalist
populist ANEL.
The third MoU was much more detailed – in terms of the reform of Greece’s public
revenue administration – than the first two had been, but was not deprived of a degree
of ambiguity. The relevant passage indicated that the Greek authorities, with the help
of technical assistance would, inter alia,
strengthen the independence of the revenue administration. The
authorities will by October 2015 adopt legislation (key deliverable) to
establish an autonomous revenue agency, that specifies: a) the agency’s
legal form, organization, status, and scope; b) the powers and functions of
the CEO and the independent Board of Governors; c) the relationship to
the Minister of Finance and other government entities; d) the agency’s
human resource flexibility and relationship to the civil service; e) budget
autonomy, with own GDFS and a new funding formula to align incentives
with revenue collection and guarantee budget predictability and
flexibility; f) reporting to the government and parliament. The authorities
will by December 2015 (key deliverable) appoint the Board of Governors
and adopt priority secondary legislation of the law (key human resource,
budget) on the autonomous revenue administration agency, so that it can
be fully operational by June 2016
(European Commission, Hellenic Republic, and Bank of Greece 2015,
11).
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Earlier in the year, speaking as Alternate Foreign Minister, Tsakalotos argued that ‘those who work
for independent agencies have their own views’ and the management of public finances cannot de
independent of the will of the people (Antenna News 2015).
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From a total of 149 SYRIZA MPs, 32 opposed it and 11 abstained.

The amount of detail that this passage contains is quite impressive and indicates the
EU and the IMF’s determination to pursue the reform of the public revenue
administration of a country where even the governor of its central bank146 was arguing
that the depoliticisation of the civil service had to be pursued (Bank of Greece 2016,
26). The EU and the IMF’s determination also shows they had learned the lesson of
the post-2010 past which - as the effective dismissal of the public revenue
administration’s first semi-autonomous head H. Theoharis shows – was not deprived
of attempts (on the part of the Greek political élite) to revert to the status quo ante.
The increasing amount of detail contained in the (by now) contract-like MoU is a
response to these attempts147. On the other hand, the ambiguity in the third MoU’s
terminology is also striking. With regards to the institutional status of the country’s
public revenue administration, the text of the MoU refers to both independence and
autonomy. In terms of the organisational form, it refers to revenue administration,
revenue agency and revenue administration agency. Finally, in terms of
accountability, it refers to reporting to both the government and parliament. This
ambiguity appears to indicate that there was some room for negotiations between the
EU and the IMF on the one hand and the Greek government on the other on the
details of the future of the country’s public revenue administration. This does not
negate the fact that Greece’s partners remained in the driving seat as demonstrated by
the structuring of disbursements (which of course remained conditional on the
programme’s progress) over time - a key feature of conditionality – as Table 4.1
indicates.
Table 4.1: Disbursements under the third programme
around here
Source: (adapted by the authors from ESM n.d.)
So, how did we get from the third MoU to the law that established the Independent
Authority for Public Revenue?

Drafting the law establishing the Independent Authority for Public Revenue
At that point in time, the politician leading the negotiation on the Greek side was
Alternate Finance Minister Tryfon Alexiadis. He had been an employee of the
Ministry of Finance since 1987 and had also served in senior posts in the tax
collectors’ union (Alexiadis 2015). Alexiadis was vehemently opposed to increasing
the autonomy of the public revenue administration despite acknowledging that a) the
principle of politicians’ non-interference in the operation of the public administration
and tax collection in particular was sound and b) it had been violated on numerous
occasions in the past. When asked – upon taking office in July 2015 – by the press
why tax collection is so hard in Greece, Alexiadis ascribed it to interference by
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Ironically, that was Professor Yannis Stournaras who a) had actually served as Finance Minister of
the previous administration prior to being appointed Governor of the Bank of Greece and b) had
effectively sacked the first head of the semi-autonomous SGPR in the summer of 2014.
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It is also important to note that the first MoU was signed in conditions of acute crisis requiring quick
action. As an international official put it, ‘when you come during a crisis, you go for quick wins;
you cannot write a long thing. You have to be short and efficient’ (interview, Athens, 30 March
2017).

politicians and others and the lack of political will to give the public revenue
administration the means (including staff and equipment) it needed, but was also
quick to note that he had not been put under pressure to interfere in any of the last
5300 tax inspections and this showed the public’s awareness that the new
government’s senior officials were very different (L'Echo 2015). This speaks directly
to SYRIZA’s views that ‘not all politicians are the same’ but leaves open the question
of what happens once a minister who is prone to interfering has taken over.
With Alexiadis in charge of this part of the portfolio of the Ministry of Finance, the
process that followed was unsurprisingly eventful. Two of his closest collaborators
and an official from the Finance Minister’s office met officials from the (still semiautonomous) Secretariat General for Public Revenue with a view to creating – with
the technical assistance of the European Commission’s Structural Reform Support
Service – a roadmap towards the end result. They came up with two scenarios which
also exemplified the government’s view as to the potential final shape of this key
reform though the final decision would be subject to the lenders’ approval. One
scenario entailed the establishment of an independent authority while the other
involved “a more independent [than the hitherto existing] secretariat general”, i.e. a
structure within the Ministry of Finance (interview, Athens, 2 August 2017).
One major issue that these officials faced was the extent to which the proposed reform
was compatible with the Greek Constitution. The issue of constitutionality had two
dimensions. First, collecting taxes is a core function of any state. As a consequence,
it may not be delegated to an independent authority under the Greek Constitution.
Second, the Greek Constitution contains an exhaustive list of independent authorities
and a public revenue-related one is not amongst them. This was one of the arguments
against the reform used by the tax collectors’ union on the basis of legal advice that
they commissioned (Karouzos 2016, 2)148. The aforementioned ministerial officials
sought legal advice from various jurists (including academics and a very senior judge
of the State Council, the country’s top administrative court). Two of these jurists
claimed that both solutions were compatible with the country’s constitution while one
argued that only a structure within the Ministry of Finance would pass the
constitutionality test (interview, Athens, 2 August 2017).
In October 2015 – while representatives of government ministries, officials of
the EU and the IMF (including those working on providing technical assistance)
were trying to give concrete meaning to the third MoU’s provisions on the
reform of Greece’s public revenue administration – the Greek government made
a consequential decision. Finance Minister Euclid Tsakalotos asked Katerina
Savvaidou, then head of the semi-autonomous public revenue administration
(SGPR), to resign but she refused to do so (Kathimerini (English edition) 2015).
A few days later (22 October 2015) she was dismissed on a proposal of the
finance minister that was endorsed unanimously by the Cabinet, on the basis of
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The claim of unconstitutionality is also based on the view that the (then draft) law was in breach of
the principle of separation of powers, the judicial and parliamentary control of the new authority’s
decisions was deficient, its powers are not specific (as the Constitution requires) but generic in nature
and have been transferred to an institution that is politically irresponsible (which is a breach of the
principle of popular sovereignty that is enshrined in the Constitution), the Governor’s power in terms
of personnel, promotions etc., breach the principles of transparency and equal treatment (Karouzos
2016, 3-8).

the civil service code of conduct. This dismissal was directly linked to senior
prosecutors’ decision to charge Savvaidou with breach of duty for granting
Greek TV channels extra time to pay tax on advertising income149 and her
decision to order a review of the public revenue administration to impose a very
large fine (78 million euros) on a Greek company. Savvaidou’s former decision
related to the country’s most powerful media and their owners while the latter
decision related to one of the country’s wealthiest and most influential
entrepreneurs. She strenuously denied both charges (Kathimerini (English
edition) 2015) but her critics amongst tax collectors pointed out that a) in the
latter case the law was unambiguous and allowed a review (which she ordered)
only if new information had come to the fore (which had not happened) and b)
the strength of the feeling was such two experienced tax auditors who were
involved in this case had resigned after her decision to order a review of the
decision to impose the fine despite the fact that the fine had been confirmed by
an administrative dispute panel (Efimerida Ton Syntakton 2017b; interview,
Athens, 2 August 2017).
Three additional points ought to be noted here. First, as indicated in Chapter 3,
Savvaidou’s connections with Nea Demokratia (the centre-Right, main opposition
party at the time of her dismissal) were well known (Financial Times 2015), as was
her work for both Arthur Andersen and PriceWaterhouseCoopers in Greece, i.e. two
of the largest firms that offer, inter alia, ‘tax optimisation’ advice to wealthy clients.
Second, given the gravity of the charges that public prosecutors brought against her, it
would have been extremely hard for her to remain in post, even in the presence of a
supportive government, since senior officials occupying posts like hers should not
only be but also appear to be beyond reproach. Third, her decisions that resulted in
these charges were made against a specific backdrop of perceived inequality before
the law, a point that the government too made at the time (Financial Times 2015).
There is a widespread belief amongst ordinary Greeks that as long as the wealthiest
members of their society do not pay their taxes, they too are entitled to do the same
but there is also evidence that powerful interests had received preferential treatment.
Repeated deferrals of taxes due on TV channels’ main150 source of income, i.e. their
advertising revenue, was one such example151 that stood awkwardly next to many
ordinary Greeks’ loss of upwards of a quarter of their income under the austerity
measures taken since 2010. A party like SYRIZA that had made a lot of political
capital out of telling voters that, unlike its predecessors in power, it was not tied to
such interests and had been elected to fight precisely against this kind of preferential
treatment, was always bound to find it extremely hard to renege on at least this
promise152. Taken together these three points rendered the decision to dismiss
Savvaidou politically irresistible for the government.
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She took that decision days before the election of January 2015, as the press revealed at the time but
this was not the first deferral of this particular tax (Financial Times 2015, Kanellopoulos 2015).
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That is apart from sometimes unsecured banks loans worth several hundred millions.
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Another was the operation (since 1990) of these private channels on the basis of temporary licenses.
This meant they were using a public resource (the spectrum) without paying the corresponding fee at
market rate.
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Varoufakis claims that even the IMF’s top official on the Greek programme wanted them to do so
(Varoufakis 2017, 184).

This decision, however, was also consequential in ways that the Greek government
could have foreseen. First of all, the story made it into influential international media
outlets (e.g. see Kitsantonis 2015, Szymanski 2015, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
2015, Dixon 2015, Financial Times 2015) at a time when the country was struggling
to attract international investors and begin to find a degree of normalcy after the
acrimonious negotiations earlier in the same year. Irrespective of the merits or
otherwise of the charges brought against Savvaidou, it was impossible to convince the
country’s partners that her dismissal was not politically motivated, since a) up until
that point, i.e. just a few months after the end of an acrimonious negotiation that led to
the third bailout, the sense of distrust remained quite strong among EU and IMF
officials and b) her association with the main opposition party was not unknown.
What mattered to that particular audience was the lack of leadership stability in an
evolving institution and the government’s credibility in relation to this key reform.
As the IMF subsequently noted, ‘political commitment to respect [sic] the fixed-term
appointment and provide leadership stability to the revenue administration was absent
from mid-2014 to early 2016, when reform progress slowed significantly’ (IMF 2017,
43). Above all, the image of a country whose political élite was still bent on resisting
change after not one or two but three bailouts was quite powerful. This latter
narrative was supported (interview, Athens, 3 April 2017) by another enduring (and
still ongoing) saga, namely various felony charges that public prosecutors brought –
as early as January 2013, i.e. under the previous coalition government (Kathimerini
2013c) - against the head of another independent institution, namely the Hellenic
Statistical Authority (ELSTAT)153. Just a few weeks before Savvaidou’s dismissal,
the country’s second most senior public prosecutor had sought to overturn a previous
ruling that had exonerated Andreas Georgiou of the charge of falsely stating the
country’s public finances (Mandrou 2015, for a complete chronology of judicial
proceedings see International Statistical Institute 2018)154.
Two other events that took place in the autumn of 2015 contributed to the
strengthening of EU and IMF officials’ sense of distrust vis-à-vis the SYRIZA-ANEL
government. One was the poor quality of the first draft of the law that Alternate
Minister Alexiadis presented to them. The other was personnel-related decisions
made by the SGPR’s interim head, Ioannis Bakas that appeared to be dictated by
internal (political) pressures (interview, Athens, 2 August 2017). More specifically,
Bakas – a career official of the public revenue administration who had been appointed
interim head of the SGPR by the SYRIZA-ANEL government – devised a special
procedure for the appointment of heads of some key units, sub-directorates and
directorates so as to deal with pressing needs of the administration (once the
incumbents’ term of office had expired), as the government replied to critiques from
opposition parties with the main difference in comparison to the hitherto applicable
procedure being the non-involvement of an advisory board whose opinion was not
binding anyway (Christodoulou 2016, Khadjinikolaou 2016). This decision was
taken while the appointment of the new head of the entire SGPR was still pending and
further contributed to the aforementioned feeling of distrust amongst EU and IMF
officials.
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The investigation that led to these criminal charges commenced in 2011 but has been going on since
then (see Chapters 2 and 3) thus enhancing the impression that Greece’s political élite is inimical to
independent authorities.
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The Georgiou saga ended in February 2019 with his acquittal (WSJ Europe 2019).

Taken together, these developments had a key consequence. They hardened the EU
and the IMF’s stance (interviews, Athens, 15 February, 3 April and 2 August 2017).
In particular, while up until that point the European Commission’s staff were not that
keen on the IMF’s continuing promotion of the idea of an independent agency
(preferring more autonomy, in line with the model that prevails in EU member states),
the SYRIZA-ANEL government’s aforementioned actions significantly undermined
its own commitment to depoliticisation and deprived Commission officials of the
leeway that they hitherto had in that respect. Both the European Commission and the
IMF acknowledged this link in subsequent reports (European Commission 2017b, 55,
IMF 2017, 43).
However, it is also important to note that while this was happening, evidence that
indicates the SYRIZA-ANEL government was beginning to act in good faith, albeit in
the shadow of the EU and the IMF’s significant local presence and very intrusive
oversight which is typical of conditionality-based programmes. The process that led
to the appointment of Savvaidou’s successor is indicative of both. An international
call for applications was followed by the establishment of a seven-strong panel that –
unlike the one used for Savvaidou’s appointment – included only a minority of
government appointees155. The other members were the heads of i) the (independent)
Higher Council for Personnel Selection (as its chair), ii) the Parliament’s Budget
Office156, iii) the country’s Fiscal Council157, iv) a Greek academic who teaches
international political economy158 and, crucially, two representatives of the European
Union (Ministry of Finance 2015a). Finally, acting on a proposal of the finance
minister, the Cabinet selected and appointed Yiorgos Pitsilis in January 2016 (Greek
Cabinet 2016). Pitsilis is a career lawyer who specialises in tax law (like his
predecessor) and has worked in one of the most high-profile law firms in Athens
(1999-2010). He has also worked as a tax advisor of the Association of Greek Banks
(2010-2016).
In addition, the government legislated to merge SDOE with the public revenue
administration through the transfer of all powers that relate to tax and custom duty
collection as well as 500 officials to the public revenue administration (Hellenic
Republic 2015). Before SYRIZA’s split of the summer of 2015 (see supra), Alternate
Finance Minister Valavani was opposed to SDOE’s merger with the public revenue
administration on grounds that it would practically lead to the abandonment (in all but
name) of 36000 cases involving wealthy individuals (Valavani 2016, 226). This
stance echoed the views of SDOE’s then head too who argued that as, at that point in
time SDOE was dealing with approximately 2500 cases generated by financial
prosecutors’ investigation orders, and - as a government minister noted, ‘we all knew
who was involved in several of them’ (implying powerful individuals) - the transfer
risked delaying their handling beyond the limit set by the statute of limitations, ‘who
would bear the responsibility for the consequences?’ (interview, Athens, 9 November
2016). The limit of this line of reasoning is demonstrated by the fact that, as a
ministerial adviser pointed out, when the merger did take place, SDOE officials
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handed over approximately 100-120 cases each, thus leading him to note: ‘Even if
each one of these officials had 10 lives – 10 lives! – they would still not have had
enough time to check all of these cases’ (interview, Athens, 9 November 2016).
In theoretical terms, these developments indicate the relevance of the first of the three
theoretical models outlined in Chapter 1 (external incentives). For much of 2015 the
EU and IMF refrained from providing funding to Greece due to the Greek
government’s attempt to renegotiate the terms of the previous agreement. This
maximized pressure on the Greek government. With domestic public funds almost
exhausted and in the face of a) the priority attached to reduced primary budget
surpluses and b) the protection of some of the domestic labour law and c) the risk of a
catastrophic ‘Grexit’ (against which there was a robust national majority), the Greek
government had to give in.

The Independent Authority for Public Revenue
Despite vehement opposition from the union of tax collectors (POE-DOY n.d., in.gr
2016), the Greek Parliament enacted in May 2016 a law (Hellenic Parliament 2016a)
that established a new Independent Authority for Public Revenue (IAPR - Ανεξάρτητη
Αρχή Δηµοσίων Εσόδων) which differs radically from the pre-existing institutional
arrangements, especially those of the pre-crisis era. The bulk of this section presents
the main features of this authority with the focus being on its functional
independence, administrative and financial autonomy. As we will show, the key
change is the removal of the Greek public revenue administration from the finance
minister’s direct and unmitigated influence. This is done in a way that reflects central
features of the IMF-promoted design considerations and the European Commission’s
Fiscal Blueprints (see Introduction).
However, Greece’s partners remain evidently cautious (or even suspicious159) and this
is reflected in a number of provisions such as those that relate to the committee that
chooses some of the authority’s key officeholders (see below). These can be seen as
‘mésures de confiance’ (interview, Athens, 30 March 2017) that were entirely
warranted since the enactment of this reform is not supported by a broad-based
consensus within the Greek political class. The lack of this support is clearly
demonstrated by the debate in parliament that preceded the establishment of the new
Independent Authority for Public Revenue and cannot be concealed by the fact that
the new law was enacted by a large majority including, significantly, Kyriakos
Mitsotakis160, leader of the main opposition party ND (Hellenic Parliament 2016d,
10266) and several other opposition MPs161. Two are the most striking features of
this debate. First, less than a fifth of the several MPs who took the floor mentioned
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principle of the new authority’s functional independence.

it162. Second, although a few paid lip service to it, none of them made an explicit and
detailed statement on the principle on which this key reform is based. Rather, they
preferred to bemoan what they see as the loss of sovereignty which, in their eyes, this
reform entails for the country163 with two senior opposition MPs going as far as to say
that IAPR will not be independent - ‘it will be controlled more by the foreigners’164.
The majority’s main line of defence was to a) attack ND and PASOK for behaving in
the past in ways that made this reform necessary, b) point out that tax policy (such as
tax rates, the progressive nature of the tax system, the scope of the tax base etc.)
remained under the minister’s remit and c) note that the issue of the new institution’s
constitutionality had been resolved165. This indicates that this major reform is not
couched in deep and broad consensus within the Greek political élite. Rather, the
support it had in Parliament at the point of its enactment was as shallow as it was
broad.
Status
Underlining their importance, the new law enunciates, at its very beginning, IAPR’s
‘functional independence’ and its ‘administrative and financial autonomy’ while the
corresponding regulatory impact assessment pointedly notes that the objective of the
new system is increase the effectiveness and efficiency of the public revenue
administration ‘by making it independent from political changes’ (Ministry of
Finance n.d., 2). The same provision (Art. 1 para. 2) clearly states that the new
authority (a) is not subject to any control or oversight on the part of government
institutions, state bodies or other administrative authorities but (b) is subject to
parliamentary control. Functional independence refers to its actual operation and
decisions, while administrative and financial autonomy refer to its internal
organisation, structure, human and budgetary resources. The point about functional
independence is made repeatedly in various provisions of IAPR’s founding law. The
new authority has no legal166 personality (Art. 1 para. 1).
Institutional set-up
The authority’s governing institutions are (i) the management board and (ii) the
governor. The Management Board comprises the chairman, and four members.
They all serve for a term of five167 years that is renewable once and, tellingly, lasts
longer than the government’s maximum term of office which is four years. Their
duty is to promote the achievement of the authority’s objectives. They must act on
the basis of the principles of objectivity and impartiality (Art. 8 paras 4-5). The
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The debate on IAPR was part of a debate on a broader (‘omnibus’) bill which largely related to
unpopular measures such as tax rises and who controls the nation’s assets that were being placed in
the portfolio of a new asset holding company.
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See, e.g. PASOK MPs Koutsoukos and Baryiotas (Hellenic Parliament 2016c, 10077, 10172
respectively), Skandalidis, Arvanitidis and Konstantopoulos (Hellenic Parliament 2016d, 10184,
10194, 10195 respectively).
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That was Yannis Koutsoukos (PASOK MP, former employee of the Ministry of Finance and former
head of ADEDY, the umbrella organization that covers all public sector unions (Hellenic Parliament
2016d, 10242). His party’s leader, Fofi Gennimata shared this view (Hellenic Parliament 2016d,
10271).
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To that effect, Finance Minister Tsakalotos introduced an amendment to the bill mainly to indicate
that the IAPR has no legal personality, a point which is explicitly made in Art. 1 of IAPR’s founding
law (see below).
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On its precise legal status see (Dimitriou n.d., 22-23, Koutnatzis n.d., 14, esp. fn. 43).
167
The terms of office of the first members of the board are staggered (Art. 8 para. 2).

members of the management board must be highly qualified and experienced168
persons of high standing in areas that relate to the authority’s activity. The law
introduces a very wide range of exclusions169 crucial amongst which – in yet another
break with the past – is the exclusion of any person who is serving or has served
(during the current or the previous parliamentary term) as a member of the Greek or
the European Parliament, the government or the executive institutions of a political
party or has been a parliamentary candidate during the same period (Art. 8 para. 10).
In terms of the authority’s operation, the management board offers general guidelines
and has veto power over the authority’s strategic and operational planning as well as
the annual report (Art. 9 para. 1; Art. 22). This shows that it is meant to act as a
veritable check vis-à-vis the authority’s powerful head (the governor – see below).
This is further highlighted by its veto power over the compatibility of the authority’s
strategic and operational plans with the governor’s performance contract which it is
also charged with monitoring. In addition, it has simple opinion rights over the
authority’s draft budget and monitors its execution. In relation to the authority’s
internal organisation and personnel, the management board has veto power over the
authority’s personnel policy and its implementation (which it also monitors) and the
authority’s internal organisation (including any revisions thereof) and rulebook (Art. 9
paras. 2-3). Specifically, its ascent is needed for the development and implementation
of the authority’s personnel recruitment, its promotion and remuneration170 systems,
the personnel’s qualitative and quantitative assessment, the internal re-allocation of
personnel and the definition and re-definition of appointment criteria. The board also
has veto power over the authority’s internal organisation and rulebooks as well as
their major171 reforms.
The authority’s single most powerful officeholder is its Governor (Art. 13) who
serves a five-year term (renewable once if supported by the finance minister as well
as a two-thirds majority inside the management board). The governor (the authority’s
veritable head) is not a member of the board (but attends its meetings) and has no
voting rights. The qualifications and other requirements – including the exclusions –
that apply to the management board’s members also apply to the governor. She
operates and is remunerated on the basis of a performance contract that includes both
qualitative and quantitative goals. Her remuneration can be as high as the
remuneration of the country’s supreme court (Areios Pagos – Άρειος Πάγος) chair’s
(approx. 6000 euros gross per month) thus potentially making her one of the highest
paid public servants in Greece. The magnitude of her powers is demonstrated by the
way in which the law defines them: all powers that relate to the operation of the
authority except those that have been explicitly granted to its management board (Art.
14 para. 1).
A very significant development is the governor’s almost complete freedom of action
in relation to the management of the authority’s personnel resources. His powers
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At least ten years of experience is the formal requirement.
Predictably, they must also have a strong tax compliance record, should not be amongst the
authority’s functionaries, must not have been sacked as a result of disciplinary proceedings from any
public sector body or have been barred by a professional body. They are also barred from performing
any duties or functions that are incompatible with their authority-related duties.
170
Bonuses included.
171
As, for example, in the creation or abolition of directorates general, regional units etc.
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include the right to choose the heads of various units, shape the criteria for personnel
recruitment172 and management (including promotion and bonuses), personnel
assessment, and the system for internal performance management (Art. 14). The
governor also has the power to shape and revise the authority’s internal structure
(unlike the previous regime; see supra, section on the 2nd MoU) – and allocate and reallocate resources - but, crucially, must do so on the basis of modern public
management techniques such as specific job descriptions.173
Finally, the other major individual officeholder is the Expert (Εµπειρογνώµονας) who
is appointed only during the first five years of the authority’s life so as to offer to the
management board expert advice in relation to best practice on the basis of experience
of tax matters that the officeholder has obtained abroad. She has the right to attend
the meetings of the management board and obtain the information needed for the
discharge of her duties but has no voting rights. She is subject to the same probity
requirements as the other major officeholders and her term of office can be extended
once for another five years if the finance minister so decides on the management
board’s proposal.
Selection and appointment procedures
Both the management board’s members and the governor are – unlike the expert174 –
appointed on the basis of an open competition175 (Art. 10). The board’s members are
selected by a high-ranking, independent, special committee where government
appointees are in a minority176. The committee establishes – on the basis of
predetermined and objective criteria – a short list comprising twice the number of
posts to be filled. The finance minister selects from that list their preferred candidates
subject to the approval of Parliament’s Committee on Institutions and Transparency.
If the latter objects with regards to one or more candidates, the finance minister
proposes other shortlisted candidates. The members of the management board are
subsequently formally appointed by the finance minister. During the first of their
regular monthly meetings they elect the board’s chair (Art. 12 para. 2).
The same high-ranking special committee leads in the selection of the governor (Art.
15). It establishes a short list of four candidates on the basis of objective, predefined
criteria. The management board ranks the top two candidates and makes
recommendation to the finance minister who chooses and appoints the governor and
states the factors that led her to that decision.
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Nevertheless, these must be submitted to ASEP, in line with separate extant legislation.
See the sub-section on implementation.
174
The finance minister chooses and appoints one candidate from a short list of three proposed by the
European Commission.
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As defined by articles 1-6 of Law 3861/2010.
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It comprises the head of the Supreme Council for Civil Personnel Selection (ΑΣΕΠ) as chair, the
head of the Parliament’s Budget Office, the head of the country’s Fiscal Council, the Finance
Ministry’s Secretary General for Public Finance, an academic chosen by the finance minister, and
(only for the first seven years of the authority’s life) two representatives of the European
Commission. Among those, only the head of the Parliament’s Budget Office, the Finance Ministry’s
Secretary General for Public Finance and the academic chosen by the finance minister are very likely
to have strong links to the ruling majority. The head (‘co-ordinator’) of Parliament’s Budget Office
is nominated by the Speaker (to whom he also reports) after an open call for applications, and is then
chosen by Parliament’s Internal Rules of Procedure Committee, i.e. the ruling majority (see Speaker
of the Hellenic Parliament 2014, art. 5).
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Members of the management board can be sacked by the Cabinet on a reasoned
proposal of the finance minister but the reasons for this decision are restricted177. The
governor can be dismissed for the same reasons on the basis of ‘undisputed’ and
‘objective’ facts (Art. 16) but the process differs. If these facts exist, the management
board is required to set the process in motion by making a reasoned proposal to the
finance minister who then has the power to make her own proposal to the Cabinet.
Only the Cabinet can dismiss the governor. The finance minister has the right to ask
(at any time) the management board for its opinion as to whether there is real
evidence that constitutes grounds for the governor’s dismissal.
Powers
IAPR’s powers (Art. 2 paras, 1-3) include the totality of its predecessor’s powers as
well as all those mentioned in other laws (which, curiously, have not been codified on
the occasion of this law’s enactment) and those that will be granted to it in the future.
In particular, the new law highlights - in addition to the standard powers to determine
and collect tax and custom revenues and other public revenues, the monitoring of tax
collection and the implementation of all relevant laws as well as the power to take and
carry out all necessary measures to that effect – the power to
(a) in terms of functional independence
• interpret all relevant applicable tax laws,
• determine its own strategic and operational plans, including goal-setting and
performance indicators
• oversee, coordinate, monitor and assess the operation of all relevant units in
relation to the strategic and operational objectives defined in its own plans,
• plan tax, customs and other relevant controls for the monitoring of all relevant
tax laws,
• assess and prioritise any control requests that it receives,
• combat tax evasion, smuggling, illicit trade, tax fraud,
• combat corruption, lack of transparency, inefficiency, low productivity and
low quality service provision encountered in public revenue, custom, and
other relevant services
• propose legislative and other measures aiming to improve tax and customs
compliance, including in relation to speeding up the collection of public
revenue
• offer its opinion on draft legislation that relates to its domain of responsibility,
• take any other action that its duties require.

•
•
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(b) In terms of administrative and financial autonomy, it has the power
to
organise its own services and manage all resources available to it,
shape and manage its own budget which, crucially for the authority’s
autonomy, enjoys a significant degree of protection under the new law178

They include conflict of interest, health issues, running for parliament, major misdemeanors such as
breach of confidentiality, abuse of position for personal or commercial gain etc. Any member of the
management board who has been sacked can appeal against their dismissal in front of the country’s
top administrative court.
178
The law creates a ‘floor’ under that budget by stipulating that it cannot be smaller than 95 per cent
of the average ordinary appropriations made for the authority during the previous three years (Art. 19
para. 3, 3rd indent).

•

develop, update, maintain (or purchase) and utilise the IT system that it needs
in the context of a broader IT and e-government strategy.

Crucially, the new law repeats the previous law’s (see Chapter 3) prohibition of the
redistribution of any of these powers from IAPR to government ministers or other
government institutions by any means other than an act of parliament (Art. 2 para. 4).
This reminder of a key constitutional principle in a major piece of legislation such as
this underlines both the creditors’ lack of trust vis-à-vis the Greek governments and
their awareness of past (inherently unconstitutional) practice.
An entire section of the new law is dedicated to the central issue of the new
authority’s functional independence. Art. 3 reiterates the absence of hierarchical
control and administrative oversight on the part of the government or other public or
private institutions, and highlights the personal and functional independence that the
new authority’s key officeholders (Chairman, Governor, Management Board, Expert)
enjoy. Indeed, it stipulates that they are bound only by the law and their conscience.
A clear line of accountability is established in relation to parliament (Art. 4): IAPR’s
key officeholders are obliged (if asked) to testify in parliament but can also do so on
their own initiative. In addition, the authority is obliged to keep the finance minister
regularly informed by providing aggregate data so that she can carry out her duties. A
major reform introduced by the new law concerns reporting procedures and a new line
of accountability. The authority’s annual report is adopted on the governor’s proposal
and needs the management board’s assent. It is submitted to the prime minister, the
finance minister and the parliamentary speaker. It is subject to a debate in the
parliament’s Finance Committee. Crucially, unlike in the past when the report had to
be submitted to parliament by the finance minister, the new arrangement no longer
requires the minister’s intervention. As a result, the new arrangement establishes a
direct line of accountability between the revenue authority and parliament. In
addition, the authority’s strategic plan is submitted to the Parliament’s Speaker.
Accountability to parliament is a major innovation introduced in 2016 but also one
that is incomplete as we indicate in the next section of this chapter.
The finance minister is explicitly barred from exercising any hierarchical control or
oversight. Nevertheless, s/he retains the right to make strategic proposals and offer
strategic guidelines for the implementation of the government’s tax policy but not in
relation to organisational, functional or personnel matters. In a clear and significant
break with the past,
(a) the finance minister is prohibited from asking for information or providing
binding instructions in relation to specific cases179 and
(b) in case of a disagreement between the minister and IAPR’s governor in
relation to the implementation of tax policy, the matter is referred to the
authority’s management board (Art. 5 para. 4), thus underlining IAPR’s
functional independence.
Government ministers must also inform, in due course, the authority of any draft
legislative provisions relating to the authority’s remit but the authority’s opinion is
not binding on the relevant government minister. Conversely, prior to making
horizontal decisions and issuing circulars regarding the interpretation and
enforcement of tax law, the authority informs the minister so that she can issue a non179

This prohibition applies also to the management board (Art. 9 para. 6).

binding opinion or express her views.
The new authority’s functional independence is further enhanced by the fact that its
internal operation is based on the internal rulebooks that are issued by its own
governor subject to the agreement of the management board (Art. 6 para. 3). The law
also provides for an internal institutional arrangement that
(a) seeks to promote the authority’s functional independence, administrative and
financial autonomy in relation to the rest of the government apparatus,
(b) creates internal checks vis-à-vis
(c) an otherwise very powerful head (governor).
Decision making procedures
The authority’s internal rules of procedure determine the details of the decision
making process but the quorum for a meeting of the Management Board is, by law,
four, decisions require the support of the absolute majority of present members and in
case of a tie, the Governor has the casting vote (IAPR 2017b, Art. 5-7, art. 6 para. 1
respectively). As regards transparency, meetings are minuted but are not public
(IAPR 2017b, art. 5. Para. 4θ).
Goal-setting and reporting procedures
Detailed revenue goals are set annually by the finance minister and are indicated in
the country’s annual budget. Reporting procedures are set out in great detail in the
new law (Art. 20). IAPR keeps the finance minister periodically informed via its
quarterly reports also with regards to issues that it encounters during its operation.
The finance minister has the right to hold regular (monthly) as well as extraordinary
hearings with the governor. In addition, the prime minister, the finance minister and
the parliamentary speaker have the right to ask for and obtain special reports on issues
that fall in the authority’s scope (Art. 20 para. 2). The authority must also publish
online its strategic and operational plans alongside targets, performance indicators,
and monthly developments (including monthly reports on the state of revenue
collection). IAPR must also publish a detailed annual report and the corresponding
plan which will then feed into its operational plan.
However, IAPR’s insulation is not unfettered. Key here is the finance minister’s (and
various finance ministry units’) direct access (under Art. 37) to aggregate data that
IAPR holds in its management information system180. If further information is
needed, IAPR is required to provide it as a matter of priority. This is key both in
relation to the minister’s ability to set targets a) that IAPR is required to achieve
(which is crucial in the context of the medium-term budgeting that developments in
the governance of the Euro area dictate, including the operation of Greece’s Fiscal
Council (Hellenic Parliament 2014b) but also b) in relation to the content of the
governor’s employment contract.
In terms of internal goal-setting, the governor sets the qualitative and quantitative
goals as well as the priorities of each unit alongside the measurement methodology
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The law that established IAPR was revised in 2016 so as to compel the Authority to provide
individual-level aggregate data but only after individual tax reference numbers have been digitally
concealed (Hellenic Parliament 2016b, art. 105). Access to this sort of data had caused tensions
while Harry Theoharis was the head of the then semi-autonomous SGPR since this information
would facilitate the design of better-targeted audits (see Chapter 3, Reporter.gr 2015).

and the timeframe for their implementation. Linked to the governor’s power to set
internal goals is her power to select the heads of units and assess them on the basis of
their performance. The criteria are set out in detail in the new law (Art. 26) and relate
to the selection and term of office of senior officials (like directors general, directors
and deputy directors) as well as mid-ranking ones such as heads of unit. They are
chosen by the governor of a term of 1-3 years (renewable once). Crucially, the
governor has the power to end these officials’ term of office on the basis of either
their performance or other reasons (Art. 27 para. 3). The authority’s personnel are
either permanent civil servants or contractual agents181. Their remuneration is subject
to performance-based rewards such as bonus payments182.
Implementing the new institutional set-up
The implementation of these reforms is well under way. The members of the
management board have been appointed, crucially with the support of the main
opposition party183 (Kathimerini 2016b). Τhe Governor has already started using his
power to select key post-holders (such as the Director General for Tax
Administration, whom he chose in March 2017 and to move others who had failed to
meet key targets (IAPR 2017c, Kathimerini 2016a, European Commission 2017a, 12).
Moreover, the Governor has already a) identified the senior posts where staff needs to
rotate across geographical areas so as to ensure that existing close relations between
them, tax consultants and tax payers are broken up as far as possible (IAPR Governor
2017) and b) started using these powers to rotate this staff, starting from senior
officials who had been in the same post for 10 years (CNN Greece 2019). The
Governor has already started reporting directly to Parliament (see, for example, IAPR
2017a). The IAPR has issued its revised medium-term strategic plan as well as its
annual operation plans (IAPR 2017g, d). Although the Governor signed his contract
in December 2017, it is not a public document (European Commission 2018a, 43)
despite the fact that (according to IAPR’s founding law184) it contains the qualitative
and quantitative targets that the Governor must strive to achieve as well as the annual
bonus that the Governor will receive if s/he exceeds these targets or meets the public
revenue administration’s key performance indicators that the same contract stipulates
(see below). The IAPR is already working on the basis of quantitative targets but it is
also pursuing a rather active media campaign indicating that it is well aware of both
the geographical areas185, the economic sectors - such as the hotel industry and
tourism more broadly (To Vima 2017c, b) – as well as the social groups (such as
lawyers, doctors) where tax evasion and avoidance are rife. In response, the IAPR is
increasingly using modern techniques such as risk-based compliance strategies and
181

Operating under private law provisions.
Finally, an amendment introduced by Finance Minister Tsakalotos when the bill was being debated
in parliament limits to five per cent the number of IAPR staff who can be temporarily placed in
ministerial offices, political party HQs or in MPs’ offices and this decision requires the Governor’s
assent. This is a very important defence mechanism because politically connected public sector
employees often serve in posts that have nothing to do with either real needs or their skills. For
example, teachers serve in MP’s offices.
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C. Kotsogiannis, Professor of Economics at the University of Exeter, is the chairman. G.
Theodorakopoulos, a member of the state’s legal councelling team is the vice chairman. Two
university professors (an economist and a civil law expert) and an economics researcher are its
members (IAPR n.d.).
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See Art. 13 para. 7.
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The islands of Mykonos and Santorini which the Governor visited at the peak of the holiday season
in August 2017 exemplify this point (IAPR 2017e).
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cross-checking electronically available information from the country’s banking
system) to better target its activity, whilst it is also building an e-register of each
taxpayer’s assets so that the public revenue administration is better able to crosscheck cases of potential tax avoidance and evasion (To Vima 2017e, c,
Khadjinikolaou 2019a). Moreover in a significant and long overdue move that seeks
to tackle the illicit fuel trade186, secondary legislation has been enacted to compel
petrol stations to provide IAPR automatically key sales data at the end of each
business day (Ministry of Finance 2018). This means that IAPR will possess crucial
information that it will then cross-check against other data (such as tax returns) and
thus capture significant segments of this (lucrative) illicit trade. This is a reform that
has been announced more than once by past governments but also one that has been
delayed due to lack of political will. Moreover, its internal affairs department has
been conducting checks on IAPR staff’s finances so as to detect irregularities or cases
of unexplained enrichment (Efimerida Ton Syntakton 2017a).
Despite vehement objections and a boycott from staff unions, the Authority has also
presented its plans for the initial assessment of its own personnel (combined with
concrete job descriptions) which was a requirement under the terms of the third
bailout agreement (IAPR 2017f, To Vima 2017d, a). As of 2018, this assessment is to
be carried out annually. However, the enabling legislation that is required for the
implementation of grading, remuneration and performance assessment tailored to the
IAPR has not yet been enacted although – as the Commission points out – ‘[t]he
reform is vital to enhance IAPR’s prospects to attract highly-qualified staff and to
allow for their development and progression’ (European Commission 2018b, 18).
Although by the end of 2018 the IAPR had already drafted the corresponding bill and
conducted an internal consultation (4-20 December 2018) on it alongside the requisite
accompanying materials that relate to the principles and objectives of the Authority’s
HR management system, job descriptions etc. (see the materials in IAPR 2018), by
the time the European Commission published its second report since the end of the
third adjustment programme, the legislative changes that are required to carry out this
key reform had still not been adopted and, as a consequence, the first step in the
process of linking grading to job descriptions had not been taken (European
Commission 2019b, 5 and 22 respectively). This is an important aspect of the new
authority. So, it deserves greater attention.
The effort to introduce job descriptions started in 2013, when the institution was
semi-autonomous, on the basis of self-reform, but this effort bore no meaningful
results (Liargova 2018, 56). As the corresponding literature indicates, self-reform is
extremely hard or even impossible to carry out. This is so for two principal reasons.
First, organisational actors (distinct staff groups in a given organisation) are active
participants in the problem that the reform seeks to address. As a consequence, the
proposals they make are not deprived of selfish, ulterior motives though this does not
necessarily mean that such groups cannot, under certain conditions, play the role of
change agents. In any case, intra-organisational perspectives are useful only when
they are combined with external ones that are deprived of the biases that are inherent
in the internal operation of the organisation. Several scholars underline the fact that
both the external and the internal environment of organisations co-define the
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The corresponding primary legislation was enacted in 2009 but very long delays followed
(Kathimerini 2013a, e).

dynamics of reform policies (Painter and Pierre 2005, Kuhlmann 2006) and more
precisely the practice of change management (van Witteloostuijn, Jacobs, and
Christe-Zeyse 2013). Secondly, organisational reform is a supremely specialised
function that requires expertise (Spanou 2018). Often this expertise is not available
within the organisation that is being reformed (Pardo del Val and Clara 2003). So,
external advice and expertise are normally entirely necessary (Tsekos and
Triantafyllopoulou 2018, Monastiriotis and Antoniades 2009). In light of this, it
comes as no surprise that, as (Liargova 2018, 57-58) concludes, the effort to carry out
the mandated job descriptions will continue under the guidance of the IMF and in
collaboration with the external partners of the European Commission’s DG TAXUD,
and will bear real and practical results now that the IAPR has become an independent
authority.
There are other problems, besides those that relate to the introduction of job
descriptions. There is evidence of delays in relation to other key internal reforms that
aim to increase IAPR’s effectiveness. As the European Commission noted in its first
post-programme report – based on EMU’s enhanced surveillance regime – published
in November 2018 these relate to the following:
a) increasing IAPR’s staff to the target (for 2018) of 12,000 has not been
achieved because of delays in the recruitment of 548 new tax collectors and
customs officials through an open competition that started in April 2017 and
delays in recruiting a further 250 staff via an ongoing mobility scheme across
the Greek civil service;
b) IAPR’s Reform Action Plan had not yet been finalised due to a ‘protracted
consultation period’ with the Ministry of Finance and this delay has had a
knock-on effect on key actions such as (i) fostering even further the
automation of obligations requiring physical presence at IAPR offices; (ii)
improving tax compliance by redesigning operation and audit processes and
iii) improving the institution’s HR Management System and IT infrastructure)
(European Commission 2018b, 17-9).
The European Commission’s second report after the end of the third adjustment
programme paints a mixed picture in February 2019, i.e. two years after IAPR’s
formal establishment. On the one hand, the Reform Action Plan was eventually
adopted, progress was also made in terms of IT-related reforms, the additional funds
that are required for the supplementary remuneration part of the IAPR’s HR reform
have been included in the 2019 budget and steps have been taken to protect IAPR
officials from malicious legal action taken by taxpayers. Moreover, the country’s
public revenue administration has obtained access to a much greater array of
information regarding taxpayers’ assets, including deposit boxes, loans etc. and can
thus conduct better targeted and more effective audits (Khadjinikolaou 2019b). On
the other hand, overall staffing levels actually decreased to 11,492 (from 11,633).
This reduction is the result of higher than expected departures (primarily via
retirement), delays in ongoing recruitment of tax and customs officials (a delay that is
due to other government priorities187), ‘a relatively high rejection rate of offers
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As the Commission reported in February 2019, the delay is due to the government’s decision to
prioritise the recruitment of permanent personnel to deal with waste management at local and
regional levels (European Commission 2019b, 33). Although it can certainly be argued that this
decision is in the public interest (public health), it is also true that with European, legislative,
regional and local elections due to take place in 2019, the ruling party’s electoral prospects were also

extended by IAPR to successful candidates’ as well as the fact that the recently
established mobility scheme ‘has not yet resulted in the expected number of transfers
to IAPR’ but the government maintains that the target (12,500 staff) will be met by
the end of 2019 (an election year) partly through a) measures aiming to ease the
transfer of staff to IAPR via the mobility scheme and b) finalising the HR reform
aiming to enable IAPR to attract and maintain its staff. Despite the higher than
expected retirements, the average age of IAPR staff remains rather high and the
authority’s own estimates indicate that it will not reach the aforementioned target of
12,500 staff by the end of 2019 (European Commission 2019b, 5, 31 and 33).
Finally, in July 2018 the Finance Minister and the Minister for Administrative Reorganisation decided that IAPR staff that fails when appraised will be transferred to
the Finance Ministry (Minister of Finance and Minister for Administrative Reorganisation 2018). Under the mobility scheme that is already in operation, the
officials who fail to make the grade could – in theory – be re-allocated to other
segments of the public sector (instead of remaining in a key ministry’s HQ) but the
electoral costs that this move would entail for the ruling parties, especially in the runup to the 2019 election, are prohibitive. It is worth noting that these delays occurred
despite a) the fact that progress is a requirement for the disbursal of approximately
€700m of funding (Kathimerini 2018) and b) the discouraging signal it sends to extant
effective and well-qualified staff and young graduates who may wish to pursue a
career in the civil service in general and IAPR in particular. The fact that several
months after the formal end of the third adjustment programme – and despite being
subject to the EMU’s enhanced surveillance regime – the Greek government needs to
be put under pressure to remain in the reform path, indicates the relevance of the
external incentives model outlined in Chapter 1.

How does the Independent Authority for Public Revenue compare to the past?
Innovations and pitfalls
Since the core objective of the reform was to sever the link between the government
and the country’s public revenue administration, to what extent does the new
institutional arrangement achieve this objective. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 depict the key
stages of the processes whereby IAPR’s key officeholders are appointed.
Figure 4.1: The appointment of IAPR’s Management Board
around here
Figure 4.2: The appointment of IAPR’s Governor
around here
The first striking element of the new system is the dramatic reduction of the role of
the government in the appointment of the public revenue administration’s key
officeholders. This is the quintessential characteristic of depoliticisation. The rest
served by the recruitment of nearly 9000 staff, including from the very large pool of low-skilled
unemployed persons who were particularly hit by the crisis.

(functional independence, administrative and financial autonomy) are its derivatives.
While the finance minister chooses both the members of the Management Board and
the Governor, they must pick them from a list of candidates that is i) prepared by a
body over which they do not have direct and complete control and ii) that list is
established on the basis of objective and pre-determined criteria. This dramatically
increases the transparency of the new system and clearly delineates it from the past, as
does the requirement of an open call which – until the onset of the crisis - was entirely
unheard of in this segment of the Greek state apparatus. The purpose of transparency
is also served much better under the new system since the finance minister must
provide reasons for their choice of governor and (in the case of the Management
Board) a parliamentary committee is involved. Indeed, Parliament has veto power in
the appointment of the members of the Management Board. On the contrary, it is
entirely absent from the process of appointing the Governor (see below).
The role of the Management Board is key in three senses, all of which directly
promote the objective of depoliticisation. In addition to the high-ranking,
independent committee that is central in both appointment processes, the Management
Board intervenes directly in the Governor’s appointment before the finance minister’s
ultimate decision. It does so by a) whittling the top four candidates down to two and
b) ranking the remaining top two candidates thus further channeling the minister’s
discretion. This means that it has the opportunity to block any candidates who have a
party political affiliation (and/or agenda) if such candidates make it on to the initial
list (see below) and place the onus on the minister to alter the ranking, a decision that
the minister must then explain. Crucially, in case of conflict between governor and
minister in the course of the implementation of tax policy (which is when an
independent public revenue administration is likely to make decisions that the ruling
majority will dislike), the matter is referred to the Management Board which,
therefore, has the opportunity to protect the governor from ministerial pressure and
can also serve as the source of advice (its other role) in terms of best practice etc.
Finally, the Management Board has veto power over the content of the Governor’s
annual report to the prime minister, the finance minister and parliament. This means
not only that – as indicated above – a new and direct line of accountability is
established between the revenue administration and parliament – but also a quasifilter is created. So, if the governor chooses to ‘massage’ the report so as to unduly
please the ruling majority, the Management Board has an opportunity (and a duty) to
intervene and thus protect the revenue administration’s functional independence.
These powers, composition and appointment process differ markedly from those of its
predecessor (the advisory board that was established in 2013 (see Chapter 3)). The
current arrangement goes much further in the direction of a) depoliticisation and b)
strengthening the organisation’s internal capability and overall credibility.
As regards the durability of the depoliticisation agenda, in institutional terms there is
cause for concern. The special, high-ranking committee that plays a central role in
the appointment of IAPR’s top officeholders is currently composed of seven
members. Government appointees are currently in a minority but this is certain to last
only for the first seven years of IAPR’s operation for that is how long the European
Commission’s two representatives will sit on the committee in question. Since it is
not yet known who (or if) will take their place thereafter, and in light of the fact that –
as the rhetoric used by parliamentarians during the enactment of IAPR’s founding law
(including by those who voted for it) indicates – the authority is likely to remain a

symbol of external imposition in the eyes of the country’s political élite, a future
government that wants to reduce the authority’s functional independence does not
have to do much to achieve that effect. All it has to do is leave the law as it currently
stands. In that scenario, the government appointees on the committee (namely the
head of the Parliament’s Budget Office, the Finance Ministry’s Secretary General for
Public Finance and the academic who is chosen by the finance minister) will actually
form the majority. This means that the ruling majority will have an opportunity to
shape the outcomes of the appointment of both the Management Board and the
Governor. Arguably, in that eventuality, the risk for the depoliticisation agenda could
be fatal. As a consequence, a real test will be the handling of this issue when it arises.
Will the future majority that will need to decide whether to replace the two European
Commission officials choose officials with credentials of objectivity or not? One
alternative way to resolve this issue would be to reduce the size of the committee to
four with the chair (ex officio the head of ASEP) having the casting vote. In any case,
the endurance of the depoliticisation agenda remains to be tested in a country where,
during the crisis and in spite of external pressure for reform and some initial steps
aiming to reduce favouritism at the top échelons of the civil service, the
corresponding scores remain relatively poor and ‘the number of political appointees
has increased since 2015 reaching close to 60%’, totaling 2495 according to the
government’s own figures (European Commission 2019a, 56).
It is, however, important to note that the aforementioned appointment processes are
not the only innovations that promote and may sustain the depoliticisation agenda in
the future. The extensive use of quantitative targets and other modern management
techniques, including risk-based targeting of audits, the rotation of key personnel, job
description and job evaluation within the organisation etc. are necessary complements
of and have the capacity to support the efforts of independent-minded members of the
Management Board and Governor. These techniques and instruments – if used
appropriately and systematically – can inject a large (and in Greece’s case desperatly
needed) degree of objectivity in the operation of the public revenue administration.
This objectivity is a key part of the reasoning that underpins the depoliticisation
agenda and is meant to act as an antidote to the pressure for ‘special treatment’.
As indicated in the preceding section, one of the most significant innovations
introduced in 2016 is the new line of accountability that links IAPR directly to the
Hellenic Parliament. The new arrangement deals with an anomaly of the previous
regime (2012-2016) whereby the minister was accountable to Parliament but was not
(frustratingly for at least two former ministers) in a position to direct the public
revenue administration (Varoufakis 2017, 163 and 502; interview, Athens, 4 April
2017). The authority’s annual report – once adopted on the governor’s proposal and
with the management board’s assent - is submitted (without the finance minister’s
involvement) not only to the prime minister and the finance minister but also the
Parliament’s Speaker who occupies the third most senior position in the entire Greek
polity. The annual report is then subject to a debate in the parliament’s Finance
Committee in the presence of IAPR’s governor who is thus held to account directly
by parliamentarians. The publication of the report and the televised debates in the
Parliament’s Finance Committee certainly serve the purpose of transparency. This is
a key requirement in the process of holding to account any authority that operates at
arm’s length from the elected government of the country. While it is not likely that
the public at large will take a direct interest in the figures and other kinds of

information that these reports contain, transparency is served because the media, civil
society organisations and others can then raise in public, both within parliament and
beyond, issues of effectiveness, due process etc. in line with the theoretical arguments
used by the supporters of NMIs in advanced liberal democracies (see Introduction).
The adversarial or even confrontational nature of Greek politics and political culture
and the classification of the Greek parliament among the ‘talking shops’ (as opposed
to the ‘working parliaments’) (Alivizatos 1990, Polsby 1975) are two key traits of
representative democracy in Greece. The country’s Third Republic is characterised
by stable single-party governments, underpinned by robust parliamentary majorities
and internally disciplined political parties. Coalition governments are a new (post2011) phenomenon. The institutional consequences of this new political reality are
twofold. First, the conflict between majority and minority has replaced the conflict
between the executive and the legislature (Katrougalos and Mavromoustakou 2003)
which reproduces the majority’s hegemony in the operation of the Greek parliament.
Second, parliament has become the main forum for the publicisation and reproduction
of political conflict between government and opposition. Parliament’s scrutiny of
independent authorities in general, and IAPR in particular, have suffered, as a
consequence.
Under Parliament’s rules of procedure, each independent authority submits its annual
report for the purposes of parliamentary scrutiny that is conducted either by the
Committee for Institutions and Transparency or any other relevant (sectoral)
committee. In addition, each independent authority may also submit (on its own
volition) special, topical reports for scrutiny. Parliamentary committees may request
these authorities to submit reports on matters ‘of general interest’. Parliamentary
committees submit their own conclusions to the Speaker who subsequently transmits
them to the relevant minister(s) and authority. The same committees also have the
power to take evidence from ministers and any other individual or public officeholder
(including heads of independent authorities). However, this scrutiny is incomplete
because parliament does not have the formal power to sanction these officials, e.g. by
dismissing them (Kaminis 2002, 101-102). This applies to IAPR’s Governor too. So,
it is not apposite to refer to the current institutional arrangement as ‘parliamentary
scrutiny’ but a kind of accountability process aiming to inject a degree of
transparency in IAPR’s operation (Botsis 2007, 366). In other words, the main aim of
this feeble mechanism ‘is that agencies inform and communicate with the legislature
rather than the latter scrutinizing the former’ (Psygkas 2017, 138).
In addition the Hellenic Parliament does not have the requisite expertise and
experience to genuinely hold IAPR to account. Its Scientific Service (the institution’s
pool of internal, permanent expertise) is dominated by lawyers thus reproducing the
legalistic ethos that underpins public policies and public policy making in Greece.
Other kinds of expertise are needed since lawyers are not trained, for example, to
conduct cost-benefit analyses or price or tax elasticities etc. It is also unclear if
Parliament’s Budget Office (created in 2011) and the information that the country’s
Fiscal Council can provide can genuinely enable MPs to play their part in the new
arrangement. For example, we know already that committees of the Hellenic
Parliament do not produce genuine reports on the operation of independent and
regulatory agencies. Rather, they call ‘reports’ the minutes of their meetings (Passas
2011). Despite these major weaknesses, the current system is not necessarily

‘toothless’. Rather, IAPR’s founding law creates opportunities for determined and
well-informed parliamentarians who are genuinely willing to hold the new institution
to account. The prevalence of new, modern management techniques that place
emphasis on the use of more objective criteria (such as quantitative targets coupled
with regular public reporting) for IAPR’s operation and internal assessment processes,
also offer opportunities to parliamentarians who, armed with this evidence, can hold
the Governor to account.
On that front there is a long way in two senses. First, the focus of parliamentary
scrutiny must shift to the substance, i.e. the protection of the public interest, away
from sloganeering and catering for very particular clientele. Second, given the very
significant powers that the Governor has, coupled with the quantitative targets that his
contract includes (in addition to the potential payment of performance-based
bonuses), it would be apposite to make that contract (or, at least the relevant portions
thereof188) available to the relevant parliamentary committee so that they can then a)
ascertain whether these targets have been met, b) what, if anything, needs to be done
about them either at the individual or the systemic level and even c) influence the very
same targets that the government has set in the contract. In other words, the new
system offers a first class potential opportunity to inject a real and desperately needed
dose of transparency and accountability. After all, IAPR’s founding law stipulates
(Art. 9 para. 4) that the Management Board a) has veto power over the compatibility
of these targets with the authority’s strategic and operational plans (that ensuring the
targets are realistic) and b) monitors the enforcement of the Governor’s performancebased contract. This means that the Management Board has access to the Governor’s
targets and this information is not private in a strict sense of the term.
Arguably, if Greek parliamentarians take the opportunity and start a) inquiring into
the operation of IAPR from the perspective of the public interest and b) do so
transparently and on the basis of objective criteria, no IAPR Governor found wanting
will be able to remain in post in spite of a well documented report that calls for his
resignation even in the absence of the formal power to remove him from his post. In
fact, even in the absence of the (implicit or explicit) power to get the Governor
sacked, Parliament has the ability – because of the new system’s emphasis on
transparency and quantitative targets – to shape tax collection in the public interest
through the scrutiny of IAPR’s operation. For the Governor too, the new line of
accountability directly to Parliament offers a potential bulwark against the undue
influence of external interests. The better the Parliament becomes at scrutinising
IAPR, the smaller the ability of outside influences to place the Governor under undue
pressure. Moreover, if Parliament does play its role well, IAPR’s independence will
be protected because opposition parties too will have a say in target-setting, etc.
including the protection of the authority’s status. In other words, the new system
entails the potential of transforming Parliament into IAPR’s ally in the fight against
tax evasion and avoidance thus promoting the public interest.
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We cannot see why the portion that contains the targets should not be communicated to them, given
public interest at stake. Nor is it conceivable that such targets are not actually contained in it
(interview, Athens, 5 November 2018) given that a) targets are used by the Governor to assess key
staff and b) there is another rather heavily quantitative dataset that can be used, namely the budget
itself. One alternative would be to set targets on the basis of the estimated tax gap.

Acting in that way, IAPR and Parliament can (together) address another critique of
the new arrangement. Indeed, the whole new institutional framework is based on an
one-sided understanding of where the threats to fair end effective tax collection come
from and that side is ‘politics’. The key term used to describe the problem which this
important reform seeks to address is ‘political interference’. However, private
interests are the other elephant in the room. IAPR’s founding law is almost entirely
silent on that source of undue influence despite the fact that both in the recent189 and
the more distant past, alleged favouritism and corruption were linked to very wealthy,
i.e. powerful, individuals (as well as others). Although – according to one account
(interview, Athens, 2 August 2017) – this issue was raised with EU and IMF officials,
the new arrangement’s silence on this issue is definitely striking and leaves it exposed
to criticism at least from the left of the political spectrum as well as from a populist’s
perspective. The point also relates to the selection of key officeholders. Katerina
Savvaidou’s case is a very telling one and speaks directly to the pervasive issue of
‘revolving doors’ between private interests (in this case companies that advise
wealthy clients on ‘tax optimisation’ or ‘tax planning’) and crucial public sector posts
(and back). It is not unfair to say that IAPR’s founding law is based on a shortsighted
assumption about the origin of ‘political interference’ and does not recognise the fact
that ultimately it served private interests. In that sense, the new system’s one-sided
concern with electoral democracy as a source of corruption and ineffectiveness risks
simply cutting out the proverbial ‘middle man’. In other words, for IAPR’s top
officeholders, ‘the temptations remain in place’, as a senior minister rightly noted
(interview, Athens, 9 November 2016; also interview, Athens, 5 November 2018).
Finally, there is one more critique of the reform examined in this book – or, more
accurately, the way in which it has been carried out. When the IAPR was established,
it took with it the Ministry of Finance staff who had hitherto been working in the unit
that dealt with issues of legislative initiative, i.e. the minister’s (even now) key role.
This group of officials had accumulated significant amount of expertise and
experience in drafting as well as interpreting key legal texts (varying from decrees to
ministerial decisions and circulars interpreting extant law). Given that the
interpretation of legal provisions is one of IAPR’s core functions (since interpretation
is a necessary task for any implementing body), having this expertise made sense
from the new institution’s perspective but, at the same time, this move significantly
curtails the minister’s ability to exercise his duties, especially in an area of public
policy (taxation) where extant legal provisions are dense and complex. One may well
argue that this represents no major loss since Greece’s autonomy in making tax policy
remains significantly circumscribed as long as the country operates under EMU’s
enhanced surveillance. However, the transfer of this staff also contradicts one of the
key tenets of the depoliticisation paradigm, namely the idea that elected politicians
remain in charge of making policy – only its implementation is hived off (for reasons
of credibility, efficiency etc. (see Chapter 1)) to a depoliticised body. The ministry
may well re-build its capacity in this area but this is likely to take a lot of time, after
this major loss of institutional memory.
This development speaks to a broader theme, i.e. the reality of IAPR’s relation with
the ministry in terms of policy making. In formal terms, the former is the
implementor while the latter is the policy maker. In the medium term though, reality
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Classic examples are those that are associated with Katerina Savvaidou’s dismissal (see supra).

is likely to be quite different, as the example of the Next Steps Agencies in Britain
demonstrates. As Rhodes pointed out more than 20 years ago,
[g]iven that the ‘Next Steps’ agencies will develop a near monopoly of
expertise in their policy area, given that policy often emerges from many
small decisions, it is conceivable the agency tail will wag the
departmental dog
(Rhodes 1996, 10).
This risk clearly exists in IAPR’s relationship with the Ministry of Finance. This is so
because every year the latter must prepare the country’s annual budget. Any such
budget involves not only the choice of objectives (e.g. to collect X amount from tax
Y) but also the making of forecasts (e.g. if the rate for a given tax is A, it will yield
amount B). IAPR, as the implementing agency, is likely to have a major input in this
kind of decision. If the Ministry of Finance does not posses its own capacity to make
this type of assessment, IAPR may well end up being the tail that will wag the dog.
Even if the Ministry of Finance does possess this capacity, it will always be
vulnerable to IAPR’s argument in relation to its own capability saying, for example,
‘we do not have enough staff (or any other resource) to achieve this target’. In other
words, the relationship between the two institutions is likely to be much more
balanced (not just symbiotic) than this model’s proponents would want us to believe.
The next, final chapter of this book draws on the empirical material presented in
chapters 2-4 to draw conclusions about a) the ability of each of the theoretical models
outlined in Chapter 1 to shed light on the depoliticisation of Greece’s public revenue
administration, b) Greece’s reform capacity and c) the link between conditionality and
the operation of the European Union.

Conclusion
We set out to examine the process of depoliticisation of Greece’s public revenue
administration, i.e. the gradual switch from it being an integral part of the bureaucracy
of the Greek Ministry of Finance reporting directly to the minister to a separate
authority that is functionally independent and administratively and financially
autonomous vis-à-vis the government of the day. The first section of this chapter
discusses the three hypotheses as to why this reform has happened. These are drawn
from the study of the EU’s enlargement (Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier 2005a) but
their logic is applicable here due to the similarities that we discussed in Chapter 1.
In a nutshell, we argue that while the first hypothesis which highlights the essence of
conditionality – i.e. power asymmetry between Greece on the one hand and its
partners on the other - clearly explains the choice of the direction of travel (i.e. less
ministerial control), it does not account for the ultimate destination, i.e. how far the
reform went; rather, the extent of the reform is the result of the priorities of the
government in the final stages of the negotiations as well as, more importantly,
successive Greek governments’ reactions to external pressure for reform. These
reactions exacerbated the problem of credibility and lack of trust in the eyes of the
country’s partners who, in turn, pushed the reform even further. This is why the
reform went as far as it did.

External pressure, social learning or lesson-drawing?
The first model reflects the logic of consequences. The external incentives model is
couched in rationalist bargaining where domestic actors operate as strategic utility
maximisers who are keen to preserve or enhance their welfare. The outcome of the
bargaining process reflects the relative bargaining power of the two sides. In turn, this
power mirrors the uneven distribution of a) information and b) the benefits that are
expected to derive from a specific agreement (Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier
2005b, 10). The more and better information one side has, the more able it is to shape
the outcome of bargaining and the less need one side has to reach a specific
agreement, the more power it has to achieve its objective by threatening to withhold
cooperation. In the context of the EU’s enlargement (the study of which is the basis
of these models), the rewards range from assistance to full membership of the EU.
The EU provides them if the conditions are met but withholds them in the opposite
case (reactive reinforcement or reinforcement by reward). In the presence of a
mismatch between the domestic status quo, on the one hand, and EU rules on the
other, conditionality is deployed so as to alter the incentives that support the domestic
status quo, either directly through intergovernmental bargaining, or indirectly i.e.
through the differential empowerment of the domestic actors that wanted but were
hitherto unable to bring about change. This leads to the first hypothesis: ‘a
government adopts EU rules if the benefits of EU rewards exceed the domestic
adoption costs’ (Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier 2005b, 12). The balance between

costs and benefits depends on (i) the determinacy of conditions, (ii) the size and speed
of rewards, (iii) the credibility of threats and promises, and (iv) the size of adoption
costs (Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier 2005b, 12-17).
In the context of the crisis that engulfed Greece at the end of the 2000s, the country
desperately needed and ultimately obtained unprecedented amounts of funds in
exchange for institutional and policy reforms. This means that Greece’s relationship
with its partners started from conditions of power asymmetry. This is the reason why
the process of depoliticisation started in the first place. Although there was both the
need for this specific reform and some (limited) domestic support for it, the issue of
depoliticisation did not make it on to the agenda until Greece’s partners placed it there
in early 2012. Until then, the country’s first minister of finance to face the crisis had
not even tried to place it on the agenda, largely because he knew it would be opposed
within the government. Subsequent events demonstrate that opposition and
reluctance were present throughout this period (2009-2019). Our empirical evidence
suggests that in the absence of conditionality, this reform would not have
materialised. Throughout the period examined in this book, domestic political
support for the principle of this reform was confined to two finance ministers. On the
other hand, the conditions set were quite specific. When semi-autonomy was
introduced in 2012, the law had to comply with a checklist provided by the country’s
international partners and in 2015, the MoU itself became even more specific. The
fact that, since 2012, this reform ensemble was designated as either a prior action or a
structural benchmark – i.e. a formal condition that had to be met prior to the provision
of funding – also shows that the rewards too were determinate. The fact that funding
was repeatedly withheld – indeed the programme that was attached to the second
MoU was never formally completed and the associated funding was accordingly
withheld (though for reasons that related to other aspects of the programme) – also
demonstrated clearly the credibility of the threat. Greece’s partners also took
precautions in the form of direct involvement in the selection process of the second
and third heads of the semi-autonomous public revenue administration. Finally, in
terms of adoption costs, they were identical to the status quo in financial terms (since
the public revenue administration would remain funded by the state budget) and
dwarfed in comparison to the expected rewards. In political terms, they were limited
to those (largely in the senior échelons of the staff union) who felt very strongly about
depoliticisation, but could easily be countered with reference to power asymmetry and
the fact that the public revenue administration’s depoliticisation is not an issue that
could mobilise larger segments of the Greek society, and certainly not as much as
further pension and wage cuts or job losses would be.
External pressure (i.e. power asymmetry) alone can only account for the
commencement as well as the direction of the reform, not how far the reform ended
up going. The broader context has had an impact in relation to timing, the nature of
the external constraint and the priorities of the government. Depoliticisation became
a requirement after the first MoU although it was a potential reform model way before
it. The requirement was significantly amplified in the course of 2012 but especially
after the two consequential removals from office of the first and second heads of the
(then still) semi-autonomous public revenue administration. Both hugely amplified
the Greek political élite’s credibility problem in the eyes of the country’s partners and
also made the European Commission change its stance on the issue of full
independence. The view that, in the absence of constant political interference on the

part of the Samaras administration, semi-autonomy was quite likely (possibly with
some fine tuning that all major institutional reforms need in the early stages of their
life) to have become the end result of the reform process is plausible. After all, semiautonomy is the model that prevails among the members of the Euro area. If it had
been allowed to operate and produce the intended results (which is higher rates of
collection of the taxes that had been legislated for) there is no a priori reason to
suggest that full independence would have followed. On the contrary, introducing
semi-autonomy and then acting against it generated a significant incentive for the
IMF and the EU to push the reform process further, as well as to take the extra
precautions by means of their involvement in the appointment of the second and third
heads of Greece’s public revenue administration (post-2012). Under the SYRIZAANEL government, though opposition to this reform was clear, it was not as hard.
The priority was to reduce the targeted primary budget surplus and defend the
country’s employment protections. However, there is no doubt that the dismissal of
the second head of the (then still) semi-autonomous public revenue administration
gave the final push towards further reform and the establishment of an independent
authority. This is so because the dismissal of the semi-autonomous revenue
administration’s second head effectively (coupled with public statements against
independence) equated the SYRIZA-ANEL government to its ND-PASOK
predecessor in the eyes of the country’s partners, leading the IMF’s officials to
conclude that ‘political commitment to respect the fixed-term appointment and
provide leadership stability to the revenue administration was absent from mid-2014
to early 2016, when reform progress slowed significantly’ (IMF 2017, 43).
The logic of appropriateness informs two alternative models. The social learning
model is couched in the impact of internalised identities and shared norms
(Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier 2005b, 18-20). Since the EU is a formal
organisation of a European international community that is defined by a specific
underlying common identity and is underpinned by a concrete ensemble of common
values and norms, non-members (in the case of enlargement) adopt these rules if they
regard them as appropriate, i.e. corresponding to a collective set of values, norms and
identity (Schimmelfennig 2003, 83-90). This leads to the second hypothesis: ‘a state
adopts EU rules if it is persuaded of the appropriateness of EU rules’
(Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier 2005b, 18). Unlike the previous model which relies
on bargaining about conditions and rewards, coercion and mere behavioural
adaptation, under this model adaptation depends on the legitimacy and the
appropriateness of rules, persuasion and complex learning. If such rules exist and are
clear and specific, their legitimacy determines the likelihood of their adoption.
Engagement of target governments in a deliberative process and the association of
reforms with more abstract, legitimate principles and norms that underpin the
community to which applicant states aspire to belong is a way to avoid reform being
associated with foreign imposition and the problems that are associated with the lack
of domestic programme ownership. Legitimacy is also boosted when these rules are
seen to be equitable and do not conflict with the rules of other bodies such as
international organisations. Finally, social learning is also affected by resonance.
Under this model discourse is likely to be the starting point of the process of
adaptation but the key test is formal and behavioural change (Schimmelfennig and
Sedelmeier 2005b, 20).

The crucial element of this model is programme ownership, in line with the literature
(including reports of IFI officials) on conditionality (see Chapter 1). This is also the
reason why this model is not applicable here. The support of two finance ministers
(under the first and second MoUs – see Chapters 2 and 3) does not amount to genuine
programme ownership that cuts across government and has explicit backing from the
head of the government. Particularly telling in that respect is the Samaras
administration: it legislated semi-autonomy but also a) appointed a PM’s confidant as
head of the Financial Crime Squad, b) ostracised the first head of the semiautonomous SGPR when the PM felt this would be politically expedient and c) went
on to appoint as head of the revenue administration certainly an expert but also
someone who was very close to the main ruling party. The Tsipras administration
was also quick to seize the opportunity and sack the very same person when this
opportunity arose. In that sense, both the ND-PASOK and the SYRIZA-ANEL
governments failed the key test that underpins this reform: how to react when the
semi-autonomous public revenue is headed by or operates in a way that is not of the
government’s liking. This, in and of itself, proves beyond doubt that absence of
programme ownership in relation to depoliticisation. There are two additional
reasons why this model is not applicable here. First, while within the EU several
states have semi-autonomous public revenue administrations, others (including France
and Germany) do not (see Introduction). Second, the norms that were embodied in
both semi-autonomy and full independence did not resonate with the ethos that
prevails within the Greek political élite in a country where very few public officials
resign (as Katerina Savvaidou’s case also shows). Semi-autonomous or independent
bodies (irrespective of their precise legal status) are either contested or criticised in
public or, quite often understaffed or otherwise undermined190. The two main parties
– SYRIZA and ND, on either side of the centre of the political spectrum – behaved in
a very similar way when in power:, seeking (when the opportunity arose) to place in
key posts as heads of these bodies individuals who often have the requisite expertise
but are also close to them191. This is de facto contestation of the norms embodied in
the principle of depoliticisation because if expertise and the prospect of effectiveness
were the key criterion as the notion of depoliticisation implies, proximity to political
views would not come into play at all. Put in another way, this is the first step
towards undermining depoliticisation. The risk remains in place.
Finally, social learning also relies on persuasion. The provision of technical
assistance could, in theory, become a channel through which persuasion could occur,
largely because it is provided and received by specialists. However, in Greece’s case
technical assistance too became a victim (in terms of rhetoric and perception) of the
febrile atmosphere generated by the crisis leading even influential individuals who
should know better to refer to the country’s public revenue administration as the
‘troika-dominated tax office’ (Varoufakis 2017, 479), not distinguishing between
technical assistance (whose provision was asked for and started being provided before
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In recent times one such example was ND’s use of parliamentary procedures to block the
appointment of members to the board of the National Broadcasting Council in an effort to prevent
the implementation of a media law that it opposed.
191
The appointment of Yannis Stournaras as governor of the Bank of Greece in 2014 and the
appointment of Vassiliki Thanou as head of the country’s Competition Commission in late 2018 are
emblemtic examples. Both had the requisite expertise (the former as both an academic economist
and minister of finance, the latter as former chair of the country’s Supreme Court and then as the
prime minister’s senior legal adviser) but both were close to the views of the governments that chose
them.

the first MoU was concluded) and the remainder of the adjustment programme. In
other words, this highlights the continuing relevance and impact of clientelism as a
central feature of the Greek political and administrative culture.
The final model (lesson-drawing) is couched in domestic dissatisfaction with extant
policy and/or institutions that generates a search for arrangements that operate
elsewhere. The rationalist variant of this model involves simple learning (i.e. a
change in means but not ends, as a result of new information) while the sociological
variant involves complex learning and a change of goals. This model’s key difference
from the other two models is that in this case the EU does not play the decisive role in
bringing about domestic change (Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier 2005b, 21).
Rather, conditionality can shape domestic change by setting boundaries to the range
of options that domestic actors consider or by offering a menu of acceptable models.
Consequently, a) adaptation is a domestic decision that results – not adjustment costs
– but from the perceived utility of imported solutions or b) the external incentives
model may explain the commencement and overall direction of change and lessondrawing the specific form that has been chosen. So, the third hypothesis is as follows:
‘a state adopts EU rules if it expects these rules to solve domestic policy problems
effectively’ (Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier 2005b, 22). This model presupposes
dissatisfaction with existing domestic arrangements. Proximity of and similarities
with the EU and the systems of its member states inform the search for solutions but
the transferability of rules is key. This model takes as its starting point ‘a domestic
disequilibrium in which the balance of domestic pressures favours a departure from
the status quo’ (Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier 2005b, 24) and in that sense it
differs from the external incentives model which starts from a domestic equilibrium
that is upset through the provision of the incentives that conditionality entails.
The balance of domestic forces did not favour a departure from the status quo since
2010, even when the supporters of depoliticisation included the country’s finance
minister (as was the case for most of the period between 2009 and the end of 2014).
The finance minister’s support for the model of the IRS (i.e. independence) even
before the conclusion of the first MoU is the only evidence of lesson-drawing we
have. As a consequence, the model did not apply for most of the period under
consideration. On the other hand, some evidence points in the direction of support
under the SYRIZA-ANEL government since its officials accept that interference in
operational and other decisions is a cause of poor tax collection and they (correctly)
note that it is not confined to the political segment of the country’s establishment.
However, their critique of the democratic credentials of full independence (and in
particular the fact that, although the public revenue administration is now accountable
to parliament, the latter does not have the formal power to sack the governor)
indicates dissonance, at least at the level of discourse, as does the notion that who is in
government matters most.
So, we conclude that the single most important institutional reform introduced under
the bailout agreements reflects the impact of conditionality in the sense that power
asymmetries explain both the start of the reform and the direction of its travel. In the
absence of Greece’s overwhelming need for financial assistance, none of the
aforementioned reforms (especially depoliticisation) would have occurred.
Nevertheless, the final outcome of the reform process, i.e. an operationally
independent, and financially and administratively autonomous public revenue

authority, was also shaped by successive Greek governments that actually opposed
that reform. In other words, the weaker party in that unbalanced relationship made
consequential choices thus shaping the outcome more than its share of the distribution
of power would normally lead us to expect. This consequential domestic reaction
owes much to Greece’s deficient reform capacity. We turn to it in the next section.

Greece’s reform capacity
In our review of the literature (see Introduction) we highlighted the presence of
several factors that act as effective barriers to reform and thus, when combined,
contribute to what is almost unanimously portrayed, in that literature, as Greece’s
limited reform capacity. In this section we argue that most of these factors were at
play in the reform process that we have analysed in this book and this is why we
remain rather pessimistic about the prospect of its survival in the medium term.
In light of the fact that the notion of political cost is the single biggest barrier to
reform, one would expect this reform to materialise more quickly and in a far less
problematic manner than it did in the end. This is so because in the context of a major
crisis and the country’s desperate need for financial assistance, one could argue that it
was very easy for politicians to shift blame to the IMF and the country’s European
partners. Since Greeks became acutely aware of the country’s status of utmost
dependence on its partners for the provision of financial assistance, it would also be
easy to shift the blame for tax rises too. In other words, the material conditions were
perfect for domestic political actors to shift blame and thus significantly limit the
political price (cost) they stood to pay for the introduction of this reform. This
argument could be taken a step further. Having unelected individuals in key parts of
the state apparatus could be beneficial for the government of the day by distancing it
from the ever unpopular collection of taxes. Indeed, as one official reported, she
made this point to IMF staff:
Do you have any idea about the kind of gift you are giving to the
minister? They are foolish to reject it. In this country [where ministers
rarely resign] they ought to say “yes, take the problem off my back”
(interview, Athens, 3 April 2017).
The problem with this line of reasoning is that it presupposes that the collection of
taxes is something that Greek politicians actually want to pursue, irrespective of its
links to the electoral cycle. Yet, if there is a simple truth that our analysis shows, it is
that the Greek political élite is unwilling to dissociate the electoral cycle from the
process of tax collection. This is the only logical conclusion that we can draw from
the fact that – even in the midst of this very severe economic crisis – political
proximity remained a key consideration (positively in the first of the two
consequential removals from office, negatively in the second one) in relation to who
should head the country’s public revenue administration. Given semi-autonomy, the
other route that was available to these two governments would be to change tax policy
– since the revenue administration can only implement the policy made by the
majority of the day. In the main, they opted to attack the officeholder instead. This
largely reflects another key factor that undermines Greece’s reform capacity.

In Greece much of the political process relates to and evolves around individuals,
rather than impersonal systems, structures and institutions that are built on trust.
Although Greece started from a low base, trust in impartial institutions dropped even
further during the crisis (Ervasti, Kouvo, and Venetoklis 2018). In that sense, the
politicians’ rejection of impartiality in the form of a semi-autonomous or independent
public revenue administration is a reflection of broader society’s predominant modus
operandi.
The reform process also reveals the enduring relevance of the state’s weak capacity as
demonstrated by the civil service’s inability to think, especially in conditions of crisis,
without constant, direct input from its political masters. Although the bulk of civil
servants enjoy the perks of a job for life the permanence of which is guaranteed by the
Constitution, they do not operate accordingly. In other West European countries
where the same status applies, it was fostered as a way of promoting the common
good against the whim of the rulers, including elected ones. Yet in Greece the
prevailing ethos among the central government’s civil servants is one of total inaction
in the absence of direct political input from ministers. The fact that reforms stalled
towards the end of the first adjustment programme and until the second elections of
2012 is also the consequence of the fact that ministers themselves either do not want a
genuine independent civil service or do little to foster it, when in power. This does
not make much sense for those who care about rational policy making in light of the
other key barrier to reform that permeates the Greek political system, namely the total
unwillingness and inability of the main political parties to prepare anything that
resembles an action plan in relation to specific issues prior to winning an election.
For the main parties, this is definitely not a matter of resources since they remain –
even now – well funded. Rather, this unwillingness reflects a) a particular
understanding of what democratic politics is about and b) a disdain for evidence (see
Introduction).
The prevailing view of democratic politics in Greece is built on sloganeering and
inflammatory rhetoric that portrays political opponents as enemies, rather than the
articulation of carefully considered alternative plans for action. The use of slogans as
if they had the character of actions or plans goes hand in hand with disdain for
evidence and is clearly reflected in the weakness of the national parliament in holding
the executive to account. The critique of the public revenue administration’s new line
of accountability exemplifies this logic. It is limited to the fact that parliament lacks
the formal power to sack the governor but those who articulate this critique –
including MPs of ruling parties – have not done anything to improve the new
institution’s accountability to parliament and do not even try to engage in creative
thinking, preferring instead to criticise and denounce it. For example, it is hard to see
how the governor could retain their post if a large majority of the relevant
parliamentary committee came up with carefully researched and considered evidence
presented in a report, backed up by expert opinion, indicating that much more could
have been done to increase public revenues but the governor had failed to take action.
Invoking the absence or presence of specific legal rules is another barrier to reform,
especially in the case of the public revenue administration. This means that little
effort is made, especially by the civil service but also politicians, to think about
outcomes when designing or assessing public policy. Indeed, if one reads what was

said in parliament during the debate on the establishment of the Independent
Authority for Public Revenue (see Chapter 4), they will not find any reference to
arguments in favour or against it couched in terms of effectiveness. This culture
though, is not a top-down phenomenon. Rather it complements the clientelism that is
prevalent in Greek society.
The reliance on slogans and the absence of a culture of evidence-based policy making
(which is not confined to Greece amongst European countries) is in Greece’s case
also associated with a climate of polarisation. This is not confined to the period in the
run-up to elections but permeates contemporary political discourse. The single
biggest expression of this phenomenon in the reform process that we have examined
is the language used in the Greek parliament.

Conditionality and membership of the European Union
This conclusion has important implications for the EU since it is making increasing
use of conditionality not only externally but also internally (as the ongoing reform of
EMU shows). Just like membership of the EU more broadly, conditionality requires a
significant degree of programme ownership at the domestic level. In the presence of a
domestic political élite that is lacking reform capacity either in terms of political will
or alternative plans, a case can be made for a less wide-ranging adjustment
programme and a slower speed of reform. Jeroen Dijsselbloem, former Finance
Minister of the Netherlands and chair of the Eurogroup, acknowledged this need when
he said
the programmes were overloaded, there were so many measures, so many
reforms at the same time, even if you have a perfect, brilliant civil service
it will be hard to do all those things at the same time
(Dijsselbloem 2018).
On the other hand, in Greece’s case the magnitude of the country’s problems and the
pressing needs generated by the financial crisis made this task immeasurably hard for
policy makers. One point in particular that deserves to be highlighted was called ‘the
MoU’s double-edged sword’ by one of our interviewees, by which he referred to the
idea that ‘in the absence of MoU-enshrined obligations, none of these things would
have happened, while many [of these reforms] faced difficulties precisely because
they were MoU-enshrined obligations’ (interview, Athens, 2 June 2017).
Nevertheless, the reforms that we describe in the empirical chapters – especially in
Chapters 3 and 4 and, in particular, job description and job evaluation within IAPR
and linking petrol stations to the Ministry of Finance so as to record transactions and
thus fight against the illicit fuel trade are things that are taken for granted in any West
European country. Yet in Greece, it took three MoUs and plenty of arm-twisting on
the part of the EU and the IMF – after almost four decades of EU membership - to
make them happen. This is a heavy indictment on the Greek political class that had
been accustomed to running the country on borrowed money.

This has implications for the process of European integration. Both the operation of
conditionality and the process of European integration more broadly require a
significant degree of ‘ownership’, i.e. genuine and consistent adherence to the logic
that permeates the objectives that integration and conditionality are meant to achieve.
From that perspective, this book shows how shallow the Greek political élite’s proEuropeanism (i.e. support for European integration) really is. For decades, vocal
support for European integration was not coupled with the effective, consistent, fair
(i.e. European) way of budgeting and collecting taxes on the part of the Greek state.
On the contrary, for decades amateurish methods of public budgeting went hand in
hand with lax, corrupt, inconsistent and ineffective ways of collecting taxes. Greek
politicians could talk the European talk (as they did), but were unwilling and/or
unable to walk the European walk when it came to managing the country’s public
finances. When the easy access to cheap borrowing dried out, the need for reform
became evident. In other words, reality forced the Greek political élite to deal with
the reform of tax collection. There was no spontaneous domestic realisation that this
issue had to be dealt with anyway. Only a handful of those who were in a position of
power actually tried to do something about it. This ‘story’ is very similar to the
country’s accession to the Euro area. The domestic reforms that made this possible
happened due to a small group of people that did not touch any issues that required
them to expend major political capital (Dimitrakopoulos and Passas 2003). This
relates in particular to the state apparatus which, as subsequent developments clearly
show, needed root and branch reform, although this reform was – and remains – a
condition for sustaining Greece’s participation in European integration.
Given the justifiable lack of trust in the Greek political élite, the scale of the problems
and the funds required, the use of conditionality on the part of Greece’s international
partners was the inevitable foundation of the reform programmes. However, the
successful operation of conditionality requires credibility on both sides but it was in
short supply on the Greek side in relation to the public revenue administration. This
lack of credibility is demonstrated by two successive governments’ attitudes towards
this reform.
In other words, conditionality requires credibility which, in turn, requires domestic
reform capacity. That reform capacity was – as this research demonstrates – lacking
either in terms of political will (which shows the objective of reform was not shared)
or in terms of concrete alternative plans. The lack of alternative plans is as farreaching as the lack of political will. For decades (indeed even during the crisis)
Greek politicians were happy to promise to fight tax evasion but were unwilling to put
in place a key tool – namely a full and functioning Land Registry which Greece was
lacking at the onset of the crisis. Just like an efficient public revenue administration,
it is another cornerstone of any modern European state, yet Greece is still striving to
build one by 2022, again under the impulse of its international partners. In other
words, this episode shows that Greece is far from being – despite its involvement in
European integration for nearly four decades – a normal European state.
Finally, the reform examined in this book also shows the enduring implications of key
characteristics of the European Union. First, the EU is an organisation that operates
on the basis of a more or less specific distribution of formal power. Its formal
competence in terms of tax matters is rather limited. This has hampered the role of
European Commission officials in situ in Greece because of the prevailing view

among them that this is a matter where member states ought to take the lead. Second,
the issue of reform capacity was not confined to Greece. It related to the European
Commission too and that is a point used by those – especially in the German
government – that were determined to push for the IMF’s involvement in crisis
management. While the European Court of Auditors has voiced some criticism of the
European Commission’s involvement in the handling of the crisis in Greece
(European Court of Auditors 2015b, 2017), the Commission has institutionalised a
new mechanism – in the form of the Structural Reform Support Service that it did not
possess at the beginning of the crisis. In a typical EU fashion, this is a case of crisisinduced institutionalisation of capacity at EU level. This, however, cannot negate the
fact that European integration is like a chain: it is only as strong as its weakest link.
This link will remain weak as long as inconvenient reforms are domestically opposed.
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